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Date Slug Type Note Topic 1 Duration Producer Producer 2

7/8/2020 Polles Fire Crash Update v

A helicopter crashed near Payson yesterday (Tues), killing the 
pilot. As KJZZ’s Bridget Dowd reports, Glendale resident Bryan 
Boatman was helping firefighters contain a fire in the Tonto 
National Forest. Accidents :29 Bridget Dowd

7/29/2020 Train Derailment rdr Early this morning, a train derailed over Tempe Town Lake. Accidents :20 Jill Ryan

7/30/2020 Tempe Derailment Update c/c

After a rare train derailment and fire over Tempe Town Lake, the 
city’s Police Chief Sylvia Moir (MOY-er) said it will take a 
considerable amount of time before the area is cleaned up. Accidents :07 Vaughan Jones

7/30/2020 Train Biker c/c

A bicyclist says she is lucky to be alive after the train at Tempe 
Town Lake derailed yesterday (Weds) morning. Camille Kimball 
says she was on the bike path directly under the bridge, when 
she heard what she thought had to be a fighter plane from the 
local air force base. But it was the derailment. Accidents :09 Jill Ryan

7/1/2020 Losing the will to live f
Arizona hospitals are preparing for an expected surge in 
coronavirus cases. Aging 4:13 Kathy Ritchie

7/3/2020 Nursing home testing m

We’ve been telling you a lot about the challenges facing 
Arizona’s long term care facilities due to the coronavirus 
pandemic. Perhaps most heartbreaking is the isolation many 
residents have been forced to endure due to visitation 
restrictions. Aging 1:08 Kathy Ritchie

7/6/2020 Caring in Crisis: Mom/daughter m

Windows are playing an important role for many families with 
loved ones in skilled nursing facilities… And it was through a 
window that a daughter finally got to see her 105 year old 
mother, for the first time after her nursing home closed its doors 
to visitors due to the coronavirus. Aging 1:11 Kathy Ritchie

7/15/2020 Nursing home testing v

The number of confirmed COVID-19 cases continues to spike… 
and the population hardest hit are older adults living in long-term 
care facilities. There has been some testing, but not enough. 
And residents and staff in the state’s roughly 2,500 assisted 
living facilities have yet to be tested at all. Aging :40 Kathy Ritchie

7/17/2020 Assisted living testing c/c

Lots of testing and rapid results are critical when it comes to 
keeping the coronavirus out of long-term care facilities. Arizona 
has tested residents and staff who live and work in the state’s 
148 Medicare-certified skilled nursing homes. But the majority of 
Arzonans who live in long-term care reside in assisted living… Aging :12 Kathy Ritchie

7/21/2020 Assisted living testing f

The lack of testing and rapid results has plagued Arizona’s long 
term care facilities – and without that, it’s practically impossible 
to stop the virus in its tracks. Aging 4:40 Kathy Ritchie

7/28/2020 Ageism and COVID w

In the early days of the coronavirus pandemic, we repeatedly 
heard that the virus primarily affects older adults -- that older 
adults are more likely to die from it. As KJZZ’s Kathy Ritchie 
reports, framing the coronavirus as something that impacts only 
“old people” exposed something else: rampant ageism. Aging :51 Kathy Ritchie

7/29/2020 Long-term care task force v

Governor Doug Ducey announced the creation of 
a task force that will develop recommendations on how to 
resume visits at long-term care facilities. Aging :38 Kathy Ritchie

7/17/2020 Trade fight c/c

A couple dozen representatives from Florida and Georgia are 
asking the federal government to take action on what they 
describe as unfair practices by Mexican produce growers. Agriculture :03 Murphy Woodhouse

7/29/2020 Chinese seeds v

Arizona is among the states where residents have received 
unsolicited packages from China containing seeds.  USDA 
officials warn that the seeds can expose local flora and fauna to 
invasive pests. Agriculture :30 Alexandria Krusniak 



7/13/2020 Border art studio w

Nearly every Tuesday for the last three years, youth in Naco, 
Sonora, have gathered at an art studio just south of 
the border wall for a weekly art party. The coronavirus changed 
all that - perhaps for the better. From the Fronteras Desk in 
Hermosillo, KJZZ’s Kendal Blust reports. Arts :45 Kendal Blust

7/1/2020 NA trade deal w
The new USMCA trade deal between the U.S., Canada and 
Mexico goes into effect (Tomorrow/Wednesday). Border :45 Murphy Woodhouse

7/1/2020 Mexico City return to normal w

The coronavirus pandemic is still growing in Mexico, 
according to federal data from that nation. But its 
capital, Mexico City, is allowing the limited return of some 
businesses and activities, as the city’s government information 
indicates a drop in hospitalizations this week. Border :40 Rodrigo Cervantes

7/3/2020 Sonora border closure w

Starting this weekend, Sonora’s governor says those crossing 
into her state for nonessential reasons will be asked to turn 
around to slow coronavirus spread. Border :40 Murphy Woodhouse

7/6/2020 Sonora border traffic cut w
A top Sonoran official is calling for a temporary halt of 
nonessential southbound border crossings. Border :41 Murphy Woodhouse

7/6/2020 Border wall workers w

Nearly a dozen people working on President 
Trump’s border wall in Arizona have been infected with the 
coronavirus. From KJZZ’s Fronteras Desk in Tucson, Michel 
Marizco reports. Border :45 Michel Marizco

7/7/2020 Border blockades w

Anticipating an influx of tourists during the holiday weekend, 
Sonoran officials implemented filters to turn back tourists and 
nonessential southbound travelers at three major ports of entry 
to prevent the spread of coronavirus. However, after tourists 
were still allowed to travel to the popular beach town Rocky 
Point, residents of a nearby border town blocked the port of entry 
in protest. Border :47 Kendal Blust

7/7/2020 Hermosillo consul general v
The U.S. Consul General in Hermosillo completed her three-year 
term in the capital of neighboring Sonora, Mexico, Monday. Border :39 Kendal Blust

7/9/2020 Puerto Penasco blockade c/c

Protesters in the border town Sonoyta (So-NOY-ta) have eased 
up on a blockade at the port of entry where they were refusing to 
let nonessential travelers into their town in recent days. It’s part 
of an agreement with leaders nearby beach 
town Rocky Point which is welcoming tourists back to its shores. Border :05 Kendal Blust

7/10/2020 CBP apprehension numbers v

The latest federal data shows a surprising jump in the number of 
people apprehended at the U-S Mexico border. From the 
Fronteras Desk in Tucson, KJZZ’s Michel Marizco reports. Border :32 Michel Marizco

7/10/2020 Border wall contract v

The Department of Defense has awarded a Montana-based 
company nearly $150 million to work on border security projects 
on the Barry M Goldwater range near Yuma. Border :50 Michel Marizco

7/17/2020 No border wall plan v

A new federal investigation finds that the Trump Administration 
moved forward with the border wall along the boundary with 
Mexico with no real strategy to control the border in place. Border :35 Michel Marizco

7/29/2020 Health Crisis north of Border w

We’ve all felt the impacts of the global health crisis caused by 
the coronavirus. But migrants waiting at the U.S.-
Mexico border face another health crisis that predates the 
pandemic, according to a new report out Tuesday. Border :46 Kendal Blust

7/29/2020 AMLO plane w

The Mexican president has been using commercial flights while 
trying to sell - and even raffle off - the presidential plane. After 
months being stored in California, the plane is back in Mexico 
City, awaiting a buyer. The president’s opponents say it’s a 
distraction from the coronavirus outbreak. Border :40 Rodrigo Cervantes

7/30/2020 Tucson Consul w

During the current Mexican president’s administration of less 
than two years, Tucson has had three Mexican consuls. The 
third one was appointed after a controversial removal of his 
predecessor. From KJZZ's Mexico City Bureau, Rodrigo 
Cervantes [rod-REE-go sir-VAHN-tehs] reports. Border :40 Rodrigo Cervantes



7/30/2020 Border Wall Construction Halted w

Located a few paces from the US-Mexico border at Organ Pipe 
Cactus National Monument, Quitobaquito [KEE-toe-back-eeto] 
Springs feed a tiny oasis in the middle of the Sonoran Desert. 
But its recent decline is raising alarm bells. Border :49 AZPM Alisa Reznick

7/31/2020 Juarez cartel sued w

In what they are calling historic litigation, family members of nine 
women and children massacred by suspected 
drug cartel members last November have filed a lawsuit against 
the cartel. From the Fronteras Desk in Hermosillo, KJZZ’s 
Kendal Blust reports the suit hinges on recognition of 
the cartel as an international terrorist organization. Border :47 Kendal Blust

7/31/2020 Mexico meds w

After facing criticism for cutting costs in the healthcare system, 
the Mexican president is launching a groundbreaking strategy. 
And part of the plan involves a future coronavirus vaccine and 
more supplies bought from the U.S. Border :40 Rodrigo Cervantes

7/1/2020 Brno Insys v

In addition to a federal court case that’s gone on almost as long 
as the related drug crisis, a new settlement has been reached 
between Arizona officials and principals of Valley-based opioid 
maker Insys Therapeutics. Business :40 Heather VanBlokland

7/1/2020 Phx budget w

It appears federal relief funds will help Phoenix avoid cuts to city 
services and employee layoffs during the fiscal year that starts 
today (Wednesday). Business :43 Christina Estes

7/2/2020 LifeTime liquor v
The Arizona Department of Liquor has suspended the liquor 
license of a Life Time Fitness location. Business :40 Vaughan Jones

7/3/2020 Airbnb restrictions c/c

Airbnb is implementing new restrictions today (Thursday) in 
Phoenix and throughout the country.  The company is barring 
guests under the age of 25, without at least three positive 
reviews, from booking homes close to where they live. Business :11 Alexandria Krusniak 

7/6/2020 Prescott tech company v

A San Diego-based company has picked Prescott for its new 
manufacturing facility. As Christina Estes reports from KJZZ’s 
Business Desk, educational institutions were a big draw. Business :30 Christina Estes

7/7/2020 Mountainside Fitness s

A Maricopa Superior Court Judge is expected to rule today 
(Tues) on whether Arizona gyms must follow Governor Ducey’s 
recent order to close...due to COVID-19. The judge heard 
arguments yesterday (Monday) from Mountainside Fitness and 
EoS Fitness. Business :30 Jill Ryan

7/9/2020 Manufacturing during COVID-19 f

Stay at home orders don’t apply to all workers. Medical 
personnel, first responders and frontline workers of 
manufacturing companies are just a few of the types of skilled 
labor that cannot work from home. But that doesn’t mean 
working at the job is business as usual. Business 3:32 Heather VanBlokland

7/13/2020 Mesa Marketing help v
Mesa is offering help to businesses that have seen sales drop 
due to COVID-19. Business :36 Christina Estes

7/14/2020 Amazon training in Sonora w

As the coronavirus pandemic drags on, business owners in 
neighboring Sonora, Mexico are looking for new ways to stay 
afloat. One possibility - online sales through e-commerce 
giant Amazon. Business :47 Kendal Blust

7/15/2020 New Fords from Hermosillo w
The new Ford Bronco Sport SUV will be built at a plant in 
northern Mexico. Business :41 Murphy Woodhouse

7/15/2020 KFC dine-in v

The fast food chain KFC is advising franchise locations in 
Arizona and three other states to avoid dine-in seating. As 
Christina Estes reports from KJZZ’s Business Desk, the 
company is reacting to rising COVID-19 cases. Business :30 Christina Estes

7/16/2020 Hermosillo reopening w

As cases surge in the state, hundreds of stores in the historic 
city center of the Sonoran capital are set to reopen. From the 
Fronteras Desk in Hermosillo (air-mo-SEE-yo), KJZZ’s Murphy 
Woodhouse reports. Business :48 Murphy Woodhouse

7/17/2020 Raytheon radar contract v

Southern Arizona’s largest private employer landed a federal 
government contract worth more than two billion dollars. From 
KJZZ’s Business Desk, Christina Estes reports. Business :27 Christina Estes



7/17/2020 Residential permits v
New data show the coronavirus impact on residential 
developments in Arizona. Business :28 Christina Estes

7/20/2020 Peoria Small biz v

Peoria is offering help to local businesses dealing with the 
coronavirus. From KJZZ’s Business Desk, Christina Estes 
reports on what the city and Chambers of Commerce are doing Business :35 Christina Estes

7/22/2020 Aldi stores v The Valley’s grocery market is growing Business :31 Christina Estes

7/22/2020 Maricopa County business grants v

Maricopa County is offering grants to small businesses and 
nonprofits hurting financially due to COVID-19. But, as Christina 
Estes reports from KJZZ’s Business Desk, there are several 
eligibility restrictions. Business :38 Christina Estes

7/23/2020 Five Below distribution center v
A national retailer has chosen Buckeye for its Western U.S. 
distribution center. Business :38 Christina Estes

7/27/2020 Bars/Universities v

Dozens of bar owners have filed a lawsuit against Governor 
Doug Ducey for closing their businesses... at the Arizona 
Supreme Court. Business :41 Jill Ryan

7/29/2020 Nike cancels plant v
Nike is backing out of plans to open a manufacturing plant in 
Goodyear. Business :35 Christina Estes

7/30/2020 Construction Industry Update w

A new report says the Valley ranks 4th in construction jobs 
losses due to COVID-19. The data, released today (Wednesday) 
by the Associated General Contractors of America, analyzed 
work hours among nearly 3-hundred-60 metro areas. Business :49 Christina Estes

7/21/2020 Coin shortage c/c

Some companies are looking for spare change during the 
coronavirus pandemic amidst a coin shortage. As states shut 
down parts of their economies, fewer coins were circulating, and 
the U.S. Mint isn’t making as many as it was before COVID-19. Consumer :18 Kerry Fehr Snyder

7/6/2020 Ballot Harvest v

The Arizona Attorney General and GOP lawmakers have filed an 
appeal on a voting law ruling from the 9th Circuit Court of 
Appeals. Courts :39 Jill Ryan

7/8/2020 Mountainside Fitness ruling v

Mountainside Fitness has lost an attempt to prevent Governor 
Doug Ducey from shuttering its gyms for the month of July as 
COVID-19 cases spike in Arizona Courts :39 Jimmy Jenkins

7/8/2020 Mountainside Fitness ruling c/c

Mountainside Fitness has lost an attempt to prevent Governor 
Doug Ducey from shuttering its gyms for the month of July as 
COVID-19 cases spike in Arizona. Courts :11 Jill Ryan

7/10/2020 Brno vs. Ducey v

Earlier this week, Governor Ducey emerged victorious in court. A 
judge ruled that Mountainside Fitness must comply with Ducey’s 
order to close through at least July 27th. But the question of 
whether or not that order is lawful is still up for debate. Arizona 
Attorney General Mark Brnovich may have some doubts. Courts :37 Ben Giles

7/14/2020 End of DACA w

The US Supreme Court ruling to uphold the Obama-era Deferred 
Action for Childhood Arrivals program, or DACA, goes into effect 
today [Monday]. The policy protects immigrants brought to the 
U.S. as children, and the ruling should allow people to start 
applying for it again. Courts :45 AZPM / Reznick

7/15/2020 Border agent lawsuit ends v

A six year old civil lawsuit over the shooting death of a teenager 
in Mexico by a U.S Border Patrol agent in Arizona has come to 
an end. From the Fronteras Desk in Tucson, KJZZ’s Michel 
Marizco reports. Courts :56 Michel Marizco

7/15/2020 Xponential Update v
Another fitness chain has lost its legal fight to challenge 
Governor Doug Ducey’s decision to close gyms until July 27th. Courts :34 Bridget Dowd

7/16/2020 Ballot subpoena w

Legal challenges to Arizona ballot initiatives often involve 
hundreds of subpoenas. As KJZZ’s Ben Giles reports, most of 
those who are subpoenaed will be able to respond from the 
comfort of their own home. Courts :48 Ben Giles



7/16/2020 AG seeks death penalty drugs v

As the federal government resumes executions, Arizona 
Attorney General Mark Brnovich is again calling for the state to 
do the same. As KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins reports, there are 116 
inmates currently on death-row in Arizona. Courts :37 Jimmy Jenkins

7/20/2020 DACA order w

A U.S. District Court in Maryland has explicitly mandated the 
Trump administration start processing new applications for the 
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program, or DACA. The 
government should have already been doing that because the 
Supreme Court ruled to uphold the program in June. Alisa 
Reznick reports what’s next. Courts :45 AZPM Alisa Reznick

7/21/2020 Q&AZ prison health care v

KJZZ listener Chandler McElroy used the Q and AZ portal to ask 
about the latest developments in Arizona’s 
prison health care class action lawsuit. Courts :36 Jimmy Jenkins

7/21/2020 Criminal code c/c
Challengers filed a lawsuit against an initiative that would give 
judges more discretion when it comes to sentencing. Courts :15 Ben Giles

7/21/2020 Marijuana Poll c/c

Opponents to the recreational legalization of marijuana have 
filed a lawsuit in an attempt to remove it from the November 
ballot. Every measure is required to have a 100--word 
description...and it is that description that opponents say is 
misleading the public. Courts :12 Jill Ryan

7/22/2020 Crisis standards of care w
Google is responding to a lawsuit Arizona Attorney Mark General 
Brnovich filed against the Internet giant in May Courts :34 Kathy Ritchie

7/22/2020 Prop 123 v

A federal appeals court has overturned a judge’s decision 
against a ballot measure approved by Arizona voters in 2016 to 
provide more funding for education. As KJZZ’s Alexandria 
Krusniak (CRUISE-nee-ack) reports, the ruling upholds the 
state’s ability to continue funneling more cash from a state land 
trust. Courts :38 Alexandria Krusniak 

7/22/2020 Marijuana Initiative challenge c/c

Opponents to the recreational legalization of marijuana have 
filed a lawsuit in an attempt to remove it from the November 
ballot. Every measure is required to have a 100--word 
description...and it is that description that opponents say is 
misleading the public. Courts :13 Jill Ryan

7/23/2020 DACA delays c/c

A federal court has ordered the Trump administration to accept 
new applications for the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals 
program. Courts :19 Vaughan Jones

7/24/2020 Fed employee lawsuit v

A lawsuit originally filed in March by the American Federation of 
Government Employees alleges workers haven’t been properly 
compensated for the workplace hazards caused by the 
coronavirus pandemic. Alisa Reznick reports more agencies are 
now joining the suit as cases increase. Courts :32 AZPM Alisa Reznick

7/28/2020 Outsourced adoptions w

Maricopa County Attorney Allister Adel announced last week that 
her office would stop outsourcing adoption services to private 
law firms Courts :48 Ben Giles

7/28/2020 Gyms in Court v

A Maricopa County Superior Court Judge has agreed to hear 
new arguments by gym owners saying Governor Doug Ducey 
keeps moving the goalposts for their businesses to safely 
reopen. Courts :39 Jill Ryan

7/29/2020 Housing Lawsuit c/c

Two legal organizations are suing the city of Phoenix over its 
rental assistance program. The city used Coronavirus Relief 
Funds from the CARES Act to set up a program to aid struggling 
residents Courts :16 Katherine Davis Young

7/3/2020 FBI Money Mules w

Federal authorities say the number of scams in which people are 
moving money for fraudsters has been steadily rising in Arizona 
during the coronavirus pandemic. Crime :42 Matt Casey



7/3/2020 Guanajuato Massacre v

In central Mexico, shooters killed at least 26 people on 
Wednesday. Drug-related violence has escalated in the region, 
and the Mexican president says local authorities are the ones to 
blame. From KJZZ’s Mexico City Bureau, Rodrigo Cervantes 
[rod-REE-go sir-VAHN-tehs] reports. Crime :37 Rodrigo Cervantes

7/6/2020 Body cam attitudes w

The investigation of a state trooper’s killing of Dion Johnson 
showed an ADOT camera is the only video footage of the 
incident. Arizona’s Department of Public Safety - responsible for 
patrolling state highways - doesn’t equip its officers with body 
cameras. KJZZ’s Heather van Blokland reports on a study that 
explains why that may be. Crime :50 Heather VanBlokland

7/7/2020 Phx PD shooting v

 The Phoenix Police Department says two officers shot and killed 
a man sitting in a car in the driveway of a Maryvale residence on 
Saturday. As KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins reports a Phoenix Police 
spokesperson says the department received a 911 call the 
afternoon of July 4th requesting assistance. Crime :39 Jimmy Jenkins

7/7/2020 Mother reax AZ airman's murder c/c

The parents of a recently murdered Arizona woman who was an 
airman in the United States Air Force are speaking out about the 
shooting death of their daughter that occurred in late June. Crime :11 Tom Maxedon

7/9/2020 Dion Johnson case update v
The Phoenix Police Departmet has concluded its investigation 
into the DPS shooting of Dion Johnson. Crime :39 Jimmy Jenkins

7/10/2020 Chief Williams c/c
Phoenix Police Chief Jeri Williams is calling on the FBI to 
investigate the July 4th shooting of James Garcia in Maryvale. Crime :15 Bridget Dowd

7/10/2020 Ayotzinapa 43 murder update v Now, a new clue shines light on the case. Crime :43 Rodrigo Cervantes

7/10/2020 Yuma Arrest c/c

Yuma police arrested two people who entered a Walmart 
Wednesday night and refused to put on masks.  According to 
police the two were asked by workers to either leave the store or 
put on masks. Crime :11 Alexandria Krusniak 

7/14/2020 Missing people searches w

Despite the ongoing pandemic, a group led by women in 
neighboring Sonora is continuing to search for the remains of 
missing loved ones. Crime :41 Murphy Woodhouse

7/15/2020 Sonora pharmacy fraud w

Mexican officials cited a pharmacy in the Sonoran capital 
Hermosillo this week for inflating prices on a drug being used to 
treat symptoms of the coronavirus. Crime :50 Kendal Blust

7/17/2020 Johnson presser c/c

The family of Dion Johnson, killed in a DPS shooting May 25th, 
on Thursday responded to the Phoenix Police Department's 
report on the incident.  The report makes no recommendation for 
charging Public Safety Trooper George Cervantes in the 
shooting of 28-year-old Johnson, who was reportedly passed out 
in the driver's seat of the car when the trooper approached. Crime :15 Heather VanBlokland

7/24/2020 Police officer fired s

A Phoenix police officer facing sexual assault and sexual 
misconduct charges involving two women he had detained...has 
been fired by the department Crime :23 Jill Ryan

7/28/2020 MMIW cold cases v

The federal government is opening seven offices across the 
country, including one in Phoenix, to solve cold cases involving 
the hundreds of murdered and missing indigenous people. Crime :39 Laurel Morales

7/30/2020 Dem HQ Arson Arrest v

Phoenix police have arrested a 29-year-old man on suspicion of 
intentionally starting last week’s fire at the Arizona Democratic 
Party building near downtown. Court records say the suspect is a 
former volunteer who was banned Crime :41 Matt Casey

7/30/2020 Train FBI c/c

Early yesterday (Wednesday) morning, a train derailed over 
Tempe Town Lake, sparking a 4-alarm fire. No one was hurt, but 
flammable chemicals leaked out of several train cars. 90 
firefighters were on the scene and Tempe Police Chief Sylvia 
Moir (MOY-er) says they were joined by the FBI Phoenix Office. Crime :18 Jill Ryan

7/2/2020 Disability standards of care w

Several civil rights and disability advocacy groups have sent a 
letter to Governor Ducey and Arizona’s health director, Dr. Cara 
Christ. Disabilities :51 Kathy Ritchie



7/20/2020 ADA hospital visits c/c

Many hospitals have had to restrict visitors because of the 
coronavirus pandemic. But for people with certain disabilities like 
autism or Down syndrome, that restriction may have done more 
harm than good. Disabilities :18 Kathy Ritchie

7/8/2020 Johns Hopkins % positive v

Arizona’s coronavirus metrics have been moving in the wrong 
direction for over a month.  As Alexandria Krusniak (CRUISE-
nee-ak) reports, one in four COVID-19 tests are coming back 
positive in the state. ealth :40 Alexandria Krusniak 

7/17/2020 Jobless Numbers c/c

Arizona’s unemployment rate...for June...reported to be at 10 
percent by the state Office of Economic Opportunity. That’s a full 
point higher from the previous month. But Arizona seems to be 
weathering the pandemic-caused recession better than other 
parts of the country. The national unemployment rate for June 
was at 11 point one. Economy :09 Jill Ryan

7/20/2020 Unemployment Expirations f

Hundreds of thousands of Arizonans have lost their jobs since 
the pandemic began. But the additional 600 dollars a week 
in unemployment insurance from the CARES Act expires July 
25th. With federal money drying up, some say it's time for 
Arizona to change its state unemployment system. Economy 4:32 Katherine Davis Young

7/24/2020 CAA on Medicaid SHOW w

After millions of Americans lost their jobs to the pandemic, they 
also lost employer health coverage. That has meant increasing 
enrollment in state Medicaid. Now, advocates are calling on 
Congress to provide support for Medicaid in what could be this 
year’s final pandemic relief package. Economy :48 Katie Campbell

7/27/2020 Economy mask w
p g g y

the state -- after the pandemic is under control. Economy :49 Scott Bourque

7/30/2020 State Unemployment w

Arizonans receiving unemployment benefits this week got an 
extra 6 hundred dollars thanks to the CARES Act. But it’s the last 
week those additional dollars will help cover their expenses… 
The program expires on Friday. K-J-Z-Z’s Ben Giles reports 
some are calling on Governor Ducey to help make up for the loss 
at the state level. Economy :38 Ben Giles

7/31/2020 Employment 2028 dp

Despite COVID-19’s disruption to the economy, long-term 
employment projections for Arizona remain positive. Doug Walls 
is with the state’s Office of Economic Opportunity. He says all 15 
state counties are forecast to gain jobs through 20-28, led by 
Maricopa County. Economy :19 Jill Ryan

7/1/2020 Hoffman on school delays c/c
A Monday executive order has delayed the first day of in-person 
learning in Arizona schools to mid-August.  Education :13 Rocio Hernandez

7/2/2020 UA delaying furloughs v
The University of Arizona has delayed its furlough plans that 
were set to start today/Wednesday. Education :40 Rocio Hernandez

7/2/2020 ASU CARES Act f

Arizona universities like Grand Canyon and Northern Arizona 
began distributing federal coronavirus relief money to students 
back in May. But Arizona State University won’t distribute those 
funds until sometime this summer and fall, leaving spring 
semester students frustrated. Education 4:40 Rocio Hernandez

7/3/2020 School start dates w
A Monday executive order has delayed the first day of in-person 
instruction at K through 12 Arizona schools to August 17th. Education :43 Rocio Hernandez

7/8/2020 Student COVID Athletes c/c

Colleges and universities continue to grapple with when to fully 
open their campuses—which have largely been closed in 
response to the coronavirus pandemic. Education :19 Tom Maxedon

7/8/2020 ICE international students w

Yesterday (Monday) Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
announced that international students could put their immigration 
status at risk if they attend colleges that are fully remote next 
semester. Education :44 Rocio Hernandez

7/8/2020 PhxUnion not renewing SRO w

After weeks of civil unrest over police brutality following the 
death of George Floyd and others, schools nationwide began 
reconsidering their school resource officers program. Phoenix 
Union High School District announced today (Tuesday) it’s 
pausing the program. Education :33 Rocio Hernandez



7/9/2020 Hoffman on school openings w

Superintendent of Public Instruction Kathy Hoffman is skeptical 
Arizona schools will be able to reopen in August as planned. She 
wants to continue to reevaluate that plan even as President 
Trump threatens to cut funding for schools that do not open in 
the fall. Education :46 Katie Campbell

7/9/2020 AJ schools opening first c/c

The Apache Junction Unified School District announced that it 
will be delivering both breakfast and lunch directly to students in 
the district during the period of online learning. Education :46 Vaughan Jones

7/9/2020 School reopening pushback m

The Trump administration is pressuring schools to fully reopen. 
But as KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez reports, Arizona school leaders 
and teachers don’t want to rush things while the state continues 
to see a surge in COVID-19 cases. Education 1:08 Rocio Hernandez

7/10/2020 Online principal v

Scottsdale Unified School District has created a new position to 
its governing board, in preparation for an increased number of 
students engaged in online learning for the coming school year, 
KJZZ’s Alexandria Krusniak (CRUISE-nee-ak) reports. Education :37 Alexandria Krusniak 

7/10/2020 School start dates m

In his press conference today (Thursday) Governor Doug Ducey 
said he will not make returning to school a political issue. As 
KJZZ’s Alexandria Krusniak reports, some school districts are 
already pushing back his expected August 17 start date. Education 1:05 Alexandria Krusniak 

7/13/2020 AI Degree program c/c

Growing demand for artificial intelligence - or AI - skills has led to 
the state’s first AI certificate and degree program. The Maricopa 
County Community College District is partnering with technology 
company Intel to launch the associate degree program this fall. 
Darcy Renfro is the district’s Chief Workforce and Economic 
Development Officer. Education :13 Christina Estes

7/13/2020 GCU basketball team update v

The Grand Canyon University men’s basketball team has been 
placed in quarantine after four student-athletes and two student 
managers tested positive for COVID-19. Education :31 Scott Bourque

7/13/2020 Older teachers & Covid w

As school boards and other leaders in the education community 
weigh the pros and cons of resuming in-person classes in the 
fall, much of the discussion revolves around student health and 
safety. Education :50 Scott Bourque

7/13/2020 PHX Union HS online folo c/c
The head of Phoenix Union High School district is reiterating its 
school year will begin online August 3rd. Education :21 Tom Maxedon

7/14/2020 Distance learning c/c

A large number of Arizona students will be taking classes online 
when the school year begins. Governor Ducey’s “aspirational” 
date to re-open schools is August 17th, and some school board 
members are asking for the date to be pushed back to October. Education :10 Vaughan Jones

7/14/2020 Invest in Ed lawsuit c/c
A group financed by the Arizona Chamber of Commerce is suing 
to keep an initiative off the November ballot. Education :15 Ben Giles

7/14/2020 Teacher protest w

Arizona teachers are continuing calls to delay the start of in-
person instruction until the state sees a decrease in COVID-19 
cases. Education :34 Rocio Hernandez

7/14/2020 QCSD teacher contract w

ueen Creek teachers have started a petition on issues they see 
with their district’s school reopening plan, including an invitation 
to resign. Education :41 Rocio Hernandez

7/14/2020 International student lawsuit v

Arizona’s three public universities are suing to stop the Trump 
administration from banning international students from 
attending U-S schools online Education :40 Ben Giles

7/15/2020 Student tech disadvantages c/c

Nearly a third of all K-12 students do not have adequate access 
to the internet, or a device to connect, according to an analysis 
from the group Common Sense Media.  As Arizona and other 
states turn to digital learning models for the coming school year, 
state officials are looking to close the digital divide through 
adequate funding. Education :07 Alexandria Krusniak 

7/15/2020 ASBA SROs w
The death of George Floyd has sparked nationwide discussions 
on policing, including the use of school resource officers. Education :44 Rocio Hernandez



7/16/2020 School reopening date c/c

Arizona brick and mortar schools are set to reopen on August 
17th at the earliest under a June executive order by Governor 
Doug Ducey. Education :08 Rocio Hernandez

7/16/2020 Crow on Pandemic c/c

The coronavirus pandemic has upended everything from the 
economy to education to entertainment and exercise. The state’s 
three public universities are evaluating whether and how to 
resume in-person classes in the fall while also offering online 
classes. Education :11 Kerry Fehr Snyder

7/16/2020 Teacher Check In f

With so much uncertainty surrounding the next school year, 
Arizona teachers are figuring out what their classrooms will look 
like in the era of COVID-19. Education 4:35 Bridget Dowd

7/17/2020 No school decision v
We’re less than five weeks away from Governor Doug Ducey’s 
aspirational school reopening date of August 17 Education :13 Rocio Hernandez

7/21/2020 Avondale HealthyVerify w
One Arizona school district is taking extra steps to ensure a safe 
environment for students when they can return to the classroom. Education :48 Bridget Dowd

7/21/2020 Schools face masks v
The Maricopa County Department of Public Health issued new 
guidance today (Monday) for face masks in school settings. Education :32 Rocio Hernandez

7/22/2020 Sonora school delay w how and if to send students back to classrooms, officials in Education :48 Kendal Blust

7/23/2020 County school guidance c/c

Maricopa County Public Health is making recommendations for 
how to hold school in the safest way possible if in-person 
instruction resumes soon Education :45 Katherine Davis Young

7/23/2020 B&G virtual learning w

Starting next month, five Boys and Girls Club locations in 
Scottsdale will offer students a place to do schoolwork while 
classes continue in remote settings. Education :36 Rocio Hernandez

7/24/2020 School reopening w

Governor Ducey issued a new executive order today/Thursday 
on the state’s plan for school reopenings. As KJZZ’s Rocio 
Hernandez reports, the governor is pulling back on an August 
17th target date to open schools statewide. Education :46 Rocio Hernandez

7/27/2020 Peoria schools delayed w
The Peoria Unified School District is extending distance learning 
as it awaits state guidance on safe school reopenings. Education :39 Rocio Hernandez

7/27/2020 Examining The Bar f
Tomorrow, hundreds will sit for the bar exam at the Phoenix 
Convention Center. Education 3:42 Ben Giles

7/28/2020 ASU Mars cameras v

When NASA’s latest Mars rover, Perseverance, launches on 
Thursday [May 30], it will carry another camera designed and 
operated by Arizona State University Education :33 Nick Gerbis

7/29/2020 Universities reopenings v

Arizona State University says it's sticking to its plan to hold some 
in-person classes during the fall semester. As KJZZ’s Rocio 
Hernandez reports, this comes after other Arizona universities 
have decided to start most classes remotely. Education :40 Rocio Hernandez

7/29/2020 School reopening metrics m

By next Friday, the state expects to release public health 
benchmarks to safely reopen schools. But as KJZZ’s Rocio 
Hernandez reports, a coalition of education leaders and 
physicians said today/Tuesday that’s not enough. Education 1:06 Rocio Hernandez

7/30/2020 Ed Tax w

On Friday, a Maricopa County Superior Court judge blocked a 
voter initiative that would have raised taxes on wealthy 
Arizonans to increase funding for education. As KJZZ’s Rocio 
Hernandez reports, supporters will appeal the decision to the 
Arizona Supreme Court. Education :41 Rocio Hernandez

7/31/2020 UA re-entry plan w

University of Arizona President Robert Robbins said 
today/Thursday that its return to in-person classes this fall will be 
staggered. Education :50 Rocio Hernandez

7/31/2020 ASU COVID mitigation w

Arizona’s three public universities announced during today’s 
(Friday’s) Board of Regents meeting that they will all require face 
coverings as part of fall reopening plans. Education :50 Rocio Hernandez

7/2/2020 Marijuana Ballot c/c

Proponents of legalizing recreational marijuana in Arizona said 
Wednesday they turned in 420 thousand petition signatures — 
far more than needed to get the measure on the 
November ballot despite challenges posed by the coronavirus. Elections :14 Jill Ryan



7/3/2020 Senate Native American Polling w

More than a dozen U.S. Senators -- all democrats -- have urged 
Attorney General William Barr to protect Native American voting 
rights in the upcoming election. From the Fronteras Desk in 
Flagstaff, KJZZ’s Laurel Morales reports. Elections :50 Laurel Morales

7/6/2020 Primary registration deadline v

Today is the deadline to register for the August 
4th primary election. In-person early voting begins Wednesday 
and runs through July 31st. Elections :38 Scott Bourque

7/7/2020 City Elections v
An attorney for the city of Tucson says state legislators can’t tell 
Arizona’s charter cities when they can have their elections. Elections :37 Bridget Dowd

7/15/2020 Ballot initiatives subpoena f
Campaigns to bypass the Arizona legislature and pass laws on 
the ballot in November had a rough go of it this year. Elections 3:55 Ben Giles

7/21/2020 Q&AZ ballots v

With election season on the horizon, paper ballots will be used 
around Arizona. Through our Q&AZ reporting project, one 
listener asked why aren’t candidates’ names listed 
alphabetically? Elections :43 Vaughan Jones

7/24/2020 Ballot-by-mail Request v
Friday is the last day to request a ballot by mail for the 2020 
primary. Elections :36 Alexandria Krusniak 

7/27/2020 Early voting returns w

With just about a week to go until the state’s August 4th primary 
election, the Maricopa County Recorder’s office 
says early voting returns are strong. Elections :43 Scott Bourque

7/28/2020 Maricopa county LTC v

When it comes to voting in a pandemic, election officials are 
looking at different ways people can safely cast ballots. But what 
if someone lives in a long-term care facility and needs help 
voting? Elections 1:06 Kathy Ritchie

7/31/2020 Initiatives v
Governor Doug Ducey opposes three of the 
four initiatives expected to be on the ballot this November. Elections :38 Jill Ryan

7/6/2020 Lake Powell: Day 1 f

The Glen Canyon Dam on the Colorado River transformed its 
canyon into the country’s second largest man-made reservoir — 
Lake Powell. It’s something environmentalists have never gotten 
over. Environment 4:22 KUER Jon Reed

7/7/2020 Lake Powell: Day 2 f

Over the last two decades the Colorado River flows have 
decreased by 20%. At the same time, Lake Powell has become 
a recreation hotspot, bringing in millions to local economies. Environment 3:54 KUER Lexi Peery

7/29/2020 Air quality c/c

The Arizona Department of Environmental Quality has been 
studying the effect of less driving in the Valley as people work 
from home. Although air quality has improved over the last few 
months, the Valley continues to struggle with high ozone levels. 
Heat, high pressure, wind, dust and wildfire all play a role. Environment :11 Ron Dungan

7/21/2020 Childhood hunger pandemic c/c

Hundreds of thousands of Arizonans have lost their jobs as a 
result of the pandemic … and the economy remains dire … 
resulting in more people, including children, going hungry. Family :17 Tom Maxedon

7/22/2020 Child safety - Part I f
After four months of the coronavirus pandemic, some 
households are at their breaking point. Family 3:25 Christina Estes

7/23/2020 SNAP benefits v
New data show how many working families count on federal 
funds to help put food on their tables. Family :33 Christina Estes

7/23/2020 Child Safety Part 2 f

As the pandemic and recession drag on, more people face 
economic uncertainty. And that concerns groups that provide 
services to vulnerable families in Arizona. Family 4:26 Christina Estes

7/24/2020 School and grandfamilies w

Nearly 60,000 Arizona children are being raised by their 
grandparents, and many are worried about going back to school 
in the midst of a pandemic. Family :50 Kathy Ritchie

7/24/2020 Census household survey v

A new survey by the Census Bureau shows more than a quarter 
of households in metro Phoenix missed last month’s payment or 
are worried about missing next month’s. Family :38 Christina Estes

7/27/2020 Gender inequality w

New research appears to show the coronavirus pandemic has 
caused more working mothers to reduce their work hours to care 
for their children compared to working fathers. Family :46 Kathy Ritchie



7/24/2020 Democrat Fire s

Just after 1 A-M firefighters were dispatched to the 
Arizona Democratic Party building in downtown Phoenix after 
reports of smoke. The fire was controlled, no one was 
determined to be inside at the time and there were no injuries 
reported. Fires :21 Jill Ryan

7/27/2020 NEA local grants v

More than a million dollars in federal coronavirus relief funds will 
help sixteen nonprofit groups in Arizona. From KJZZ’s Business 
Desk, Christina Estes reports on the awards from the National 
Endowment for the Arts. Govt Federal :37 Christina Estes

7/2/2020 Phoenix street names w
Phoenix leaders unanimously approved starting the process to 
rename two city streets. Govt. City :47 Christina Estes

7/3/2020 Tempe mayor Woods dp

The City of Tempe has officially sworn in its first African 
American Mayor in its history...Mayor Corey Woods. Last night’s 
(Thurs) ceremony took place virtually as the result of the 
pandemic. Govt. City :29 Jill Ryan

7/9/2020 Tucson Council Filming v

After public backlash, the Tucson City Council has repealed an 
ordinance restricting the public from filming police officers at 
crime scenes Govt. City :35 Jill Ryan

7/20/2020 Cool pavement w

Some Phoenix streets will look different this summer and fall, 
thanks to a pilot program. As Christina Estes reports from 
KJZZ’s Downtown Bureau, the goal is to counter the urban … 
heat island ... effect. Govt. City :46 Christina Estes

7/31/2020 Chandler PPE grants w

Chandler has awarded 30-thousand dollars to help local 
businesses cover the cost of personal protective equipment. And 
the city has another 1-hundred-70-thousand dollars earmarked 
for the coronavirus grant program. Govt. City :33 Christina Estes

7/6/2020 White Mountain Apache funding w

The federal government has granted 
the White Mountain Apache Tribe 3 million dollars to respond to 
the coronavirus. Govt. Federal :41 Laurel Morales

7/9/2020 Unemployment benefits ending c/c

Arizonans who’ve lost their jobs have been aided by the federal 
CARES Act, which provides an additional 6 hundred dollars a 
week in unemployment benefits. But those extra benefits are set 
to expire sooner than you might think. Govt. Federal :20 Ben Giles

7/10/2020 National Parks senate bill w

More than 400 former National Park Service employees have 
urged the U.S. House to pass legislation that would provide 
billions of dollars for parks. The Senate passed the bill last 
month. Govt. Federal :47 Laurel Morales

7/20/2020 Tribal roads v

The U.S. Department of Transportation has awarded Arizona 
tribes more than 4 million dollars to support transit operations 
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Govt. Federal :41 Ron Dungan

7/22/2020 Undocumented immigrants census v

 Roughly 275 thousand undocumented people live in Arizona. 
President Trump has signed an order that aims to bar them from 
being counted toward the reallotment of congressional seats that 
will be based on the 20-20 Census. Govt. Federal :41 Matt Casey

7/23/2020 Ducey's letter to Congress v

As Congress considers its next pandemic relief package, 
Governor Doug Ducey is asking for more federal aid for Arizona. 
The governor sent a letter this week to the 
state’s congressional delegation Govt. Federal :37 Katherine Davis Young

7/24/2020 Assisted living follow w

On Wednesday, President Trump announced his administration 
will provide $5 billion to help nursing homes deal with the 
coronavirus. Govt. Federal :49 Kathy Ritchie

7/27/2020 Federal unemployment benefits c/c

The expanded federal unemployment benefits expire Friday, 
leaving the millions of Americans left unemployed in the 
coronavirus pandemic without the six-hundred-dollar-a-week 
benefits for the foreseeable future. Govt. Federal :22 Scott Bourque



7/27/2020 BLM nominations c/c

 Arizona conservation groups are raising concerns about 
President Trump’s pick to lead the Bureau of Land Management. 
William Perry Pendley formerly headed a law firm that sued for 
the right to mine near the Grand Canyon and has a record of 
supporting the sale of public land. Govt. Federal :10 Katherine Davis Young

7/28/2020 Census health c/c
About 59 percent of Arizona’s households had responded to the 
2020 Census as of last week. Govt. Federal :16 Bridget Dowd

7/6/2020 Ducey bends on arts funding v

Arizona’s “skinny budget” that passed earlier this year did NOT 
include TWO MILLION DOLLARS in funding for the Arizona 
Commission on the Arts. Govt. State :37 Tom Maxedon

7/7/2020 Emergency Powers c/c

Some lawmakers say it’s time to revisit state laws granting 
Governor Doug Ducey’s broad emergency powers. Senate 
President Karen Fann says these powers were intended for 30 
to 60 days, not six months. Govt. State :15 Jill Ryan

7/10/2020 Ducey presser 3pm w

COVID-19 is spreading faster in Arizona than anywhere else in 
the country right now but Governor Doug Ducey won’t be issuing 
a new stay-at-home order. Govt. State :52 Katherine Davis Young

7/10/2020 Bar exam deadline v

Would-be lawyers in Arizona have until Friday to decide if they 
want to take the state bar exam in person on July 28th, or further 
delay their careers by opting to take the test online in October Govt. State :31 Ben Giles

7/15/2020 Homeless funding v

The Governor’s office is distributing nearly 6 million dollars in 
federal grant money for homelessness prevention in Arizona. 
KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young reports. Govt. State :38 Katherine Davis Young

7/16/2020 Special Session c/c
Arizona lawmakers ended their annual legislative session in 
May. Govt. State :09 Ben Giles

7/17/2020 Christ testing c/c

The COVID-19 Testing Strike Force will kick off 12 days of free 
testing Friday. Testing sites at South Mountain Park and 
Maryvale High School are expected to test up to 5,000 people 
per day and provide test results within 24 to 48 hours from the 
time the swabs get to the lab.  Govt. State :13 Katie Campbell

7/17/2020 Long time CV w

On Thursday afternoon, Governor Ducey told Arizonans that 
efforts to slow the spread of the coronavirus are working. But he 
also warned residents that doesn’t mean the state is out of the 
woods yet, or will be for a long time Govt. State :40 Ben Giles

7/22/2020 Bar Owner Supreme Court v

Bar owners from across the state are asking the 
Arizona Supreme Court to rule that Governor Doug Ducey does 
NOT have the constitutional authority to shut them, or any other 
business, down. Govt. State :39 Kathy Ritchie

7/23/2020 Elections Executive Order v

Governor Doug Ducey issued an Executive Order Wednesday 
that his office said will make additional state resources available 
for upcoming elections. Govt. State :37 Jimmy Jenkins

7/23/2020 Howie - Evictions v

A Maricopa County Superior Court judge ruled Wednesday that 
Governor Doug Ducey acted legally in blocking evictions of 
tenants hit hard by COVID-19. Govt. State :37 Jill Ryan

7/24/2020 Ducey guidance c/c
Governor Ducey has extended his order shuttering bars, gyms, 
nightclubs, waterparks and tubing operations. Govt. State :09 Ben Giles

7/31/2020 Gov presser w

On Thursday, Ducey was asked multiple times what he, as 
governor, is willing to do to boost unemployment benefits at the 
state level. Govt. State :49 Ben Giles

7/21/2020 Sonoran red status w

The Mexican government says Sonora, the Mexican state to 
Arizona’s south, no longer has the most serious rating on a 
national pandemic scale. Healh :42 Murphy Woodhouse

7/1/2020 COVID ER doc c/c

The state health department yesterday (Monday) approved 
requests by Arizona hospitals to move to crisis standards of care 
after a surge in coronavirus cases has garnered state and 
national media attention. Health :14 Tom Maxedon

7/1/2020 Hospital Outsourcing v
Arizona hospitals are preparing for an expected surge in 
coronavirus cases. Health :38 Jill Ryan



7/2/2020 4,800 cases w

COVID-19 continues to spread at a staggering pace in Arizona. 
The state reported 4,878 new cases and 88 deaths today 
(Wed). Health :49 Katherine Davis Young

7/2/2020 COVID exit strategy c/c
Arizona has become a COVID-19 hotspot, and all the metrics 
are moving in the wrong direction. Health :13 Kerry Fehr Snyder

7/2/2020 Newsom masks c/c

California Governor Gavin Newsom’s COVID-19 briefing on 
Wednesday included the state’s plan to send millions of 
protective face coverings to Arizona. Newsom says California 
has an abundance of masks and is sending them to areas in 
need. Health :14 Vaughan Jones

7/3/2020 Coconino search & rescue w
Coconino County’s Search and Rescue team continues to see a 
high number of calls. Health :34 Ron Dungan

7/7/2020 ICU nurse c/c

As the number of coronavirus cases in Arizona continues to rise, 
so does the number of patients in the Intensive Care Unit. 
Sunday’s numbers from the Arizona Department of Health 
Services showed 89-percent of the state’s ICU beds were in use. Health :16 Bridget Dowd

7/7/2020 DHS youth COVID v

Arizona became the eighth state to cross the grim 100,000 
coronavirus case mark on Monday. As KJZZ’s Vaughan Jones 
reports, the demographic of those testing positive for the novel 
virus are young residents. Health :31 Vaughan Jones

7/8/2020 Mountain rescues w

The Coconino County Sheriff’s Office received a high number of 
calls over the holiday weekend. As KJZZ’s Ron Dungan reports, 
the high country continues to see a lot of weekend traffic. Health :40 Ron Dungan

7/9/2020 County presser c/c

There could be as many as 10 times more COVID-19 cases in 
the county than what’s been reported...that’s according to Dr. 
Rebecca Sunenshine with Maricopa County Public Health. Health :10 Katherine Davis Young

7/9/2020 CV task force c/c

Federal health officials in the Trump administration’s coronavirus 
task force said Wednesday they are closely following the spike in 
Arizona cases. Health :15 Kerry Fehr Snyder

7/10/2020 Mexico City CV zones w
Many of Mexico City’s  got too crowded, forcing the government 
to adjust some pandemic regulations. Health :42 Rodrigo Cervantes

7/13/2020 Slow Covid results c/c
Arizona has expanded its coronavirus testing capacity thanks to 
several partnerships with universities and labs. Health :19 Scott Bourque

7/13/2020 AZ New Drug s

Governor Doug Ducey says Arizona will receive 361 cases of the 
experimental anti-viral drug Remdesivir (rem-DES-iv-veer). 
The drug received emergency approval by the U-S F-D-A in 
May....and it appears to help COVID-19 patients recover faster. 
Arizona became one of the nation’s hotspots for COVID-19 in 
May after Ducey relaxed stay-at-home orders and other 
restrictions. Over 22 hundred Arizonans have died and over 122 
thousand have been infected. Health :29 Jill Ryan

7/13/2020 Contact Tracing f

Some people who contract COVID-19 don’t develop symptoms 
but are still contagious. So when tests reveal someone has the 
virus, public health officials say it’s important to contact anyone 
they may have unknowingly exposed. But as KJZZ’s Katherine 
Davis-Young reports, months into the pandemic, Arizona’s 
system for contact tracing still faces challenges. Health 4:47 Katherine Davis Young

7/14/2020 Fire Chief Burdick c/c

Firefighters face special challenges trying to avoid COVID-19 
while living together, interacting with members of the community 
and responding to 9-1-1 calls. Health :11 Vaughan Jones

7/14/2020 Ventilator usage v
Arizona is reporting all-time highs in its usage of ventilators and 
beds in intensive care units for coronavirus patients. Health :36 Kathy Ritchie

7/14/2020 Firefighters testing w
The Phoenix Fire Department has had more than 60 positive 
COVID-19 cases. Health :39 Ron Dungan

7/14/2020 Adobe Mtn. School infections v

45 Youths have tested positive for COVID-19  over the past 
several months at Adobe Mountain School, Arizona’s juvenile 
detention facility. KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins reports. Health :33 Jimmy Jenkins



7/15/2020 Banner nurse CV unit c/c

As coronavirus infections continue to rise here in Arizona, 
medical personnel from across the country have been brought 
into local hospitals to help manage the surge. Health :11 Tom Maxedon

7/15/2020 More COVID Tests c/c

Free COVID-19 testing will be available for up to 60-thousand 
Arizonans starting Friday. Arizona is partnering with the U-S 
Department of Health and Human Services to provide the drive-
thru- style testing...focusing on two hotspots...Maryvale and 
south Phoenix. The Governor’s spokesperson Daniel Scarpinato 
(scar-pin-na-toe) says these tests will not be with the traditional 
long cotton swabs. Health :14 Jill Ryan

7/16/2020 Ducey R-naught c/c

COVID-19 hospitalization numbers are beginning to level off. 
Researchers say the state’s R-naught number -- which 
measures the average number of people who will be infected by 
one person -- is once again below 1 point 0. That means the 
spread of the disease is on track to decline. Health :17 Jill Ryan

7/16/2020 Morgue capacity c/c

The Maricopa County Medical Examiner's Office has hit their 
normal capacity. It normally can handle 150 bodies, but it 
exceeded that number on Tuesday. County Spokesman Fields 
Mosley says previously made plans are now underway to 
address the issue. Health :11 Jill Ryan

7/17/2020 Christ on masks w

Arizona Department of Health Services Director Dr. Cara Christ 
says Arizona is seeing some positive signs that efforts to 
mitigate the spread of COVID-19 are working. But everyone has 
to do their part - even if local mandates are not consistent 
across the state. Health :48 Katie Campbell

7/20/2020 COVID-19 Seasonality c/c

When COVID-19 first appeared, some experts were predicting 
a seasonality to the virus...and that it would weaken as the 
summer approached. But now with summer in full swing, states 
like Arizona, Florida and Texas have been seeing surges in 
cases. Health :13 Jill Ryan

7/22/2020 Plasma donations v

Vitalant (vi-TAL-ent), one of Arizona’s largest blood suppliers, is 
urging recovered coronavirus patients to donate their plasma.  
As KJZZ’s Alexandria Krusniak (CRUISE-nee-ak) reports, 
convalescent plasma is being used to treat current COVID-19 
patients. Health :36 Alexandria Krusniak 

7/23/2020 Contact tracing c/c

Arizona public health officials are emphasizing the importance of 
contract tracing as the state tries to effectively slow the infection 
rate of Covid-19. But, the process goes beyond simply 
identifying individuals who have been exposed to the 
coronavirus. Health :18 Vaughan Jones

7/23/2020 Pressure working w

Health experts agree that mask ordinances are working to help 
slow the spread of the coronavirus. So, too, are statewide orders 
shuttering certain businesses.As KJZZ’s Ben Giles reports, 
those experts say it's no time to let up. Health :50 Ben Giles

7/23/2020 AMLO mask policy w

Mexico’s president downplayed the importance of wearing 
masks as a means to control the pandemic and allow for 
economic reopening. Health :35 Murphy Woodhouse

7/24/2020 Phx testing wait times v

Two of Phoenix’s federally coordinated coronavirus blitz testing 
sites are seeing shorter waits times despite the state’s push to 
increase testing. Health :32 Alexandria Krusniak 

7/28/2020 ASU COVID party v
Arizona State University officials are reminding students that the 
college’s health policies also extend to off campus parties. Health :37 Vaughan Jones

7/28/2020 Dr. Shad COVID c/c
The coronavirus pandemic still rages in Arizona, but the virus is 
spreading more slowly in recent weeks. Health :15 Kerry Fehr Snyder

7/23/2020 Confederate monuments v
Two confederate monuments displayed on state property in 
Arizona will be removed. History :37 Ben Giles

7/24/2020 Confederate monuments removed w
Two confederate monuments displayed on state property for 
decades were removed Wednesday night. History :50 Ben Giles



7/27/2020 Confederate Memorial c/c

Only one of four confederate monuments on state property is still 
standing. Despite calls to remove it, the state has not made any 
attempt to deal with the controversial monument in a state-run 
Sierra Vista cemetery...which displays the confederate battle flag 
with the inscription: “in struggle for independence and the 
Constitutional right to self government.” History :17 Jill Ryan

7/28/2020 Pandemic history w

Anthropologists are finding that pandemics have a long history. 
As KJZZ’s Ron Dungan reports, that history may go back to the 
Stone Age. History :43 Ron Dungan

7/29/2020 Gold King Mine f

Five years ago an EPA crew investigating a mine in Colorado 
accidentally unleashed 3 million gallons of metal-contaminated 
waste into the southwest river system. History 3:45 Laurel Morales

7/30/2020 Tempe bridge history w

The Tempe bridge where a train derailed YESTERDAY was built 
more than a century ago. As KJZZ’s Ron Dungan reports, 
the bridge is a historic landmark. History :43 Ron Dungan

7/6/2020 Homeless data m

The latest action by Phoenix leaders to address homelessness 
sparked criticism during last week’s council meeting. As 
Christina Estes reports from KJZZ’s Downtown Bureau, the 
conflict centered around police involvement.  Homelessness 1:19 Christina Estes

7/1/2020 Eviction Expiration m

[Tomorrow/Today] is July 1st. That means rent is due for many 
Arizonans. But July also marks the end of some protections 
meant to help people pay the bills during the pandemic. Housing 1:11 Katherine Davis Young

7/9/2020 Court eviction guidelines v

Arizona courts are preparing for a potential surge 
of eviction filings later this month. As KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-
Young reports, the state supreme court this week issued a new 
administrative order with guidance for eviction cases amid the 
pandemic. Housing :41 Katherine Davis Young

7/15/2020 Housing report v

The cost of housing in Arizona continues to climb. And a 
new report from the National Low Income Housing Coalition 
shows the gap between wages and housing costs is widening. Housing :39 Katherine Davis Young

7/17/2020 Maricopa rental assistance c/c

Maricopa County is launching a 30-million-dollar program to help 
renters impacted by the pandemic. The program is open 
to Maricopa County residents who don’t live in Phoenix or Mesa. 
Bruce Liggett with Maricopa County says applicants need limited 
documentation. Housing :07 Katherine Davis Young

7/17/2020 Eviction moratorium c/c

Governor Ducey extended a moratorium on residential evictions, 
a move to help avoid warnings of an impending QUOTE 
“eviction cliff.” Housing :08 Ben Giles

7/27/2020 Real estate lending w

The economic uncertainty in this pandemic is impacting lending 
for commercial real estate projects. From KJZZ’s Business Desk, 
Christina Estes reports on the Valley market. Housing :49 Christina Estes

7/29/2020 Homelessness study w

Homelessness in the state could jump nearly 30 percent as a 
result of the pandemic. That’s according to new findings from the 
University of Arizona. Housing :49 Katherine Davis Young

7/1/2020 Furlough notices w

Most people who work at the Phoenix field office for U-S 
Citizenship and Immigration Services have gotten 
official furlough notices for early August. Without help from 
lawmakers, they could be out of work for months. Immigration :45 Matt Casey

7/3/2020 ORR releases w

Citing the coronavirus, last week (June 26) a California judge 
ordered Immigration and Customs Enforcement to release 
migrant children held in the nation’s three family detention 
centers in Pennsylvania and Texas by mid-July. Immigration :50 AZPM / Reznick

7/6/2020 Harvard DACA initiative w

As the U.S. celebrates its independence, a non-profit formed 
mainly by Harvard students is working to help those that would 
like to celebrate the Fourth of July as citizens or, at least, as 
authorized migrants. Immigration :45 Rodrigo Cervantes

7/8/2020 Catholic immigration network w

Executive power has often fueled President Trump’s efforts to 
restrict immigration. But a new report says that same power in 
different hands could protect millions of undocumented people Immigration :48 Matt Casey



7/10/2020 ICE audit w

An independent government watchdog found violations of 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement’s own detention 
standards during unannounced visits to facilities last year. Immigration :46 Matt Casey

7/15/2020 ICE rule reax w

Immigration and Customs Enforcement announced today 
(Tuesday) that it will rescind a new rule banning international 
students from attending fully remote colleges. As KJZZ’s Rocio 
Hernandez reports, Arizona’s three public universities had joined 
a federal lawsuit Monday to fight the rule. Immigration :38 Rocio Hernandez

7/16/2020 Immigration court Backlog w

Long-standing backlogs in immigration courts have been 
exacerbated by the pandemic. Research group Transactional 
Records Access Clearinghouse, or TRAC, estimates at least 
368,000 hearings had been delayed nationwide by the end of 
May. Alisa Reznick looks at how that’s playing out in Arizona. Immigration :49 AZPM Alisa Reznick

7/20/2020 Congress immigration w

Congress is back from recess this week, and lawmakers are 
expected to negotiate another stimulus package to offset the 
effect of the coronavirus pandemic. A key detail in any 
agreement will again be whether it includes help for 
undocumented immigrants. Immigration :44 Matt Casey

7/29/2020 Wolf memo m

A new Department of Homeland Security memo introduces 
sweeping changes to the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals 
program, or DACA. Alisa Reznick reports the move is the latest 
effort to dismantle an Obama-era policy that protects some 
undocumented immigrants brought to the U.S. as children. Immigration 1:10 AZPM Alisa Reznick

7/31/2020 SB 1070 Reznick w

It’s been a decade since the controversial state law known as S-
B-1070 went into effect in Arizona. It was the strictest anti-
immigration legislation in the country at the time and struck down 
by the Supreme Court just two years later. Immigration :50 AZPM Alisa Reznick

7/1/2020 EU Summit v

Leaders of European Union member states have reconvened to 
try to thrash out who will fill the bloc's top jobs when the 
incumbents leave their roles later this year. The BBC’s Adam 
Fleming says that some people argue it shouldn't matter too 
much: International :36 BBC Adam Fleming

7/1/2020 OPEC Cuts v
Members of the OPEC oil cartel and allied producers meet in 
Vienna today  (Mon) to consider extending production cuts. International :31 BBC Bethany Bell

7/2/2020 Australian Scientists v

Scientists in Australia have used artificial intelligence to help 
develop a powerful new vaccine against influenza. The team 
believe it's the first time a computer has used its own memory to 
design a new drug for use on human beings. International :32 BBC Phil Mercer

7/2/2020 China/ Hong Kong Criticism v
China has hit back at growing international criticism of legislation 
that gives it greater control over life in Hong Kong. International :32 BBC Stephen McDonell

7/2/2020 Turkish Court Hagia Sophia v

A court in Turkey is to rule on whether the Hagia Sophia -- 
Istanbul’s most famous tourist site -- can be converted back to 
being a mosque. International :31 BBC Orla Guerin

7/3/2020 NZ Google Accusations v

 New Zealand's justice minister says the internet giant Google 
has shown contempt for the country's laws by failing to obey a 
court order against naming the defendant in the case of a 
murdered British tourist. International :33 BBC Hywel Griffith

7/3/2020 Prosecutors & Prince Andrew v

Prosecutors in New York say they would welcome the chance to 
speak to Britain's Prince Andrew -- after charging his long- time 
friend Ghislaine Maxwell with sex offences. International :36 BBC Jonny Dymond

7/3/2020 Turkey Tries Saudi Nationals v
Twenty Saudi Arabian nationals have gone on trial in absentia in 
Turkey over the murder of the Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi. International :28 BBC Frank Gardner

7/6/2020 China Detains Professor v
Police in China have detained the prominent academic, Xu 
Zhangrun, a critic of President Xi. International :39 BBC Stephen McDonell

7/6/2020 Australia Shuts New South Wales v

The border between Australia's two most populous states, 
Victoria and New South Wales (NSW), is to close after a spike in 
Covid-19 cases in Melbourne International :33 BBC Shaimaa Khalil



7/7/2020 Hong Kong New Law v

Hong Kong's chief executive Carrie Lam has warned that the 
new law is a "red line" -- and anyone violating it will face severe 
consequences. International :31 BBC Stephen McDonell

7/7/2020 Arctic Temperatures v
Temperatures in Arctic Siberia were ten degrees higher than 
average in June -- a joint record for the month International :34 BBC Mike Sanders

7/7/2020 Melbourne Lockdown v
The Australian city of Melbourne is being locked down after a 
resurgence in coronavirus cases. International :31 BBC Shaimaa Khalil

7/8/2020 British Airways v
British Airways is facing a record fine of £183m ($230m) for last 
year's breach of its security systems. International :31 BBC Dharshini David

7/8/2020 Greek Elections v
Greece's new centre-right prime minister has vowed the country 
will "proudly raise its head again". International :35 BBC Mark Lowen

7/8/2020 Congolese Verdict Due v

Judges at the International Criminal Court in The Hague are due 
to hand down a verdict in the case of former Congolese militia 
commander Bosco Ntaganda. International :36 BBC

7/9/2020 Hong Kong Extradition Bill v

Hong Kong leader Carrie Lam has said the controversial bill that 
would have allowed extradition to the Chinese mainland "is 
dead" International :28 BBC Rupert Wingfield Hayes

7/9/2020 Taliban/Afgan Talks v

A landmark peace conference between the Taliban and 
influential Afghans, including government officials, has agreed a 
"roadmap for peace" that could hasten the end of the 18-year 
war. International :37 BBC Secunder Kermani

7/9/2020 China/ U.S. Relations v
China's foreign minister says relations with the United States are 
facing their most serious challenge since the 1970s. International :37 BBC Stephen McDonell

7/10/2020 Hong Kong Schools v
The government in Hong Kong is closing all schools again after 
a spike in coronavirus cases. International :28 BBC Martin Yip

7/10/2020 U.S. Silence on Khashoggi v
The US must act on a report into Saudi journalist Jamal 
Khashoggi's death last October, a UN expert has warned. International :37 BBC Frank Gardner

7/10/2020 Australia Indigenous Recognition v
The Australian government has pledged to hold a referendum on 
recognising indigenous people in the nation's constitution. International :30 BBC Hywel Griffith

7/13/2020 New Zealand Mosque v

The gunman who murdered fifty- one people in attacks on two 
mosques in New Zealand has sacked his lawyer ahead of his 
sentencing. International :28 BBC Simon Atkinson

7/13/2020 South African Alcohol Ban v
South Africans are waking up to a dry country after President 
Cyril Ramaphosa reimposed a ban on alcohol sales. International :31 BBC Andrew Harding

7/13/2020 UN Prospects For Health Services v

International health experts say the coronavirus pandemic could 
mean a 20% reduction in access to health and social services 
for the world’s most in need. International :32 BBC Naomi Grimley

7/14/2020 Huawei UK 5G Kit v

The British government is preparing to change course on the 
involvement of the Chinese firm Huawei in its 5G telecoms 
network. International :28 BBC Gordon Corera

7/14/2020 Facemasks England v
The British government is ordering all customers of shops and 
supermarkets in England to wear face masks from next week. International :31 BBC Rob Watson

7/14/2020 Singapore Economic Slump v

Singapore's economy shrank at an annual rate of more than 
FORTY PER CENT between April and June due to the 
coronavirus pandemic International :33 BBC Mariko Oi

7/15/2020 New Study World Population v

A new study published in The Lancet medical journal predicts 
that the world's population will reach only nine- billion by the end 
of this century -- or about two billion people fewer than the total 
predicted by UN projections. International :30 BBC Ian MacWilliam

7/15/2020 Chinese Bank Legislation v

China has promised to retaliate after President Trump stripped 
Hong Kong of its preferential trade status and imposed sanctions 
on Chinese banks. International :30 BBC Stephen McDonell

7/15/2020 BLM Protest Statue v

A sculpture of a Black Lives Matter protester has replaced a 
statue of a slave trader toppled last month in the British city of 
Bristol. International :34 BBC Jon Kay

7/16/2020 India Monsoon Floods v

 More than three million people have been displaced across 
north and north-eastern India amid monsoon rain that has cost 
lives and destroyed homes. International :32 BBC Rajini Vaidyanathan



7/16/2020 Chinese Economy Bounces Back v

China's economy has returned to growth in the second quarter of 
2020, after being hit hard by the coronavirus at the start of the 
year. International :33 BBC Steve Jackson

7/16/2020 Siberian Heatwave v

An international study says this year's unprecedented heatwave 
in the Siberian Arctic provides the clearest evidence so far of 
how climate change is affecting weather patterns. International :35 BBC Justin Rowlatt

7/17/2020 Myanmar U.S. Sanctions v

The commander in chief of Myanmar's army has been barred 
from the U-S as part of travel bans imposed by Washington on 
senior Burmese military officials. He is one of four generals 
targeted by the US, which accuses them of gross human rights 
violations against Rohingya Muslims. Nearly two years ago, a 
violent campaign forced hundreds of thousands of Rohingyas to 
flee to Bangladesh. The BBC’s Nick Beake reports:. International :30 BBC Nick Beake

7/17/2020 Taliban Health Facilities v

 A Swedish aid agency working in Afghanistan says the Taliban 
have forced more than forty health facilities to shut down in 
Wardak province, affecting tens of thousands of people. International :31 BBC Anbarasan Ethirajan

7/20/2020 UK COVID Treatment v

Early results from a clinical trial in Britain suggest a new 
treatment for Covid- nineteen could significantly reduce deaths 
from the disease International :29 BBC Justin Rowlatt

7/20/2020 UAE Mission to Mars v
The United Arab Emirates' historic first mission to Mars is under 
way, after a successful lift-off in Japan. International :31 BBC Jonathan Amos

7/21/2020 EU Recovery Deal v
EU leaders have struck a deal on a huge post-coronavirus 
recovery package following a fourth night of talks. International :36 BBC  Kevin Connolly

7/21/2020 Trial Begins For Attack Suspect v

The trial begins on Tuesday of a suspect accused of killing two 
people after an attack on a synagogue in the German city of 
Halle last year. International :37 BBC Jenny Hill

7/22/2020 Mexico Death Toll v

Mexico's health ministry has confirmed that the number of 
deaths there with Covid- nineteen has risen above forty- 
thousand; only the United States, Brazil and Britain have more International :32 BBC Will Grant

7/22/2020 Australia Face Coverings v
Face coverings are being made mandatory in Australia's second 
city, Melbourne, to counter a surge in infections. International :31 BBC Phil Mercer

7/23/2020 South Korea Fires v
South Korea has said its fighter jets fired warning shots at a 
Russian military aircraft that twice entered its airspace. International :28 BBC Laura Bicker

7/23/2020 Australian Budget Deficit v
Australia says the economic impact of coronavirus has forced its 
budget deficit to grow to its largest in more than seventy years International :32 BBC Phil Mercer

7/24/2020 Olympics / COVID v

Today marks the day the Twenty- Twenty Olympics opening 
ceremony would have taken place in Tokyo - before it was 
postponed for a year due to the pandemic. International :39 BBC Rupert Wingfield Hayes

7/24/2020 England Face Covering Rules v

Face coverings are now compulsory for customers in shops in 
England, after new coronavirus rules came into force within 12 
hours of the government issuing guidance on the change. International :33 BBC Rob Watson

7/24/2020 Hagia Sophia Friday Prayers v

Muslim worshippers in Turkey are gathering outside Istanbul's 
Hagia Sophia [IGH-yuh soff-EE-uh] ahead of its first Friday 
prayers since the 1930s. International :34 BBC Paul Adams

7/27/2020 Chengdu/ U.S / China v
American diplomatic staff have left their consulate in the Chinese 
city of Chengdu, after a 72-hour deadline expired. International :32 BBC Stephen McDonell

7/27/2020 Vietname & COVID v

The authorities in Vietnam say they're evacuating eighty 
thousand local tourists from the port city of Danang after three 
residents tested positive for covid-19. International :36 BBC Will Leonardo

7/27/2020 Doctor Coverup v

A Chinese doctor who saw the early stages of the coronavirus 
outbreak has told the BBC there was a cover up by the local 
authorities in Wuhan International :36 BBC Carrie Gracie

7/28/2020 Animals Displaced in Australia v
Australian scientists say nearly three billion animals were 
displaced or killed in the last bushfire season. International :31 BBC Shaimaa Khalil

7/29/2020 Hajj Scaled Back v

The annual Hajj pilgrimage performed by Muslims from around 
the world is beginning in Saudi Arabia, dramatically scaled back 
because of coronavirus. International :34 BBC Martin Bashir



7/29/2020 Deadpool Fly v

A villain with the markings of the Marvel character Deadpool is 
among several new species with so-called "super powers" to 
have created a buzz with scientists in Australia. International :38 BBC Phil Mercer

7/30/2020 India Infection Rate v
India has set a new record for infections in a twenty-four hour 
period. International :27 BBC Anbarasan Ethirajan

7/30/2020 German Economy Falls v

The German economy has suffered its biggest quarterly fall 
since records began, but there are encouraging signs it's now on 
the path to recovery. International :36 BBC Andrew Walker

7/31/2020 NZ Military Watchdog v

New Zealand is setting up an independent military watchdog 
after a two-year inquiry found senior officers repeatedly and 
deliberately misled government ministers about a deadly Special 
Forces raid in Afghanistan.  International :33 BBC Phil Mercer

7/8/2020 United Food Bank w
The Mesa-based United Food Bank had begun distributing 
groceries twice a week as demand surged during the pandemic. Misc. :41 Alexandria Krusniak 

7/2/2020 Grand Canyon River guides v

National Park Service officials have changed their minds and are 
now asking boaters to bypass Havasu Canyon on river trips 
through the Grand Canyon. National Parks :48 Laurel Morales

7/2/2020 Tonto National Forest c/c
Ahead of the July 4th holiday weekend...officials will close most 
areas of the Tonto National Forest to the public. National Parks :9 Jill Ryan

7/10/2020 Colorado River Negotiations f

Field research in the Grand Canyon is just restarting after being 
banned all spring as a coronavirus precaution. Reporter 
Judy Fahys (FAZE) visited last year, before the pandemic, and 
discovered why this data-gathering is crucial for the environment 
in the national park and for the millions of people who rely on the 
water that runs through it. National Parks 4:07 Judy Fahys

7/28/2020 Mineral withdrawals w

Two decades ago the National Forest Service banned mining in 
parts of the southwest for ecological or recreational reasons. 
Some of those so called “mineral withdrawals” are expiring this 
year. National Parks :46 Laurel Morales

7/1/2020 Navajo COVID w

While coronavirus cases are spiking in states surrounding 
the Navajo Nation, the tribe’s numbers have remained low for 
several days. Native Lands :47 Laurel Morales

7/7/2020 Nonprofit supplies to Navajo w

A humanitarian group that usually works with developing 
countries is delivering supplies to the Navajo and Hopi Tribes to 
help stop the spread of the coronavirus. Native Lands :49 Laurel Morales

7/9/2020 Navajo Emergency Commerce w

The Navajo president asked a U-S House committee 
TODAY/WEDNESDAY for more time to spend federal 
coronavirus relief funds. Native Lands :47 Laurel Morales

7/13/2020 Hay for tribal livestock w

A group of federal, university and tribal partners is providing 
much-needed hay for Hopi ranchers during the coronavirus 
pandemic. From the Fronteras Desk in Flagstaff, KJZZ’s Laurel 
Morales reports. Native Lands :49 Laurel Morales

7/13/2020 Tribal lands census w

The coronavirus has affected the 2020 Census count on the 
Navajo Nation. As  KJZZ’s Ron Dungan reports, the tribe is 
behind on the self reporting phase of the survey.  Native Lands :40 Ron Dungan

7/14/2020 White Mountain Apache w

The White Mountain Apache Tribe lifted a two-week shelter in 
place order a couple of days early to allow its members to get 
water. Native Lands :45 Laurel Morales

7/17/2020 Navajo President c/c

Navajo Nation President Jonathan Nez has asked residents to 
remain vigilant in the fight against COVID-19. In a town hall 
broadcast, he warned those who were going off reservation to 
attend sporting events...that it’s not worth the risk of being 
hospitalized. Native Lands :10 Jill Ryan

7/21/2020 Land management sale v
The Bureau of Land Management has completed the sale of two 
public land parcels to the Gila River Indian Community. Native Lands :35 Vaughan Jones

7/23/2020 Navajo numbers declining w

Even though the number of new coronavirus cases continues to 
decline on the Navajo Nation, its president has decided it’s too 
soon to reopen. Native Lands :46 Laurel Morales



7/3/2020 OBIT - Hugh Downs dp
The world has lost a broadcasting legend who lived right here in 
the Valley. Obituaries :30 Phil Latzman

7/8/2020 Bullhead City beaches closed rdr

All beaches, boat launches and associated parks in Bullhead 
City will be closed on Fridays and weekends through Labor Day 
because of the coronavirus pandemic. Parks & Rec :20 Phil Latzman

7/27/2020 Boiling Point Part 1 f

It’s one of the most iconic moments of the Wild West -- an 
Arizona shootout remembered as a righteous fight between 
defenders of the law, and those who broke it. Nearly 150 years 
later, police here are still known for a propensity to use force. In 
Part One of a special report called Boiling Point, KJZZ’s Matthew 
Casey follows the trail from frontier justice to growing demands 
for change. Police 4:34 Matt Casey

7/28/2020 Boiling Point Part 2 f
Arizona and the nation face a new reckoning on race relations 
and law enforcement.  Police 4:49 Tom Maxedon

7/29/2020 Boiling Point Part 3 f

It’s a pivotal moment in history for policing both in Arizona and 
across the country. Violent confrontations have driven outrage, 
protests and calls for reform. And they’ve also raised questions 
about the culture and mindset of police. In Part Three of our 
weeklong series, Boiling Point, KJZZ’s Matthew Casey reports 
on the contrasting philosophies of warriors vs. guardians. Police :31 Matt Casey

7/30/2020 Boiling Point Part 4 f

In the fourth segment of our 5-part series, “Boiling Point,” KJZZ’s 
Heather van Blokland reports on how videos are changing the 
public perception of policing. Police 4:03 Heather VanBlokland

7/31/2020 Boiling Point Part 5 f

People have been pushing for police reform for many years, but 
the George Floyd case nationally and a number of cases locally 
have finally given traction to those efforts. In Part 5 of our 
weeklong series, Boiling Point, KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins looks at 
what reform efforts are underway and what more lies ahead. Police 4:14 Jimmy Jenkins

7/1/2020 Ducey on Pence visit c/c
Vice President Mike Pence has delayed his scheduled visit to 
Arizona until tomorrow (Wednesday). Politics :14 Tom Maxedon

7/1/2020 Gallego WH briefing c/c

U-S House Democrats were briefed this morning (Tuesday) at 
the White House about reports Russia possibly offered bounties 
to militants in Afghanistan to kill U-S soldiers. Politics :11 Tom Maxedon

7/1/2020 Scottsdale Councilman c/c

In a statement today (Tuesday) Scottsdale Councilman Guy 
Phillips said he won’t resign his seat, but apologized to the 
public. Politics :16 Alexandria Krusniak 

7/2/2020 Pence Birx visit w

Following a brief visit with Arizona’s governor and health 
officials, Vice President Mike Pence told reporters that the 
Trump administration has Doug Ducey’s back. Politics :47 Ben Giles

7/2/2020 Monument letter w

More than 200 veterans in Arizona have signed a letter calling 
for Governor Ducey to remove all Confederate monuments and 
memorials in the state. KJZZ’s Jill Ryan has the details. Politics :47 Jill Ryan

7/6/2020 Gallego on opening too soon c/c

Phoenix Mayor Kate Gallego says the state emerged from its 
stay-at-home order way too fast, which led to the explosion of 
coronavirus cases that turned Arizona into the nation’s most 
concerning hotspot, per-capita. Politics :19 Scott Bourque

7/7/2020 Canada's PM USMCA w

On Wednesday, President Donald Trump will host his Mexican 
counterpart in Washington. According to the Mexican president, 
the main goal of the meeting is to address the newly 
implemented U.S.-Mexico-Canada Trade Agreement or 
USMCA… but one key part will be missing. Politics :38 Rodrigo Cervantes

7/8/2020 AMLO heads to DC w

President Donald Trump and his Mexican counterpart, Andrés 
Manuel López Obrador [UN-dress/ man-WELL/ LOW-pez/ oh-
brah-DOOR], or AMLO, will meet face-to-face for the first time 
tomorrow/today (WED. JULY 08). But the encounter in 
Washington faces criticism in Mexico, particularly given AMLO’s 
stance with Trump. Politics :42 Rodrigo Cervantes



7/9/2020 AMLO meets with Trump w

During their speeches at the White House, prior to signing a 
statement of friendship and collaboration, they praised each 
other… but said nothing about current conflicts. Politics :42 Rodrigo Cervantes

7/9/2020 Gallego responds c/c

Phoenix Mayor Kate Gallego says the Valley still doesn't have 
enough personnel and supplies to fight the Covid-19 surge that 
has made Arizona one of the country’s worst hot spots for 
infections. Politics :15 Kerry Fehr Snyder

7/9/2020 Ofrenda protest w
A Maryvale family mourning the loss of a loved one to COVID-19 
brought their grief to the Capitol on Wednesday Politics :51 Ben Giles

7/10/2020 Ducey approval v

Arizonans overwhelmingly disapprove of Governor 
Doug Ducey’s response to the coronavirus pandemic, according 
to data from a nationwide online poll commissioned by the group 
Covid States Dot Org. Politics :38 Scott Bourque

7/13/2020 Gallego Face the nation c/c

Phoenix Mayor Kate Gallego was on C-B-
S’s Face The Nation Sunday to give an assessment of the 
coronavirus in the city. Politics :16 Scott Bourque

7/14/2020 Stanton on CV and Ducey c/c
And, as cases continue to rise, U-S Congressman Greg Stanton 
has been critical of Governor Ducey’s handling of the pandemic Politics :15 Tom Maxedon

7/16/2020 Stanton Bodycams w

Addressing widespread criticism of policing practices and officer 
accountability, Arizona Congressman Greg Stanton wants to 
require body camera use by law enforcement agencies that 
receive federal funding. Politics :49 Heather VanBlokland

7/16/2020 DeVos reax c/c

Arizona Democrats held a press conference Wednesday/today 
with education leaders ahead of a Thursday virtual event 
between the U.S. Education Secretary Betsy DeVos (de-VAWS) 
and a Phoenix conservative group. Politics :12 Rocio Hernandez

7/31/2020 Schweikert ethics violation v

Republican U.S. Representative David Schweikert has admitted 
to multiple campaign finance and reporting violations. KJZZ’s 
Katie Campbell reports. Politics :46 Katie Campbell

7/10/2020 Eloy detention center COVID c/c
Nearly half of the employees at Arizona’s Eloy Detention Center 
have tested positive for COVID-19, and one guard has died. Prisons :06 Kerry Fehr Snyder

7/14/2020 Compassionate Release f
We’ll hear from a family that is seeking the compassionate 
release of a man incarcerated in an Arizona prison. Prisons 4:11 Jimmy Jenkins

7/15/2020 ADCRR Visitation v

The Arizona Department of Corrections will continue suspending 
visitations at all state prisons for another month. KJZZ’s 
Alexandria Krusniak reports. Prisons :33 Alexandria Krusniak 

7/7/2020 Navajo REAX NFL rebranding c/c

Late last week, the National Football League made a surprising 
announcement that the Washington team is seriously 
considering changing its name. Race & Culture :17 Tom Maxedon

7/13/2020 Hospitalization disparities w

Nationwide, COVID-19 has disproportionately impacted 
communities of color. As the virus becomes more widespread in 
Arizona, similar disparities are emerging. Race & Culture :52 Katherine Davis Young

7/20/2020 Kit Carson v

A long-standing R-V park in Flagstaff is feeling pressure to 
change its name in the wake of public conversations on systemic 
racism and white supremacy. Race & Culture :38 Scott Bourque

7/2/2020 CV asymptomatic testing c/c

Dr. Deborah Birx [BERKS] of the White House Coronavirus Task 
Force has called for more testing in Arizona, especially among 
people who are asymptomatic. Science :14 Nick Gerbis

7/7/2020 CV best mask material v

As Arizona tops 100,000 coronavirus cases, it’s never been 
more important to practice social distancing and wear a face 
covering. From KJZZ’s Arizona Science Desk, Nicholas Gerbis 
[GUHR-bis] reports on a National Institute of Standards and 
Technology study that evaluates the best materials for 
homemade masks. Science :36 Nick Gerbis

7/8/2020 TGen 10K test kits per month w

TGen is using the antiseptic cleanroom facilities of fellow 
Flagstaff company Poba [POH-buh] Medical to produce and ship 
a projected 10,000 test kits per month. Science :37 Nick Gerbis



7/17/2020 CV ME coolers c/c

As hospital morgues and funeral homes fill up with bodies from 
the COVID-19 pandemic, the Maricopa County Office of the 
Medical Examiner must cope with the backlog. Marcy Flanagan, 
director of Maricopa County Department of Public Health, says 
it's a domino effect. Science :10 Nick Gerbis

7/17/2020 COVID Recovery f

The commotion over COVID-19’s direct impacts has largely 
drowned out alarm over its longer-term effects. But as more 
survivors emerge from intensive care units, a chorus of voices, 
many tweeting under the hashtag “long COVID,” are clamoring to 
be heard. Science 4:18 Nick Gerbis

7/20/2020 ASU sterilization process w

Arizona State University’s Luminosity Lab has developed two 
portable and affordable systems for cleaning Personal Protective 
Equipment. Science :34 Nick Gerbis

7/23/2020 UA antibody v

The University of Arizona is partnering with the state to expand 
eligibility for free Covid-19 antibody testing. As KJZZ’s 
Vaughan Jones reports, the expansion includes 250,000 people, 
and 15 new categories of essential workers considered at high 
risk for infection. Science :37 Vaughan Jones

7/23/2020 LaBaer Covid w

Arizona’s daily rate of new coronavirus cases shows signs of 
flattening, but remains ten times as high as when Governor 
Ducey’s stay-at-home order went into effect March 30. Testing 
shortfalls and lagging results are partly to blame. Science :33 Nick Gerbis

7/27/2020 CV new mothers v

Breastfeeding and skin contact promote a baby’s short- and long-
term health. But mothers with COVID-19 have received 
conflicting guidance regarding the safety of such practices. From 
KJZZ’s Arizona Science Desk, Nicholas Gerbis [GUHR-bis] 
reports on some preliminary but heartening results. Science :34 Nick Gerbis

7/28/2020 Christ on Testing c/c

Many Arizonans are reporting that it's taking upwards of two 
weeks to get their coronavirus test results back. And at least 
one testing provider, Embry Women’s Health, says it's no longer 
working with one of the state’s largest labs, Sonora Quest. Science :17 Kathy Ritchie

7/28/2020 Free Testing Sites s
Today is the last day to get a free coronavirus test at one of two 
sites in Phoenix. Science :22 Bridget Dowd

7/29/2020 CV vaccine trials v

Two weeks ago, Moderna [mo-DER-nuh] published the results of 
the first human trials of a coronavirus vaccine by an American 
company. On Monday [July 27], the biotech firm expanded 
testing to 30,000 volunteers at 89 sites nationwide – four of them 
in Arizona Science :33 Nick Gerbis

7/1/2020 School sports v

Following the delay of in-person learning, the Arizona 
Interscholastic Association says it also will push back school-
related athletics and activities. Sports :38 Rocio Hernandez

7/7/2020 MLB Covid v
As the Major League Baseball season draws closer, problems 
with coronavirus testing are affecting training camps. Sports :34 Vaughan Jones

7/10/2020 MCCCD athletics hearing w

The Maricopa County Community College District held its 
second...of two...public forums Thursday night to address 
questions...from the community...about suspending sports 
during COVID-19. KJZZ’s Jill Ryan has the details Sports :39 Jill Ryan

7/13/2020 PAC 12 schedule v

The PAC-12 is cutting its football season short this year over 
public health concerns. The conference, which includes both A-S-
U and U-of-A, will only play conference matchups. Sports :30 Scott Bourque

7/14/2020 WA mascot changes w

After decades of activists and now sponsors pressuring 
Washington’s NFL team to change its mascot, it announced 
today (Monday) it will retire the R-word Sports :43 Laurel Morales

7/16/2020 Coyotes c/c

The National Hockey League is getting ready to restart its 
season and the Arizona Coyotes are back on the ice for the first 
time in almost 4 months. Sports :14 Phil Latzman



7/16/2020 Sonora baseball tix sales w

The coronavirus is still spreading quickly in neighboring Sonora, 
Mexico. But fans and officials hope the situation will be different 
by October - that’s when Mexico’s Pacific League plans to start 
its 20-21 baseball season. And the team in the Sonoran capital 
Hermosillo wants to play for a crowd. Sports :47 Kendal Blust

7/17/2020 MCCCD postpones fall sports v

he Maricopa County Community College District announced 
today (Thursday) it’s pushing fall and winter sports to the spring 
2021 semester due to the coronavirus pandemic Sports :36 Rocio Hernandez

7/17/2020 Baseball sounds c/c

Major League Baseball is coming back for a shortened 
season...with a soundtrack. Due to COVID-19, usually full 
stadiums will be completely empty. So taking a cue from two 
European soccer leagues, baseball will be broadcasting 
crowd noises, from its own video-game. “MLB The Show” 
videogame got its noises after years of game recordings. So it 
may sound like this 2001 Game 7 World Series: Sports :11 Jill Ryan

7/21/2020 Rahm trainer w

Professional Golfer John Rahm (ROM), an Arizona State 
University graduate, won the PGA Tour Memorial Tournament 
on Sunday, and became the number one golfer in the world. Sports :37 Vaughan Jones

7/24/2020 DBacks LoVullo c/c
The Arizona Diamondbacks make their debut tonight (Friday) in 
Major League Baseball’s pandemic-shortened season. Sports :13 Phil Latzman

7/24/2020 Merc Griner c/c

Along with their NBA siblings, the WNBA’s Phoenix Mercury is 
also in a bubble getting ready to play basketball again. The 
league’s 12 teams are all together in one place practicing at an 
athletics academy in Florida with their season openers this 
weekend. Sports :12 Phil Latzman

7/22/2020 Navajo water project c/c

Clean running water on the Navajo Nation has been an ongoing 
challenge for decades. Money and infrastructure are two of the 
significant obstacles. Sustainability :19 Tom Maxedon

7/6/2020 Solar bus canopies v

Valley Metro recently marked a milestone. As Christina Estes 
reports from KJZZ’s Business Desk, all of its maintenance 
facilities for buses and rail now rely on solar power. Transportation :33 Christina Estes

7/20/2020 Valley Metro express bus c/c

Select Valley Metro express busses will return to their normal 
schedule on July 27 after being cut due to Covid-
19. Valley Metro’s Brittany Hoffman says restored bus service is 
needed because of in-person work in the Valley. Transportation :11 Vaughan Jones

7/31/2020 Union Pacific update w

Cleanup and repairs from the train derailment on the Salt River 
Union Pacific Bridge in Tempe could take weeks or even 
months. Transportation :43 Ron Dungan

7/31/2020 Union Pacific update c/c
Efforts to clean up and repair the Salt River Union Pacific Bridge 
in Tempe have been delayed due to an investigation Transportation :19 Ron Dungan

7/30/2020 Flight travel c/c

Sky Harbor is still reeling from the effects of COVID-19. But 
airport spokesperson Heather Shelbrack says traffic is slowly 
picking back up. Travel :10 Jill Ryan

7/14/2020 SRP Peak Demand v
Salt River Project customers shattered a record for energy use 
twice...over the weekend. Utilities :35 Jill Ryan

7/6/2020 Monday am weather c/c The weather won’t be getting any nicer this week. Weather :22 Scott Bourque

7/20/2020 Maybe a monsoon c/c
Don’t get too excited, but we may finally see some rain 
and monsoon storms in the Valley this week. Weather :15 Scott Bourque

7/31/2020 Excessive heat warnings w
The National Weather Service has issued excessive heat 
warnings in Maricopa county and surrounding areas.  Weather :30 Alexandria Krusniak 

7/1/2020 Catalina evacuation v

The Bighorn Fire continues to force evacuations and closures. 
As KJZZ’s Ron Dungan reports, dry conditions have kept 
firefighters busy. Wildfires :27 Ron Dungan

7/3/2020 Wood Springs Fire 2 update w

A wildfire has burned 10-thousand acres near Sawmill on the 
Navajo Nation. The so-
called Wood Springs 2 Fire is five percent contained. From the 
Fronteras Desk in Flagstaff, KJZZ’s Laurel Morales reports. Wildfires :46 Laurel Morales



7/3/2020 Glendale fireworks c/c

The Glendale Fire Department has seized nearly 4,000 pounds 
of fireworks. The seizure came after fire officials got a tip from a 
resident about the possibility that someone was selling fireworks 
from their home. Wildfires :09 Ron Dungan

7/3/2020 Fireworks c/c

The Phoenix Fire Department is warning Arizona residents about 
the dangers of using fireworks at home. As the July Fourth 
weekend begins Captain Rob McDade worries that more people 
will set off fireworks since COVID-19...and wildfire 
concerns...have cancelled most public events Wildfires :8 Jill Ryan

7/15/2020 Fire smoke w

Scientists in New Mexico say that wildfire smoke may contribute 
less to climate change than previously thought. As KJZZ’s Ron 
Dungan reports, the researchers examined data from an Arizona 
wildfire. Wildfires :46 Ron Dungan

7/20/2020 Museum Fire m

Tuesday (7/21/20) marks one year since 
the Museum Fire burned almost 2-thousand acres north of 
Flagstaff. And forest officials say there’s still a threat of flooding. Wildfires 1:14 Laurel Morales

7/23/2020 Urban interface v

Every summer, Arizona braces for fire season, and this summer 
was no exception.  Thousands of acres burned and several 
communities were evacuated. As KJZZ’s Ron Dungan reports, a 
number of Arizona communities are struggling to live with fire. Wildfires 3:14 Ron Dungan

7/24/2020 Fuel Thinning f

This summer, a number of Arizona communities had to evacuate 
because of wildfire. Coming up, we’ll hear what communities can 
do to thin fuel and keep wildfires in check.  Wildfires 3:54 Ron Dungan

7/30/2020 Statewide Fire Restrictions w Fire restrictions are being lifted in Arizona’s forests. Wildfires :42 Ron Dungan

7/20/2020 Desert tortoises w

When the monsoon rains move in, desert tortoises often move 
around looking for food, water and mates. As KJZZ’s Christina 
Estes reports the Arizona Game and Fish Department wants 
people to know how to handle encounters with wildlife. Wildlife :42 Christina Estes

7/8/2020 Hermosillo Theater Troupe f

The performing arts around the world are struggling to figure out 
how to survive the coronavirus pandemic. A Sonoran theater 
troupe is trying digital tools to weather the storm. 4:01 Murphy Woodhouse

7/16/2020 COVID 19 testing sites v
Embry (EM-bree) Women’s Health is offering free COVID-
19 testing for Valley residents. :37 Jimmy Jenkins

7/21/2020 Google Lawsuit v Bridget Dowd

7/22/2020 Homeless shelter funds v

The Governor’s office is distributing nearly 1 million dollars from 
Arizona’s Coronavirus Relief Fund to homeless shelters around 
the state. :37 Katherine Davis Young



KJZZ News
Date Slug Type Note Topic 1 Duration Producer Producer 2

8/3/2020 Tempe bridge demolition w

Shortly after 8 THIS MORNING (Sunday morning), 
workers with Union Pacific demolished a 150-foot 
section of the rail bridge over Tempe Town Lake 
after it was damaged in last week’s derailment 
accident. Accidents :45 Scott Bourque

8/7/2020 Train accidents c/c

A train derailment at the Salt River Union Pacific 
Bridge in Tempe last week led to a hazardous 
chemical spill and dramatic fire. But train safety has 
improved over the past decade. And the number of 
accidents involving hazardous material, nationwide, 
is down. Accidents :08 Ron Dungan

8/11/2020 Corp Comm hearing w

The Arizona Corporation Commission has asked 
Union Pacific Railroad to delay repairs to a railway 
bridge at Rio Salado Parkway. But as KJZZ’s Ron 
Dungan reports, the railroad should not have to wait 
long. Accidents :34 Ron Dungan

8/13/2020 Corp Comm bridge decision c/c

Union Pacific hopes to complete repairs to 
its bridge in Tempe within a week. The bridge was 
damaged during a derailment near Tempe Town 
Lake in late July. The Corporation Commission 
approved the project at a meeting Wednesday, 
when commissioner Sandra Kennedy urged the 
railroad to make sure that safety comes first. Union 
Pacific attorney Reed Campbell: Accidents :19 Ron Dungan

8/6/2020 Testing failure c/c

Nursing home staff should be tested weekly for the 
coronavirus. That’s according to the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services. The 
government says it will supply enough 
rapid testing kits for a few rounds of testing, but it’ll 
be up to nursing homes to order 
additional testing kits. Another challenge facing 
nursing home staff is learning how to operate 
the tests correctly. Aging :16 Kathy Ritchie

8/24/2020 Nursing homes v

One in five nursing homes across the country faced 
severe shortages of PPE like N95 masks. That's 
according to a new study. As KJZZ’s Kathy Ritchie 
reports, the study also found that areas hard hit by 
COVID-19 struggled to keep staff. Aging :38 Kathy Ritchie

8/24/2020 Older adult homeless folo w

Older adults experiencing homelessness right now 
are struggling… Because of the coronavirus, many 
public places like libraries are closed. And then, 
there is the heat. As KJZZs Kathy Ritchie reports, 
many of those older adults go to Justa Center to 
cool off and take a break. She has this report. Aging :49 Kathy Ritchie

8/25/2020 LTC in the red m

Many long-term care facilities are struggling to stay 
afloat financially due to the coronavirus pandemic. 
As KJZZ’s Kathy Ritchie reports, a new survey 
found that roughly half are operating at a loss, and 
many facilities are worried they won’t be around in 
another year if things stay the same Aging :58 Kathy Ritchie



8/26/2020 LTC Visits w

Earlier this month, Arizona’s Long Term Care Task 
Force developed recommendations to allow families 
to visit loved ones in nursing homes. But the 
recommendations did not allow families to hug or 
hold hands. As KJZZ’s Kathy Ritchie reports, that’s 
changing. Aging :40 Kathy Ritchie

8/14/2020 Tomato Wars Nogales Folo w

Most of Arizona’s congressional delegation is raising 
concerns about potential US measures against 
Mexican produce imports. From the Fronteras Desk 
in Hermosillo (air-mo-SEE-yo), 
KJZZ’s Murphy Woodhouse reports. Agriculture :46 Murphy Woodhouse

8/3/2020 Sonora Arts Funding w

Officials in neighboring Sonora, Mexico are 
launching a new stimulus program to promote arts 
and culture during the pandemic. From the 
Fronteras Desk in the Sonoran capital Hermosillo, 
KJZZ’s Kendal Blust reports the funds will be 
distributed through a series of arts contests. Arts :46 Kendal Blust

8/12/2020 Music therapy f

A music therapist and interns from ASU's school of 
music provide free group therapy sessions during 
the coronavirus pandemic. Arts 4:19 Jill Ryan

8/20/2020 COVID entertainment Mexico Part 1 f

Mexico has an old theater tradition. Recently, a 
wave of Broadway productions transformed it and 
brought a new boom to it… until the coronavirus 
pandemic began. Arts 3:46 Rodrigo Cervantes

8/21/2020 COVID Mexico entertainment pt 2 f

Mexico has become a growing hub for TV series 
and film productions, keeping a very tight 
relationship with the U.S. But the pandemic is 
putting at risk the once shining presence of the 
industry. Arts 4:01 Rodrigo Cervantes

8/24/2020 AZ Theater Company / LatinX Award c/c
Arizona Theatre Company has announced its 20-20 
winner of the National LatinX Playwriting Award. Arts :14 Tom Maxedon

8/31/2020 AZ-Sonora film contest v

A short film contest is taking submissions from 
student and non-professional filmmakers living in 
Arizona and neighboring Sonora, Mexico with films 
about life in the borderlands. From the Fronteras 
Desk in Hermosillo, KJZZ’s Kendal Blust reports. Arts :40 Kendal Blust

8/3/2020 No More Deaths / 2nd raid w

The activist group No More Deaths says its migrant 
aid camp near Arivaca was raided again by the 
Border Patrol Friday at dusk. Border :42 AZPM Alisa Reznick

8/3/2020 Cartel boss captured v

Mexican federal officials and state security forces 
have captured one of Mexico’s most-wanted drug 
cartel leaders. From the Fronteras Desk in 
Hermosillo, KJZZ’s Kendal Blust reports on the 
arrest this morning (SUNDAY). Border :41 Kendal Blust

8/7/2020 Border wall demonstration w

Trump administration policies implemented during 
the coronavirus pandemic have effectively halted 
asylum at the U.S.-Mexico border. On Thursday, 
hundreds of people gathered on both sides of 
the border wall and tuned into a live video stream to 
demonstrate their support for the right to seek 
asylum. From the Fronteras Desk in Hermosillo, 
KJZZ’s Kendal Blust reports. Border :50 Kendal Blust



8/7/2020 CBP presser w

For months, Customs and Border Protection has 
been using a federal health code called Title 42 to 
send migrants encountered along the U.S.-Mexico 
border back to Mexico. Border :48 AZPM Alisa Reznick

8/10/2020 Remittances up w

A big part of Mexico’s economy depends on money 
sent back home by expatriates; the vast majority of 
them living in the United States. And despite the 
pandemic and this year’s economic instability, 
Mexico is registering a record amount of 
these remittances Border :45 Rodrigo Cervantes

8/11/2020 Bacanora goes mainstream w

Officials in neighboring Sonora, Mexico, are easing 
the path for sales of a regional agave spirit at the 
state level. It could be especially helpful to smaller 
producers. Border :45 Kendal Blust

8/11/2020 Events move online w

Popular fall events that draw big crowds in Arizona 
and in New Mexico are going online as the 
coronavirus pandemic continues to impact 
communities across the country. Border :42 Michel Marizco

8/12/2020 Marriage Equality w
It has been a year since a marriage equality reform 
measure was introduced in the Sonoran legislature. Border :41 Murphy Woodhouse

8/13/2020 Border wall water m

A new report shows that one federal agency has 
warned the Trump Administration that 
its border wall project along the Arizona boundary 
with Mexico is depleting water from natural ponds in 
a national wildlife refuge. Border 1:06 Michel Marizco

8/13/2020 Hermosillo orange w
The Sonoran capital Hermosillo is further loosening 
pandemic restrictions. Border :46 Murphy Woodhouse

8/14/2020 Sonora online violence w

Feminist groups across Mexcio have been fighting 
for legal reforms penalizing the unauthorized sharing
of sexual images online. But many are rejecting a 
version of those reforms proposed in Sonora, saying 
it would do more harm than good. From the 
Fronteras Desk in Hermosillo, KJZZ’s Kendal Blust 
reports. Border :45 Kendal Blust

8/17/2020 US-Mexico Border closure continues w

Travel restrictions at the U.S.-Mexico border have 
been extended for another month as both countries 
struggle to control the spread of the coronavirus. Border :45 Kendal Blust

8/18/2020 Border Wall Race f

When President Trump speaks in Yuma today 
(TUESDAY), he’s expected to focus on immigration 
and border security, especially the border wall. The 
administration has installed nearly 300 miles of wall 
along the southwest border, much of which is simply 
replacing steel fencing erected within the last ten 
years. As KJZZ’s Michel Marizco reports, at 30 feet 
high with solid steel posts, it’s changing the 
landscape of the southwest. Border 4:08 Michel Marizco

8/20/2020 Yacqui tribe blockade Blust w

Mexico’s president signed an agreement pledging 
support for Yaqui (YAH-kee) Indigenous 
communities in southern Sonora during a recent 
visit to the state. But protesters say they will 
continue a rail and highway blockade until their 
demands are met. Border :47 Kendal Blust



8/21/2020 Decreased COVID Hospitalizations w

Officials in neighboring Sonora, Mexico, have 
reported some encouraging data about the 
coronavirus pandemic in recent days, including 
fewer patients in need of hospital stays. Border :46 Kendal Blust

8/24/2020 Yaqui End Blockades v

Protesters from Yaqui (rhymes with hockey) 
communities in southern Sonora lifted blockades 
this weekend after reaching an agreement with state 
and federal authorities Friday. From the Fronteras 
Desk in Hermosillo, KJZZ’s Kendal Blust reports. Border :38 Kendal Blust

8/25/2020 AMLO military w

Mexico’s president defended the use of military 
forces to combat insecurity in Sonora Monday, citing 
progress in an investigation into the massacre of 
nine women and children last November. But a new 
report out this week shows that violent crime has 
increased in the state. Border :48 Kendal Blust

8/25/2020 GOP Expats w

The Republican National Convention is underway 
and President Trump has been nominated for a 
second term. In Mexico, Republican expatriates 
applaud the decision, despite the controversial 
image that the president has in the country. Border :35 Rodrigo Cervantes

8/26/2020 AMLO Bro w

The Mexican president has built his platform on 
promising to fight corruption. But now, he’s been 
indirectly accused of allegedly accepting illegal 
campaign contributions. Border :47 Rodrigo Cervantes

8/26/2020 Sonoran Entrepreneurs Part 1 f

Hit hard by the coronavirus pandemic and 
restrictions put in place to prevent the spread of the 
virus, some businesses in neighboring Sonora, 
Mexico are figuring out how to adapt. Border 4:00 Kendal Blust

8/27/2020 Sonoran Entrepreneurs Part 2 f

While many business owners are closing shop amid 
the coronavirus pandemic, some people in Sonora, 
Mexico are starting new ventures as they try to 
make ends meet. Border 4:03 Kendal Blust

8/31/2020 Sonoran flea market w

For years, small-scale entrepreneurs 
in Sonora have turned Arizonans’ second hand 
goods into a major business south of the border. But 
pandemic border restrictions are now threatening it. Border :43 Murphy Woodhouse

8/31/2020 New consuls Sonora v

U.S. consuls have been assigned to two posts in 
neighboring Sonora, Mexico, in recent days. Both 
posts were left open earlier this year after the 
previous consuls finished their terms. From the 
Fronteras Desk in Hermosillo, KJZZ’s Kendal Blust 
reports. Border :37 Kendal Blust

8/3/2020 Navajo casino layoffs c/c
 Four casinos operated by the Navajo Nation will 
remain closed through at least August 16th. Business :20 Scott Bourque

8/3/2020 Sonoran Economic Impact f

As in neighboring Arizona, the global coronavirus 
pandemic has been both a public health and an 
economic crisis in Sonora. Cases and deaths are 
mounting while jobs and businesses are vanishing Business 3:51 Murphy Woodhouse

8/5/2020 Mtnside presser c/c

Mountainside Fitness is celebrating Tuesday’s ruling 
in a lawsuit against the state for closing gyms. The 
chain challenged Governor Ducey’s order to close 
for fear they could not operate safely without 
spreading the coronavirus. Business :10 Kerry Fehr Snyder



8/6/2020 Real estate earnings w

A Scottsdale-based real estate investment trust 
says more tenants are open for business but not as 
many as it predicted two months ago. From KJZZ’s 
Business Desk, Christina Estes reports. Business :48 Christina Estes

8/7/2020 State tax revenue v

Highway construction and street improvement 
projects could hit roadblocks due to COVID-19. As 
Christina Estes reports from KJZZ’s Business Desk, 
Arizona is dealing with lower tax revenues. Business :37 Christina Estes

8/7/2020 Axon earnings m

Nationwide protests since the police-killing of 
George Floyd have led many cities to revisit how 
they equip law enforcement agencies. On Thursday, 
body-camera and Taser stun gun maker Axon 
reported second quarter results showing orders are 
going up Business :58 Heather VanBlokland

8/10/2020 Local bank push w
A local non-profit is trying to convince Arizonans to 
move their money Business :50 Christina Estes

8/11/2020 Restaurant check-in # 3 f

While many restaurants are suffering financially due 
to COVID-19, there are growing calls for the federal 
government to help independent restaurants - those 
that are not part of national brands or large chains. 
Over the last several months, KJZZ’s Christina 
Estes has been following two local independent 
restaurants through the crisis. Today’s report starts 
in downtown Phoenix where some people waited in 
triple-digit temperatures to support their 
neighborhood restaurant.  Business 4:28 Christina Estes

8/12/2020 Costco JCP Christown m

Costco and JCPenney are leaving Christown 
Spectrum Mall in Phoenix next month. While some 
residents are worried about the mall’s future, the city 
is optimistic about the area. From KJZZ’s Business 
Desk, Christina Estes reports. Business 1:17 Christina Estes

8/13/2020 Bar owner benchmarks w

Some businesses that were closed because of 
COVID-19 could reopen if they meet new 
benchmarks, but bars are likely to stay closed for 
the time being. And that has left bar owners in a 
holding pattern despite steps they may have already 
taken. Business :48 Katie Campbell

8/14/2020 Nikola Motors w

Phoenix-based Nikola (KNEE-Cola) Motors recently 
announced a deal to produce 25-hundred electric 
trucks for another Phoenix company. Republic 
Services will use the vehicles to collect trash and 
recyclable materials. As Christina Estes reports from 
KJZZ’s Business Desk, Nikola’s plant is currently 
under construction in Pinal County. Business :48 Christina Estes

8/14/2020 Nikola Motors c/c

Phoenix-based Nikola (KNEE-cola) Motors says it’s 
landed the largest single order in the waste industry. 
Nikola will make at least 25-hundred electric trucks 
for Republic Services to collect waste. Elizabeth 
Freitheim (Fret-him) recently told the Maricopa 
Association of Governments the battery electric 
trucks will come from their partner’s plant in 
Germany. Business :14 Christina Estes

8/18/2020  Virus/Businesses w

A Maricopa County Superior Court judge refused to 
find Governor Doug Ducey in contempt late 
yesterday [Monday]. Business :48 Bridget Dowd



8/19/2020 Chandler employee program c/c

Chandler is offering to pay some local businesses to 
keep or hire their employees. The city is accepting 
applications from businesses with no more than 1-
hundred employees in industries hardest hit by the 
pandemic. Economic Development Director Micah 
Miranda says the program is designed for 
businesses that retained or added workers since 
December 31. Business :09 Christina Estes

8/19/2020 EOS Gym opening c/c

EOS Fitness’ reopening plan has been approved by 
the Arizona Department of Health Services while 
other gyms in the state remain closed.  The plan 
includes a 10% max capacity, requires reservations 
and following a 70-page COVID sanitation policy 
manual. Business :11 Alexandria Krusniak

8/20/2020 Restaurant meats m

New data from Yelp show a 23-percent increase in 
restaurants that permanently closed between mid-
June and mid-July. The review site’s Economic 
Average Report found the restaurant industry 
experienced the highest total of business closures. 
From KJZZ’s Business Desk, Christina Estes 
reports on labor and supply challenges to local, 
independent restaurants. Business 1:15 Christina Estes

8/21/2020 Bar owners rally w

Bartenders, managers and owners rallied at the 
state Capitol this (THURSDAY) afternoon, 
demanding Governor Doug Ducey lift orders that 
have kept them closed for months. Business :43 Ben Giles

8/24/2020 Airbnb bans parties v

Last week, Air--B--N--B announced a global ban on 
all parties and events at any of their listings...and an 
occupancy cap at 16. KJZZ’s Jill Ryan reports the 
announcement was made a day after it filed a 
document with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission to go public. Business :41 Jill Ryan

8/26/2020 State Fair Drive thru m

The Arizona State Fair announced its cancellation 
last week for the first time since 1945.  Because of 
the COVID-19 pandemic, state fairs across the 
country have had to adapt to these new 
circumstances.  Many have cancelled events 
altogether, but some have found an answer through 
food. Business 1:09 Alexandria Krusniak

8/26/2020 Movie/Gym Reopening v

After hitting the required benchmarks, five of 
Arizona’s 15 counties are now able to reopen gyms 
and movie theaters. Business :41 Jill Ryan

8/27/2020 Reopen compliance w

The three largest counties in Arizona may meet 
coronavirus transmission benchmarks on Thursday 
(TODAY if aired on 8/27) that would allow 
businesses like bars and gyms to reopen at limited 
capacity. Business :50 Ben Giles

8/27/2020 Mountainside Reopening s

Despite having their application denied by the 
Arizona Department of Health 
Services, Mountainside Fitness has reopened all its 
locations today (Thursday). Business :34 Jill Ryan

8/28/2020 Penasco cruise line bankrupt w
The company that brought Rocky Point its 
first cruise service has declared bankruptcy. Business :50 Rocio Hernandez

8/31/2020 Light rail Metrocenter v
Construction is getting underway to extend light rail 
to the former Metrocenter Mall in Phoenix. Business :35 Christina Estes



8/31/2020 Bars shutdown/reopen m

This weekend was the first time many bars in 
Arizona were allowed to open their doors since the 
state’s coronavirus cases started climbing 
dramatically in June. Much of the problem was 
attributed to large nightclubs that didn’t enforce 
social distancing or mask requirements. Business 1:11 Scott Bourque

8/3/2020 Gyms lawsuit v

Arizona’s former health director says there’s no 
reason to keep gyms closed if they comply with 
COVID-19 safety protocols. Courts :38 Rocio Hernandez

8/4/2020 Invest in Ed c/c

A Maricopa County Superior Court Judge ruled that 
the 100-word description on petitions used to collect 
signatures for the Invest in Education Initiative 
included misleading statements or omitted parts of 
the proposal. Courts :13 Vaughan Jones

8/5/2020 Gyms Ruling v

Gyms across the state could be back in business by 
next week. In a ruling today (TUESDAY), a 
Maricopa County Superior Court judge ordered 
Governor Ducey to give gyms a chance to reopen. Courts :38 Kathy Ritchie

8/7/2020 Brnovich Testing Labs v

Arizona Attorney General Mark Brnovich has 
accused a major lab of lying to consumers about 
their COVID-19 tests. Courts :38 Bridget Dowd

8/12/2020 Waterpark Lawsuit c/c

In a new lawsuit a waterpark owner is suing 
Governor Doug Ducey for closing stand-alone 
waterparks. Attorney Joel Sannes, who represents 
the plaintiff, calls it unconstitutional discrimination, 
because waterparks that are associated with hotels 
are allowed to stay open. Courts :15 Jill Ryan

8/14/2020 Landlord lawsuit c/c

Landlords and mobile home park owners are suing 
Governor Doug Ducey for blocking evictions 
of tenants who have not paid their rent. 
While tenants have to prove that they are affected 
by the pandemic to qualify for the protection, 
challengers of the moratorium say it is 
unconstitutional. Courts :20 Jill Ryan

8/17/2020 Migratory bird case w

A judge has ruled against the Trump 
administration’s interpretation of 
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Courts :45 Ron Dungan

8/19/2020 Freeway shooter cleared c/c

A judge has cleared the man who was tried for the 
20-15 freeway shootings. Leslie Merritt Junior was 
accused of shooting at vehicles on the I-10. He 
denied the charges from the outset but spent 220 
days in solitary confinement. Governor Doug Ducey 
even chimed in at the time of Merritt’s arrest saying, 
“We got him.” Courts :11 Kathy Ritchie

8/20/2020 Invest ruling v

The Arizona Supreme Court ruled today 
(Wednesday) that an initiative to boost education 
funding by raising taxes on wealthy Arizonans CAN 
go on the ballot. Courts :36 Ben Giles



8/21/2020 Death penalty c/c

On Thursday, Attorney General Mark Brnovich sent 
a letter to Governor Doug Ducey stating he had 
found a legal supplier for pentobarbital used in 
criminal executions. Brnovich has offered help in 
finding a legal source of lethal injections in the past. 
The first was more than a year ago, when the 
federal government announced it intends to resume 
use of pentobarbital. Courts :10 Jill Ryan

8/4/2020 Tempe derailment presser w

The FBI has concluded its investigation of a train 
derailment at the Salt River Union Pacific Bridge 
over Tempe Town Lake Crime :39 Ron Dungan

8/11/2020 BP agent arrested v
A Border Patrol agent based in southern Arizona 
has been arrested and charged with drug trafficking. Crime :46 Michel Marizco

8/21/2020 Cold case w

The Maricopa County Attorney’s Office announced a 
grand jury has returned an indictment in a cold case 
nearly two decades old. Crime :40 Ron Dungan

8/24/2020 Journalist killer sentenced w

A man convicted of ordering the 2017 murder of a 
prominent journalist in the Mexican state of 
Chihuahua was sentenced to 50 years in prison this 
weekend. From the Fronteras Desk in Hermosillo, 
KJZZ’s Kendal Blust reports the sentence is 
exceptional in a country where most attacks on 
journalists go unsolved. Crime :49 Kendal Blust

8/26/2020 Navajo execution v
 A Navajo man is set to be executed by the federal 
government on Wednesday. Crime :32 Jimmy Jenkins

8/27/2020 Native American executed v

The federal government has executed a Navajo 
man whose lawyers say was the 
only Native American on federal death row. KJZZ’s 
Jimmy Jenkins reports. Crime :34 Jimmy Jenkins

8/28/2020 O’Odham officer killed v
The FBI is investigating the killing of a tribal police 
officer in southern Arizona. Crime :32 Michel Marizco

8/4/2020 IDD deaths w

The number of people with an intellectual or 
developmental disability contracting the coronavirus 
in Arizona is going up. Disabilities :51 Kathy Ritchie

8/4/2020 IDD deaths c/c

There are more than 44,000 individuals with 
intellectual or developmental disabilities who are 
supported by the state’s Division of Developmental 
Disabilities… Most of these individuals live at home. 
Nearly 5,000 people live in a licensed residential 
setting, like a group home Disabilities :18 Kathy Ritchie

8/18/2020 ICF and covid w

We know people with intellectual and developmental 
disabilities are at high risk of contracting the 
coronavirus. But some disability advocates worry 
the number of cases is being underreported, 
especially in intermediate care facilities that provide 
nursing care to people with disabilities. 

Disabilities :43 Kathy Ritchie

8/24/2020 ASDB follow f

Students across the state are adapting - or at least 
trying to adapt - to online learning, while others 
return to classrooms. The Arizona State Schools for 
the Deaf and the Blind welcomed some students 
back last week. But as KJZZ’s Katie Campbell 
reports, many students with visual and hearing 
impairments are learning to navigate their worlds 
from home. Disabilities 4:35 Ka



8/11/2020 AZ unemployment benefits c/c

A new report from the Grand Canyon Institute 
concludes the $240 dollar cap on 
Arizona unemployment benefits from the 
congressional CARES Act will help contribute to the 
state losing up to $2 billion dollars in economic 
activity. Economy :17 Tom Maxedon

8/19/2020 Amazon hiring 500 v

Amazon plans to expand its Phoenix hub by moving 
into a new office in Tempe. As Christina Estes 
reports from KJZZ’s Business Desk, the online retail 
giant says it’ll create more than 5-hundred new tech 
and corporate jobs. Economy :32 Christina Estes

8/3/2020 Chandler libraries w
Many Chandler students are starting school 
remotely this week. Education :46 Rocio Hernandez

8/4/2020 Hoffman statement v
Kathy Hoffman is already warning not to expect 
most students in classrooms by mid-August Education :42 Ben Giles

8/5/2020 U of A Union w

A group of staff members, faculty and graduate 
students at the University of Arizona is forming 
a union on campus. As KJZZ’s 
Bridget Dowd reports, the group said its efforts to 
negotiate with senior leaders on their plans for 
returning to campus have been unsuccessful. Education :48 Bridget Dowd

8/6/2020 Maricopa school guidance w

The state is expected to release public health 
benchmarks on school reopenings later this week. 
As KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez reports, Maricopa 
County officials held a Wednesday press 
conference on what metrics may be used. Education :47 Rocio Hernandez

8/7/2020 ASU move-in v

Arizona State University began their modified move-
in process on Wednesday, bringing more than 
13,000 incoming and returning students to campus 
within the next two weeks. As KJZZ’s Vaughan 
Jones reports, it starts by allowing students from 
Maricopa County to move belongings into their 
dorms this week. Education :39 Vaughan Jones

8/7/2020 School benchmarks reax w

Today (Thursday), the Arizona Department of 
Health Services released public health benchmarks 
that should be met before schools start in-person 
learning. As KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez reports, 
school leaders have been waiting for these metrics. Education :46 Rocio Hernandez

8/7/2020 School benchmarks reax c/c

Today (Thursday), the Arizona Department of 
Health Services released public health benchmarks 
that should be met before students can fully return 
to classrooms. Education :10 Rocio Hernandez

8/10/2020 Returning to college m

College students are getting ready to start the fall 
semester later this month. KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez 
reports on how they are feeling about going back to 
school as the coronavirus pandemic continues. Education 1:12 Rocio Hernandez

8/10/2020 Open Schools Rally w

Phoenix Valley parents are planning to hold a rally 
on Monday in support of in-person learning. As 
KJZZ’s Rocio Henrandez reports, this comes after 
the state released public health benchmarks that 
find Arizona is not ready to fully reopen school 
buildings. Education :48 Rocio Hernandez



8/10/2020 Open Schools Rally c/c

A group of parents are holding a rally on Monday to 
urge school leaders to allow students to return to 
classrooms. Based on metrics recently released by 
the state, COVID-19 community spread is still too 
high.  Education :06 Rocio Hernandez

8/10/2020 NAU Fall Student Expectations v

Northern Arizona University released a statement on 
Friday on its COVID-19 related expectations for 
students for the fall semester which starts on 
Thursday (Aug. 12) Education :41 Rocio Hernandez

8/11/2020 Physician ed leaders c/c

A coalition of doctors, teachers and parents say the 
Ducey Administration’s plans for when and schools 
should reopen are inadequate. Education :10 Ben Giles

8/12/2020 ASU Faculty w

Hundreds of faculty, staff and students at ASU have 
signed a letter urging caution as President Michael 
Crow moves ahead with plans to return to campus. 
The ASU Community of Care Coalition is asking for 
scientific metrics to determine when to return. Education :48 Katie Campbell

8/12/2020 JO Combs teacher union c/c

Students at the J.O. Combs Unified School District 
in San Tan Valley will soon have the opportunity to 
return to the classroom. Parents can also choose to 
keep their students at home. Education :05 Rocio Hernandez

8/13/2020 School reopening confusion f

A few Arizona school districts have announced that 
they are starting in-person classes starting Monday. 
Their decisions are being made despite state health 
officials recommending schools wait to reopen. Education 4:36 Rocio Hernandez

8/14/2020 Digital teaching training c/c

$7.5 million dollars has been set aside by Arizona 
for training its teachers on how to effectively lead 
online classes. The sessions are being run by ASU 
Prep Digital. Education :18 Alexandria Krusniak

8/14/2020 UA for-profit buy w

The University of Arizona announced last week it 
intends to buy Ashford University, an online, for-
profit institution. As KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez 
reports, the move is getting criticism due to 
Ashford’s checkered past. Education :46 Rocio Hernandez

8/14/2020 AEA Quit c/c

43 teachers have quit in the Queen Creek Unified 
School District after plans to only have in-person 
learning became official, despite Governor Doug 
Ducey saying that many teachers were eager to get 
back to the classroom. Education :12 Jill Ryan

8/17/2020 Chandler schools hotspots c/c

The Chandler Unified School District is getting 
$250,000 from its city council to buy 1,000 additional 
hotspots. Education :08 Rocio Hernandez

8/17/2020 UA grad students protest opening w

University of Arizona graduate students are raising 
concerns about the Tucson-based school’s plan to 
start in-person classes as the coronavirus pandemic 
continues. KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez has more 
details. Education :42 Rocio Hernandez

8/18/2020 Kotterman school openings c/c

Students are returning to Arizona schools - mostly 
online, but some in person. No county currently 
meets the three benchmarks set by the state health 
department to reopen schools safely. But some 
school boards have decided to hold in-person 
classes anyway. Education :20 Kerry Fehr Snyder



8/18/2020 Combs school district w

A group of students and parents gathered to protest 
the closure of classes at J. O. Combs School 
District. KJZZ’s Ron Dungan reports. Education :33 Ron Dungan

8/18/2020 Combs canceled again v
A Pinal County school district announced it’s 
cancelling another 2 days of classes. Education :31 Ben Giles

8/18/2020 Social Security School v

The Coolidge Unified School District in Pinal County 
will remove questions about social security numbers 
from it’s enrollment forms after being put on notice 
by a Latino rights group. Education :28 Jill Ryan

8/19/2020 Crow on ASU opening c/c

Arizona State University’s fall semester begins 
Thursday. Classes will be different this semester 
due to the ongoing coronavirus pandemic. ASU is 
offering traditional in-person classes as well as 
interactive remote classes and online courses. Education :13 Rocio Hernandez

8/20/2020 UofA COVID w

The University of Arizona is testing all students 
moving into its residence halls, and offering 
voluntary tests for off-campus students. Education :43 Rocio Hernandez

8/20/2020 J.O. Combs board meeting w

Yesterday/Thursday, the J.O. Combs Unified School 
District’s Governing Board voted to start in-person 
learning after Labor Day. As KJZZ’s Rocio 
Hernandez reports, Pinal County, where the district 
is located, is close to meeting the recommended 
public health benchmarks. Education :48 Rocio Hernandez

8/20/2020 ASU student enrollment v

It’s the first day of the fall semester at Arizona State 
University. KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez reports on how 
enrollment has changed during the coronavirus 
pandemic. Education :35 Rocio Hernandez

8/24/2020 AEA Plan c/c

The Arizona Education Association is demanding 
Governor Doug Ducey create a statewide plan for 
opening schools. The association’s president Joe 
Thomas is concerned that the state has not fully 
prepared to keep teachers, administrators, staff and 
students safe. Education :14 Jill Ryan

8/26/2020 Combs subs w

The J.O. Combs Unified School District in San Tan 
Valley was set to open in-person August 17th, but 
so many teachers called in sick, the district had to 
postpone. The district is now short on substitute 
teachers too. Education :42 Katherine Davis Young

8/27/2020 Student housing COVID v

Arizona State University welcomed back more than 
127,000 students on different learning platforms last 
week. Twenty percent of those students live in 
university housing. Education :38 Alexandria Krusniak

8/28/2020 Dine College enroll v

Diné [din-AY] College says more students than 
expected have enrolled for classes this fall, despite 
challenges of the coronavirus. As KJZZ’s Ron 
Dungan reports, the college found creative ways to 
address the challenges of virtual learning. Education :21 Ron Dungan

8/28/2020 Virus School c/c

The Arizona Department of Health Services says it 
is now safe for schools in Apache, Greenlee, La Paz 
(PA-zz) and Yavapai counties to offer some in-
school instruction...but it’s not mandated. Education :09 Jill Ryan

8/31/2020 NAU in-person classes c/c

Northern Arizona University Rita Cheng says the 
university currently has four active COVID-19 cases 
on campus. NAU is caring for those students, who 
are in isolation. Education :11 Rocio Hernandez



8/31/2020 JO Combs Teacher folo w

The J.O. Combs Unified School District in San Tan 
Valley is set to offer in-person classes in less than 
two weeks. As KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez reports, the 
district’s first attempt was thwarted by an employee 
sick-out. Education :48 Rocio Hernandez

8/31/2020 MCCCD chancellor c/c

An investigation conducted on behalf of the 
Maricopa County Community College District 
Governing Board found that one board member, 
Kathleen Winn, unethically tainted the search 
process for the district’s new chancellor. Education :21 Scott Bourque

8/4/2020 Record primary numbers v

The Maricopa County Primary Election is Tuesday/ 
today. As KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins reports, there has 
already been a record turnout. Elections :38 Jimmy Jenkins

8/4/2020 Sheriff's race preview v

The Republican race for Sheriff is among contested 
Maricopa County elections in the Tuesday primary. 
KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins reports. Elections :39 Jimmy Jenkins

8/4/2020 GOP primary preview v

In north Phoenix, two incumbent Republican 
lawmakers are locked in a 1 point 8 million dollar 
campaign for a seat in the state Senate. Elections :37 Ben Giles

8/4/2020 Dem primary preview v

Business groups are showing new interest in 
Democratic legislative candidates in Arizona this 
campaign cycle. Elections :39 Ben Giles

8/5/2020 County Attorney Race w

Julie Gunnigle had a commanding lead in the 
Democratic primary for 
Maricopa County Attorney Tuesday night. KJZZ’s 
Jimmy Jenkins reports. Elections :34 Jimmy Jenkins

8/5/2020 Sheriff’s Race v

The Republican primary race for Maricopa 
County Sheriff is too close to call. 
KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins reports. Elections :29 Jimmy Jenkins

8/6/2020 Legislative primaries v

Results are still pending as vote counts trickle in, 
but it appears that a handful of incumbent legislators 
may be upset in their Republican primaries. Elections :42 Ben Giles

8/6/2020 Corp Comm Write In c/c

Preliminary results show that Republican Jim 
O’Connor got enough write-in votes to qualify for a 
seat on the Arizona Corporation Commission in the 
November election. The unusual election situation 
came about after other Republican contenders had 
their names removed from the ballot. This 
led Corp Comm member, Republican Justin Olson, 
to get another name on the ballot. Elections :16 Kathy Ritchie

8/7/2020 Arpaio losing v
Former Maricopa County Sheriff Joe Arpaio slipped 
well behind in his comeback bid on Thursday. Elections :35 Ben Giles

8/7/2020 Barto beats Carter v
State senator Heather Carter has conceded defeat 
to Nancy Barto in a bitter Republican primary. Elections :30 Ben Giles

8/12/2020 Invest in Ed challenges v

High-profile supporters and opponents of the Invest 
in Ed ballot initiative have joined the legal fight as 
the case heads to the Arizona Supreme Court. 
KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez reports on the continuing 
battle over the measure that would raise taxes on 
the state’s wealthiest residents to provide more 
funding for education. Elections :38 Rocio Hernandez



8/14/2020 Gordon on 100-word ballots c/c

Initiatives routinely challenge the 100-word 
descriptions for ballot measures used to inform 
petition signers. Questioning the accuracy of the 
description has become a popular legal strategy for 
the opposition. Elections :14 Alexandria Krusniak

8/17/2020 Q&AZ Postal Service v

With the upcoming general election and growing 
concerns over the U.S. Postal Service, KJZZ 
listener Karen Davis asked through our Q&AZ 
project if she can get a receipt if she mails her ballot 
through the Post Office, or have it delivered through 
certified mail. Elections :34 Alexandria Krusniak

8/18/2020 Official canvass w

Nearly two weeks after election day, Secretary of 
State Katie Hobbs today (MONDAY) signed the 
canvass… the official results from the 20-20 
primary. Elections :48 Ben Giles

8/19/2020 USPS update w

November’s election is expected to feature millions 
more Americans voting by mail. On Tuesday, the 
Postmaster General said he would suspend 
additional proposed changes that were criticized for 
their potential to slow services. As 
KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins reports, the postal worker’s 
union in Phoenix says Arizona has so far avoided 
problems encountered in other states. Elections :40 Jimmy Jenkins

8/21/2020 Brno criticizes Hobbs v

A top aide to Arizona’s attorney general rejected a 
request to investigate President Trump for 
conspiring to interfere with the state’s mail-in ballots. Elections :40 Ben Giles

8/26/2020 Vote By Mail c/c

Arizona Secretary of State Katie Hobbs wants 
voters to know that mailing ballots is a safe and 
routine process in the state. She recommends 
voters send in their ballot as early as possible. 
Ballots can be tracked as well, so voters can make 
sure theirs was received. Elections :11 Jill Ryan

8/17/2020 Utility usage m

Utilities in Arizona annually prepare for the hot 
summer months, but more people are staying home 
this summer.  And increased demand has resulted 
in higher residential utility bills.  KJZZ’s Alexandria 
Krusniak (CRUISE-nee-ak) reports. Energy :57 Alexandria Krusniak

8/19/2020 Western power grid v

The Bureau of Reclamation is releasing water below 
Glen Canyon Dam to create power as excessive 
heat continues to drive demand. And as 
KJZZ’s Ron Dungan reports, the water releases will 
lead to rising levels on the Colorado River. Energy :23 Ron Dungan

8/20/2020 APS, SRP request w

A heat wave throughout the western United States 
is driving up power demand. As KJZZ’s 
Ron Dungan reports, two of the state’s largest 
utilities urged customers to cut back on electricity 
Tuesday -- and extended that request today 
(Wednesday). Energy :43 Ron Dungan

8/4/2020 Air Quality / Smoke c/c

Smoke from the Apple Wildfire in California is 
blowing into Arizona. Spokesperson for the Arizona 
Department of Environmental Quality...Caroline 
Oppleman (op-el-man), says the smoke is not 
having much effect on Arizona’s air quality at this 
time. Environment :11 Jill Ryan



8/6/2020 Rio Sonora mining spill w

Six years after Mexico’s largest mining company 
spilled toxic waste into the Sonoran waterways, 
impacting thousands of people downstream, 
authorities say the area is still contaminated. Environment :46 Kendal Blust

8/6/2020 Hazardous chemical spill c/c

The chemical that spilled in a Tempe train 
derailment is biodegradable and evaporates quickly. 
That means about 75 percent of the spill could be 
gone within a month. Kiril Hristovski (Kerel Khrist-
hov-ski) is an engineering professor at ASU. Environment :12 Ron Dungan

8/7/2020 CO drought monitor v
Every part of Colorado is now experiencing some 
form of drought. Environment :37 KUNC Luke Runyon

8/10/2020 Republic earnings w

The coronavirus pandemic has increased the 
amount of waste we create at home. But as Heather 
van Blokland reports from KJZZ’s Business Desk, 
the nation’s second largest waste manager is having 
mixed results taking care of all the trash. Environment :38 Heather VanBlokland

8/13/2020 Johnson Utilities w

EPCOR Water Arizona has reached an agreement 
to acquire the troubled East Valley water and 
sewage treatment company Johnson Utilities. Environment :46 Jimmy Jenkins

8/24/2020 Glen Canyon Dam water levels w

Releases at Glen Canyon Dam to meet power 
demands should not impact annual water levels at 
Lake Powell. As KJZZ’s Ron Dungan reports, the 
Bureau of Reclamation plans for power 
emergencies during the summer. Environment :43 Ron Dungan

8/19/2020 Boys and girls demand c/c

Boys and Girls clubs in the Valley, which are 
operating as remote learning sites for students, are 
seeing an increase in demand since school is back 
in session. Family :11 Rocio Hernandez

8/20/2020 Parents schedules f

As the school year begins in Arizona, 
some parents are sending their kids off to school 
only figuratively. KJZZ’s Jill Ryan reports 
some parents are happy with the new online 
school schedules...while others are concerned 
about the amount of screen time and their own 
limited time to help their children. Family 3:48 Jill Ryan

8/13/2020 Gilbert mayor resigns s

The Mayor of Gilbert abruptly resigned from office 
Tuesday evening at the end of the City Council 
meeting. Govt. City :22 Jimmy Jenkins

8/26/2020 Brush & Nib v

Phoenix will pay nearly 1-hundred-40-thousand 
dollars after losing a case involving the city’s anti-
discrimination ordinance. Govt. City :28 Christina Estes

8/27/2020 Axon development c/c

The Scottsdale City Council has agreed to 
repay Axon Enterprise millions of dollars for a new 
proposed expanded campus. Govt. City :12 Jimmy Jenkins

8/27/2020 Tempe TNR Program m

The City of Tempe will begin to trap, neuter and 
release 50 feral cats tonight [Wednesday night]. The 
goal is to reduce the number of feral cats in city 
neighborhoods and keep existing animals safe and 
healthy. Govt. City 1:02 Bridget Dowd



8/12/2020 UI protest m

Congress is at an impasse over the federal 
government’s next coronavirus relief package. But 
the extra 600 dollars per week in unemployment 
payments provided by the CARES Act expired at 
the end of July. Govt. Federal 1:06 Katherine Davis Young

8/13/2020 Census home visits v

Census takers are knocking on doors across the 
Valley and country. They’re following up with 
households that have not responded to the 20-20 
Census. Govt. Federal :37 Christina Estes

8/17/2020 Social security w

Last week, President Trump said at least four times 
that he would end the payroll tax. And that has 
AARP, the organization that represents Americans 
age 50 and older, worried. As KJZZ’s Kathy Ritchie 
reports, more than a million Arizonans 
receive Social Security benefits. Govt. Federal :47 Kathy Ritchie

8/6/2020 Calls for Christ to resign w

Nearly 200 Arizona physicians are calling on the 
director of Arizona’s Department of Health Services 
to resign. As KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young 
reports, the doctors sent a petition to the 
department today (Wed). Govt. State :44 Katherine Davis Young

8/7/2020 Reopening guidelines w

The Department of Health Services issued 
recommendations for when schools can let students 
back in classrooms Govt. State :45 Ben Giles

8/11/2020 Business benchmarks v

The state health department issued new rules for 
when and how some businesses like gyms and 
bars, closed since June, can reopen. Govt. State :33 Ben Giles

8/21/2020 Ducey presser w

Governor Doug Ducey says Arizona’s COVID-19 
outbreak is looking much better, but says it’s not 
time to celebrate. KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young 
reports on the governor’s latest update. . Govt. State :46 Katherine Davis Young

8/3/2020 COVID Going Down c/c

Arizona’s average number of daily cases has 
declined 18 percent over the last two weeks. In-
patient hospitalizations...and ventilators in-use... 
numbers are also slightly down. Will Humble, the 
former director of the Arizona Department of Health 
Services...says that those numbers indicate things 
are looking a bit better. Health :11 Jill Ryan

8/4/2020 KFF Covid deaths c/c

A new analysis from the Kaiser Family Foundation 
looked at the percentage of Covid deaths among 
older adults in each state. Arizona’s percentage of 
Covid-19 deaths among those 65 and older was 
74%, below the national average. Health :12 Vaughan Jones

8/4/2020 Wastewater COVID-19 f

Testing for COVID-19 has been riddled with 
problems. But increasingly more western states are 
looking to the sewer to fill in the gaps. Health 4:01 KUNC Luke Runyon

8/5/2020 COVID / Indigenous w

Sonora hopes to improve its response to the 
coronavirus pandemic in the state’s indigenous 
communities. Health :38 Murphy Woodhouse

8/5/2020 Flanagan on COVID c/c

The Arizona Department of Health Services has 
been reporting fewer Covid-19 cases recently. The 
numbers are considerably lower than two months 
ago when Arizona was considered a hotspot for the 
virus. Health :12 Kerry Fehr Snyder



8/5/2020 Life on line: Sonoyta COVID f

The approximately 17,000 residents in the border 
town of Sonoyta (so-NOY-tuh), Sonora have long 
been underserved by the town’s single health clinic. 
But the coronavirus pandemic has heightened many 
people’s awareness of what they’re lacking. Health 4:03 Kendal Blust

8/6/2020 Bodies Coolers c/c

As the death rate continues to increase in Maricopa 
County from the coronavirus, the county medical 
examiner’s office has begun using the 
temporary coolers it leased several weeks ago. As 
of Wednesday, 22 bodies had been transferred to 
the coolers. Rob Rowley with Maricopa County 
Emergency Management says these coolers were 
introduced to help the medical examiner’s office 
deal with capacity issues. Health :12 Jill Ryan

8/10/2020 Youth spread/Sonora w

As in Arizona, leaders in neighboring Sonora, 
Mexico continue to struggle to tamp down on the 
spread of the coronavirus. Health :43 Kendal Blust

8/10/2020 Humble Low Testing #s c/c

On Sunday, the Arizona Department of Health 
reported the number of new coronavirus cases was 
under a thousand…. that’s the first time since June. 
Will Humble is the executive director of the Arizona 
Public Health Association. He says 
the lower case numbers doesn’t mean the virus is 
under control. Health :08 Kathy Ritchie

8/11/2020 Brno on CV testing delays c/c

Public health officials have repeatedly emphasized 
the importance of getting COVID-19 test results 
back to patients quickly. The sooner people with the 
virus know they’re positive, the sooner they can 
isolate themselves from others. Health :17 Katie Campbell

8/11/2020 Cancer screening w

Early in the coronavirus pandemic, hospitals were 
reporting a drop in the number of heart attack 
patients. Now, there are reports that people are 
foregoing certain cancer screenings. Health :12 Kathy Ritchie

8/11/2020 Sonora yellow w

Sonora, Arizona’s neighbor to the south, is showing 
promising trends in the country’s coronavirus 
outbreak Health :44 Murphy Woodhouse

8/13/2020 CV testing decline c/c

The Arizona Department of Health Services reports 
less than one half as many tests were conducted in 
early August than in late June and early July. 
Joshua LaBaer [luh-BARE], executive director of 
Arizona State University’s Biodesign Institute, is 
concerned improving trends might make people 
complacent. Health :12 Nick Gerbis

8/14/2020 Flu meet COVID w

Long-term care facilities across the state are still 
dealing with the coronavirus pandemic. And it’s 
unlikely staff at these places will get much of a 
break in the coming months...that’s 
because flu season is right around the corner. Health :47 Kathy Ritchie

8/14/2020 Flu meet COVID c/c

In 2019, the Arizona Department of Health reported 
that the number of flu cases was three times higher 
than the previous year… that could give some long 
term care facilities pause as many are staring at the 
very real possibility of gnarly flu season coupled with 
the coronavirus pandemic. Health :13 Kathy Ritchie



8/14/2020 What is AZ's positivity rate f

Amid all of the uncertainty created by the COVID-19 
pandemic, numbers and data have become 
essential in decision making. 
Testing positivity rates region-by-region is especially 
important. But in Arizona, that number is much 
harder to define than you might think. KJZZ’s 
Katherine Davis-Young reports. Health 4:32 Katherine Davis Young

8/17/2020 Caring in crisis: 8 yr old boy m

Watching a loved one cope with COVID-19 can be 
tough, especially if they’re very sick. But if you’re a 
kid watching a parent or grandparent go through 
something like that, it can profoundly affect you… 
As part of our Caring in Crisis series, KJZZ’s Kathy 
Ritchie talked to one little boy who experienced just 
that and decided to do something to help others. Health 1:00 Kathy Ritchie

8/17/2020 Mexico Covid vaccines w

Mexico has joined the list of nations that plan to 
launch a COVID-19 vaccine soon. And the country’s 
government not only plans to produce it, but also to 
make it free. Health :41 Rodrigo Cervantes

8/18/2020 Pandemic fatigue c/c

Long term stress, anxiety and depression are 
wreaking havoc on people’s mental health across 
the country. Health :18 Tom Maxedon

8/20/2020 COVID testing c/c

Maricopa County health officials announced that 
results from antigen tests are now included in the 
count of COVID-19 cases. Health :16 Ben Giles

8/21/2020 Sunnenshine COVID w

Daily reports of COVID-19 cases are on the decline 
in Maricopa County... BUT so are the number of 
people getting tested for the virus. Health :50 Ben Giles

8/21/2020 State Fair canceled v

The Arizona State Fair will not take place this fall.  
As KJZZ's Heather van Blokland reports, the 
century-old event was canceled Thursday due to 
concerns over COVID-19. Health :30 Heather VanBlokland

8/24/2020 Plasma Treatments w

President Trump has authorized an FDA Emergency 
Use Authorization to treat COVID-19 with 
convalescent plasma. Health :50 Jill Ryan

8/25/2020 Heat-related deaths c/c

As record high temperatures continue in the 
Phoenix metro region, the number of suspected 
heat-related deaths has increased about 70 percent 
during the same time period last year. Health :15 Tom Maxedon

8/27/2020 Lowest COVID #s since May v

Arizona reported just 187 new COVID-19 cases 
today (Wednesday). As KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-
Young reports, that’s the first time the new case 
count has fallen below 200 since June first. Health :40 Katherine Davis Young

8/27/2020 Oleander calls m

Poison control centers at the University of Arizona 
Health Services in Tucson and Banner Health in 
Phoenix have both received calls about the drug 
Oleandrin and are warning against its use to treat 
COVID-19. Health 1:01 Alexandria Krusniak

8/31/2020 Gompers reopening v

As Arizona’s COVID-19 outbreak continues to 
improve, a Phoenix nonprofit that serves adults with 
developmental disabilities is preparing to reopen its 
doors. As KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young 
reports, Gompers suspended services in March. Health :34 Katherine Davis Young



8/31/2020 Mexico anti junk food f

Mexican authorities just started a new war 
against junk food. Processed food and drinks will 
carry a significantly big tag on its content, and some 
states banning the sales of these products to the 
underaged population. Health 3:43 Rodrigo Cervantes

8/5/2020 El Paso Mexico Institute v

A year ago, a gunman killed 23 people at an El 
Paso Walmart. Eight Mexican citizens were among 
the dead, and 8 others were wounded, targeted by 
ethnicity. The Mexican government plans to create 
an institute to pay tribute to the victims. History :38 Rodrigo Cervantes

8/6/2020 African American history erased f

Long before the Black Lives Matter protests and the 
recent scrutiny over confederate monuments in 
Arizona...the state’s history of Black Americans is 
being quietly erased. History 2:39 Cronkite School Megan Lipo

8/10/2020 Tunnel Anniversary f

The governor of the Lebanese capital Beirut, says 
that more than two hundred people are now dead 
after Tuesday's massive explosion. History :33 Scott Bourque

8/26/2020 McCain passing two years c/c
Today marks the second anniversary of late Senator 
John McCain’s death. History :11 Tom Maxedon

8/7/2020 Landlord assistance v

Residential landlords in need of assistance due to 
the coronavirus pandemic can now apply for aid 
through Arizona’s housing department. Housing :41 Katherine Davis Young

8/10/2020 Foreign home sales v

Arizona is no longer among the top five states for 
foreign home buyers. From KJZZ’s Business Desk, 
Christina Estes has details on the National 
Association of Realtors’ annual report on 
international transactions. Housing :36 Christina Estes

8/10/2020 Homeless plan v

The unsheltered homeless population in Maricopa 
County nearly tripled in the last 5 years. As KJZZ’s 
Katherine Davis-Young reports, the City of Phoenix 
is looking for feedback on its plan to 
address homelessness. Housing :41 Katherine Davis Young

8/19/2020 Rental assistance deadline m

The governor extended Arizona’s eviction 
moratorium through October. But after this week, to 
avoid eviction, tenants will have to show they’ve 
applied to a rental assistance program through the 
city, state or a nonprofit group. Housing 1:10 Katherine Davis Young

8/13/2020 Doctors letter-writing asylum w

The Trump administration has been asking for 
public feedback on a proposed rule change that 
would bar thousands of asylum seekers from 
making their claims.That public comment period 
closed Monday. As Alisa Reznick reports, public 
health experts warn the change would deteriorate 
human rights while failing to actually protect against 
COVID-19 contagion. Immigration :44 AZPM Alisa Reznick

8/20/2020 Immigrant pandemic donation v
A Tucson non profit received more than one million 
dollars to help families during the pandemic. Immigration :30 Michel Marizco

8/21/2020 La Palma letter m

A new report from the Government Accountability 
Office faults Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
for its handling of inspection and complaint 
information at its detention centers. As Alisa 
Reznick reports, a letter from immigration detainees 
in Eloy details some of those issues from the 
ground. Immigration 1:06 AZPM Alisa Reznick



8/28/2020 Migrant children hotel v

A court-appointed monitor has revealed that a US 
government program that uses emergency health 
protocols to house migrant children in hotels has 
grown and some of the children developed COVID-
19. From KJZZ’s Fronteras Desk in Tucson, Michel 
Marizco reports. Immigration :39 Michel Marizco

8/3/2020 HSBC Profit Slump v

The UK's biggest bank, HSBC, has reported a sixty- 
five per cent drop in profits for the first half of this 
year -- far larger than expected. International :24 BBC Sharanjit Leyl

8/3/2020 Iran Investigation v

A BBC investigation has found that the number of 
people who've died with coronavirus in Iran is much 
higher than official figures suggest. International :33 BBC

8/4/2020 Melbourne Covereign Citizens v

The Australian state of Victoria is introducing on- the-
spot fines of nearly three- and- a- half thousand US 
dollars for people who ignore orders to self- isolate, 
as the authorities try to tackle a spike in coronavirus 
cases. International :37 BBC Phil Mercer

8/5/2020 Rescue Workers/ Explosion v

Rescue workers in Beirut are searching in the 
rubble of collapsed buildings for those missing after 
Tuesday’s blast. International :44 BBC Jeremy Bowen

8/5/2020 Victoria COVID Deaths v

The Australian state of Victoria has reported another 
record number of coronavirus infections and deaths 
on Wednesday. International :32 BBC Phil Mercer

8/5/2020 Indian PM/ Hindu Temple v

The Indian prime minister, Narendra Modi has laid 
the foundation stone of a new Hindu temple on a 
site where Hindu mobs demolished a mosque in 
1992. International :26 BBC Yogita Limaya

8/6/2020 Japan Ceremony Scaled Back v
Ceremony held in Japanese city of Hiroshima to 
mark 75th anniversary of first atom bomb attack. International :37 BBC Rupert Wingfield-Hayes

8/6/2020 Beirut Explosion Update v

Lebanon is observing the first of three days of 
national mourning for the victims of Tuesday's 
explosion. International :40 BBC Lina Sinjab

8/6/2020 Australia Travel Restrictions v

 More internal travel restrictions are being 
introduced in Australia as the country battles to 
reduce the number of new coronavirus infections. International :30 BBC Phil Mercer

8/12/2020 For MX Prez v

Prosecutors in Mexico have accused the former 
president, Enrique Peña Nieto, of taking millions of 
dollars in bribes which were used to buy votes in 
Congress. International :40 BBC Will Grant

8/12/2020 Protests Continue For Third Night v

There have been protests in the Belarussian capital 
Minsk, against the re-election of President 
Alexander Lukashenko, for the third night in a row. International :32 BBC Sarah Rainsford

8/12/2020 NZ Locks Down Auckland v

New Zealand has put its largest city back into 
lockdown after recording four new Covid-19 cases, 
ending a 102-day streak without a local infection. International :34 BBC Shaimaa Khali

8/13/2020 Australian Cases Drop v

Australia's worst- hit state, Victoria, has reported 
two hundred and seventy eight new coronavirus 
infections and eight deaths in the past twenty four 
hours - significantly less than the previous day. International :30 BBC Shaimaa Khali

8/14/2020 Torture Allegations in Belarus v

Demonstrators released from prison after anti-
government protests in Belarus have described the 
abuse they suffered during days of detention. International :28 BBC Sarah Rainsford



8/14/2020 Israel UAE Peace Deal v

President Trump has said Israeli and Emirati leaders 
will meet at the White House next month to sign an 
agreement – brokered by the United States – which 
normalises relations between them. International :25 BBC Yolande Knell

8/14/2020 Taliban Prisoners Released v
The Afghan government has begun releasing the 
final 400 Taliban prisoners it's been holding International :29 BBC Syed Anwar

8/17/2020 Japanese/Thai Economy v

The Japanese economy has shrunk at its fastest 
rate on record as it battles the coronavirus 
pandemic. International :35 BBC Andrew Walker

8/17/2020 Belarus Exiled Challenger v

 The main challenger in the presidential election in 
Belarus has released a video from exile saying she 
is ready to lead the country. International :43 BBC Jonah Fisher

8/17/2020 Indian Fatalities Surge v

 The official estimate of total deaths in India caused 
by coronavirus has passed 50,000 following a surge 
of fatalities over the past week. International :29 BBC Jill McGivering

8/18/2020 Rockets Hit Afghan Capital v

Officials in the Afghan capital, Kabul, say at least 
ten people, including four children, have been 
injured in a multiple rocket attack on the city International :30 BBC Jill McGivering

8/18/2020 Ruby Princess Infections v

A parliamentary committee in Australia has been 
questioning officials who permitted a cruise ship 
carrying passengers with symptoms of covid 
nineteen to dock in Sydney. International :29 BBC

8/19/2020 Brexit Update v

British and European Union negotiators will meet in 
Brussels today (Wednesday) to resume talks on a 
post-Brexit trade deal. International :36 BBC Nick Beake

8/19/2020 Australian Vaccine Mandate v

Australia says it has secured access to a promising 
coronavirus vaccine and will be able to offer free 
doses to its entire population of 25 million people International :29 BBC Shaimaa Khalil

8/20/2020 Mali Coup Leader Talks v

The leaders of Tuesday's military coup in Mali have 
had talks with opposition leaders who have 
welcomed the ousting of President Ibrahim 
Boubacar Keita. International :33 BBC David Bamford

8/20/2020 Thailand Protests v

Thai police have arrested nine people in an 
apparent sweep targeting activists involved in recent 
anti-government protests. International :34 BBC Jonathan Head

8/21/2020 Navalny Too Sick To Travel v

 Aide to Russian opposition leader, Alexei Navalny, 
says doctors treating him in the Russian city of 
Omsk say he is too ill to be taken to Germany for 
specialist treatment. International :30 BBC Sarah Rainsford

8/21/2020 Australian Livestock Feed v

Australia’s national science agency is joining a new 
commercial venture to feed livestock with a type of 
seaweed said to cut animal greenhouse gas 
emissions by more than eighty per cent. International :31 BBC Phil Mercer

8/21/2020 Lebanon To Impose Lockdown v

Lebanon will impose a two-week lockdown to 
contain a surge in coronavirus infections following 
the devastating explosion in Beirut two weeks ago International :31 BBC Carine Torbey

8/24/2020 UN Talks Syria/Geneva v

United Nations sponsored talks are beginning in 
Geneva today, to try to draft a new constitution for 
Syria. International :31 BBC Imogen Foulkes



8/24/2020 Mining Company Destruction v

A British-Australian mining company is cutting the 
bonuses of some senior executives following the 
controversial destruction of some ancient caves in 
Australia. The caves are considered sacred 
Aboriginal sites and were destroyed against the 
wishes of the traditional owners. International :30 BBC Andrew Walker

8/24/2020 Pompeo In Israel v Mike Pompeo, has arrived in Israel. International :30 BBC Yolande Knell

8/25/2020 S. Korea Online Classes v

Schools in the South Korean capital, Seoul, and the 
surrounding area have been ordered to switch to 
online classes as the authorities try to tackle an 
increase in coronavirus cases.  International :36 BBC Laura Bicker

8/25/2020 Thailand Facebook v

Facebook has blocked access within Thailand to a 
group with more than a million members that 
discusses the monarchy.  The government had 
threatened to take legal action. International :30 BBC Jonathan Head

8/25/2020 Lockdown In Gaza v

A two-day lockdown has begun in Gaza following 
the discovery of the first coronavirus cases outside 
the territory's quarantine centers. There are fears 
that such an outbreak could be devastating in the 
impoverished and overcrowded territory. International :33 BBC Yolande Knell

8/26/2020 Dengue Fever Treatment v

An experimental programme in Indonesia to control 
the mosquito- borne disease, dengue fever, has 
seen a dramatic decline in the illness.  The 
technique is now being repeated in other parts of 
the world.  International :38 BBC Naomi Grimley

8/26/2020 Attack In Lebanon v

The Israeli military says its jets and helicopters have 
attacked positions in Lebanon used by the 
Hezbollah [HEZ-bo-luh] militant group. International :32 BBC Alan Johnston

8/27/2020 Rolls Royce: Record Loss v

The British engineering company Rolls Royce has 
posted a loss of seven billion dollars for the first half 
of the year, as the coronavirus pandemic reduced 
demand in the aviation industry. International :33 BBC Andrew Walker

8/27/2020 Tik Tok Leader Resigns v

The chief executive of the Chinese-owned video 
app, TikTok, has resigned, three months after 
taking up the job. Kevin Mayer [like mayor] told 
employees that the political environment had 
changed sharply in recent weeks. International :38 BBC Karishma Vaswani

8/27/2020 Restrictions lifted v

A court in New Zealand has sentenced the white 
supremacist who shot fifty people dead to life in 
prison without parole. International :34 BBC Shaimaa Khalil

8/28/2020 Cuban Curfew v

An overnight curfew is being imposed in the Cuban 
capital, Havana, to try to control a surge in 
coronavirus cases. It's one of a series of measures 
announced by the city's governor on state 
television. International :29 BBC Will Grant

8/28/2020 British COVID Study v

The authors of a major study examining children 
treated in hospitals for COVID-19 say it's 
"vanishingly rare" for young patients to die from the 
disease. International :33 BBC Pallab Ghosh

8/28/2020 Japan's PM Steps Down v

Japan's Prime Minister, Shinzo Abe (AH-bay), has 
told Japanese media that he is stepping down 
because of ill health. International :23 BBC Rory Gallimore



8/31/2020 Israel/ UAE Flight v

The first ever commercial flight between Israel and 
the United Arab Emirates is flying today (Mon), after 
the two countries agreed to normalize relations.  
The Palestinians have condemned the UAE's 
decision. International :33 BBC Tom Bateman

8/31/2020 India/China Border Violation v

India says it's foiled a Chinese military attempt to 
change the agreed status quo in the disputed border 
region of Ladakh. Both sides have amassed 
thousands of troops in the area following recent 
border tensions. International :26 BBC Anbarasan Ethirajan

8/5/2020 Outdoors Act w

Conservation groups in Arizona and beyond are 
celebrating landmark legislation to fund National 
Parks and other public lands. As KJZZ’s Katherine 
Davis-Young reports, the president signed the Great 
American Outdoors Act into law today (Tuesday). National Parks :50 Katherine Davis Young

8/5/2020 Outdoors Act c/c

National Parks, National Forests, state parks and 
other public spaces are set to get billions of dollars 
in funding under a new federal law. President Trump 
signed the Great American Outdoors Act into law 
today (Tues). Sandy Bahr with the Sierra Club 
Grand Canyon Chapter says its a landmark 
investment in the future of public lands. National Parks :10 Katherine Davis Young

8/3/2020 Tribal Yuma m

Emma Gibson reports how the two small tribes in 
Yuma County have experienced the spread of the 
new coronavirus. Native Lands 1:51 AZPM Emma Gibson

8/14/2020 Navajo Nation phased reopening c/c

The Navajo Nation has announced its plan for a 
phased-in reopening beginning August 17.  The plan 
includes safety measures for residents as well as 
new business policies.  Navajo President Jonathan 
Nez says it will not be a rushed reopening, and the 
plan prioritizes elders and high-risk individuals. Native Lands :15 Alexandria Krusniak

8/17/2020 Navajo Reopening v
 The Navajo Nation announced the next phase of 
it’s reopening plan. Native Lands :33 Jill Ryan

8/18/2020 Navajo Order Rescinded c/c

The Navajo Nation has rescinded its stay-at-home-
order that’s been in place since March. Tribal 
president Jonathan Nez says despite the 
rescindment, the emergency declaration is not 
ending, and visitors are still discouraged from 
coming. Native Lands :12 Jill Ryan

8/24/2020 Navajo Nation CARES Act proposal v

Navajo Nation President Jonathan Nez has 
proposed legislation that would earmark 177 
MILLION dollars in federal CARES act funds. Native Lands :37 Scott Bourque

8/25/2020 Water warriors f

Many people in the U.S. don’t think twice when they 
turn on the tap or flush the toilet. But on the Navajo 
Nation, people are 67 times more likely than other 
Americans to live without running water. Native Lands 3:54 Cronkite School Misha Jones

8/25/2020 Ronnie Lopez obit c/c
Ronnie Lopez, a pillar of Democratic politics in the 
Phoenix, has died at the age of 73. Obituaries :14 Ben Giles

8/28/2020 Olson obit c/c

A North Dakota native, Olson came to U of A in 
1983, coached the Wildcats men’s basketball team 
for 24 years and won over 75 percent of his games. Obituaries :51 Phil Latzman



8/3/2020 Bridge reconstruction plan c/c

A 150-foot section of the railroad bridge over Tempe 
Town Lake was demolished TODAY (Sunday), and 
officials at Union Pacific are already planning for its 
replacement. Parks & Rec :17 Scott Bourque

8/10/2020 Pinal Co Supervisors Posse Reax v

The formation of a new 
citizens posse by Pinal County Sheriff Mark Lamb is 
causing concerns by that county’s Board 
of Supervisors. Police :41 Tom Maxedon

8/27/2020 Phx police video settlement w

Phoenix will pay nearly half a million dollars to a 
couple after police officers pointed guns at them and 
one threatened to shoot the father in front of his 
kids. From KJZZ’s Downtown Bureau, Christina 
Estes reports on the payment approved by the city 
council yesterday. Police :45 Christina Estes

8/27/2020 Phx PD victims presser 4 pm w

Families of those who’ve been shot, and in many 
cases killed by Phoenix police gathered outside city 
hall on Wednesday afternoon. Police :50 Ben Giles

8/28/2020 Nat Guard v
150 Arizona National Guard troops are expected to 
arrive in Wisconsin today Police :29 Jill Ryan

8/28/2020 AZ Teams Police f

Driven by a desire to draw attention to the police 
shooting of Jacob Blake in Kenosha, Wisconsin, the 
Milwaukee Bucks refused to leave their locker room 
in protest on Wednesday. Police 3:51 Ben Giles

8/3/2020 Grijalva tests positive for virus v

Arizona congressman Raúl Grijalva says he’s tested 
positive for COVID-19. KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez 
has more details. Politics :40 Rocio Hernandez

8/4/2020 Ducey in DC s

Governor Ducey will travel to Washington on 
Wednesday for an Oval Office meeting with 
President Trump and members of the White House 
Coronavirus Task Force. Politics :19 Ben Giles

8/6/2020 Ducey meets Trump w

Most Arizonans voted by mail in Tuesday’s primary 
election, a method that has drawn the ire of 
President Trump as he seeks re-election in 
November. Politics :46 Ben Giles

8/12/2020 Pence Mesa visit Giles w

After accepting the Arizona police union’s 
endorsement in Tucson on behalf of President 
Trump, Vice President Mike Pence attended a 
“Latter-day Saints for Trump” rally in Mesa. Politics :48 Ben Giles

8/14/2020 Mormons against Trump c/c

Dozens of members of the Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter-day Saints penned an open letter 
denouncing President Trump. Politics :18 Ben Giles

8/14/2020 Ducey Briefing w

Governor Doug Ducey said today (Thursday) he 
supports school officials who’ve decided to welcome 
students back into classrooms on Monday, despite 
the fact that those decisions run counter to the 
state’s public health recommendations. Politics :47 Ben Giles

8/17/2020 Campaign event health w

While Governor Doug Ducey has often said Arizona 
is in the business of limiting large gatherings of 
people, he’s also been a frequent guest of the 
president’s at these events. Politics :40 Ben Giles

8/17/2020 Navajo Prez at DNC v

A prominent Arizona politician will speak at the 
virtual Democratic National Convention keynote 
Tuesday Politics :40 Scott Bourque



8/18/2020 Obit Convention c/c

Kristin Urquiza (er-kee-sa) told a virtual audience 
that her father Mark Urquiza died of coronavirus in 
June after lockdowns were lifted in the state. Politics :16 Phil Latzman

8/19/2020 Mexico ex-pat Dems w

The Democratic National Convention marks the 
official start of the party’s campaign season. And in 
Mexico, affiliates also are starting to work on 
gathering expatriates’ votes … regardless of their 
political preferences Politics :40 Rodrigo Cervantes

8/19/2020 AZ voter REAX c/c

Arizona Democrats held an online forum TODAY 
(Tuesday) as President Trump visited Yuma to 
stump for his border wall and on the issue of 
immigration. Politics :12 Tom Maxedon

8/19/2020 Trump visits Yuma w

In an appearance that hearkened back to pre-
COVID campaign events, President Trump touted 
his border wall before a lively crowd at a rally in 
Yuma on Tuesday. Politics :50 KAWC Lou Gum

8/19/2020 DNC roll call c/c

Roll call at the 2020 Democratic National 
Convention was a video stream highlighting 
essential workers, activists and community leaders. 
Social studies teacher Marisol Garcia cast Arizona’s 
ballots that would nominate Joe Biden.  Politics :18 Heather VanBlokland

8/19/2020 McCain video c/c

After former Ohio Governor John Kasich endorsed 
Joe Biden for president on Monday, the Democratic 
National Convention showcased another Republican 
on Tuesday night -- the late Arizona Senator John 
McCain. The DNC aired a video highlighting the 
friendship and bipartisan spirit shared by Biden and 
McCain. The two men recalled how they first started 
working together. Politics :13 Heather VanBlokland

8/20/2020 Gallego USPS w

Postmaster General Louis DeJoy will testify Monday 
before a House oversight committee about 
controversial changes in the U.S. Postal Service. Politics :42 Katherine Davis Young

8/20/2020 Gabby Giffords DNC dp

On night three of the Democratic National 
Convention, former Arizona Congresswoman 
Gabrielle Giffords urged Americans to end gun 
violence. Her appearance came nearly 10 years 
following a mass shooting near Tucson that killed 
six, partially paralyzed Giffords and injured twelve 
others. In a two and a half minute speech, Giffords 
appealed to voters by sharing her story: Politics :31 Heather VanBlokland

8/21/2020 Rotellini on DNC w

A diverse slate of Arizonans were featured during 
the virtual Democratic National Convention this 
week. Notable figures like Navajo Nation President 
Jonathan Nez and former Congresswoman 
Gabrielle Giffords were among those calling on 
voters to unite behind Joe Biden. Politics :49 Katie Campbell

8/24/2020 McSally mail-in voting w

Senator Martha McSally defended President 
Trump’s criticism of voting by mail ahead of 
November’s election, agreeing with the president 
that other states are being too ambitious with their 
plans. As KJZZ’s 
Scott Bourque reports, McSally says Arizona 
doesn’t have those problems. Politics :48 Scott Bourque



8/24/2020 McSally mail-in voting c/c

Senator Martha McSally is defending President 
Trump’s attacks on widespread mail-in voting ahead 
of November’s election, while at the same time 
assuring Arizonans that the state’s vote-by-
mail system is safe and secure. Politics :21 Scott Bourque

8/25/2020 Flake backs Biden w

Former Arizona Senator Jeff Flake announced his 
endorsement of Joe Biden for president on Monday. 
As KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins reports, the 
Republican Flake said it will be the first time he has 
voted for a Democratic candidate for president. Politics :40 Jimmy Jenkins

8/25/2020 Charlie Kirk w

The Republican National Convention opened 
Monday for four days of speakers including well-
known national names, but the event was kicked-off 
by Charlie Kirk, founder of Phoenix-based Turning 
Point USA, a group for young conservatives focused 
on organizing students on college and university 
campuses. Politics :49 Heather VanBlokland

8/26/2020 RNC Pulls AZ Speaker v

An Arizonan who had been scheduled to speak 
during Tuesday night’s Republican National 
Convention was pulled from the lineup after 
directing her Twitter followers to a series of anti-
Semitic, conspiratorial messages. KJZZ's Heather 
van Blokland reports: Politics :36 Heather VanBlokland

8/26/2020 Flake Endorses Biden c/c

Former Arizona U.S. Senator 
Jeff Flake YESTERDAY (Monday) endorsed Vice 
President Joe Biden’s bid for the White House. Politics :10 Tom Maxedon

8/26/2020 Navajo Nation VP at RNC c/c

Myron Lizer, the vice president of the Navajo 
Nation, spoke during the second day of the 2020 
Republican National Convention on Tuesday. His 
appearance follows President Jonathan Nez, who 
appeared at last week’s Democratic National 
Convention. The Navajo Nation vice-president 
credited President Donald Trump for delivering a 
financial aid package to Indian Country to help 
provide coronavirus relief. Politics :10 Heather VanBlokland

8/27/2020 Martha McSally at RNC c/c

Arizona Senator Martha McSally spoke in advance 
of Wednesday night's official Republican National 
Convention prime-time programming in a short, 
prerecorded video. McSally spent about half the 
video recounting her experience in the U.S. Air 
Force as the first female combat pilot before 
pivoting over to her political career, saying 
Washington D.C. is her new battlefield. Politics :19 Heather VanBlokland

8/28/2020 Mueller at RNC c/c

The parents of Kayla Mueller spoke Thursday at the 
Republican National Convention. Mueller was a 
humanitarian aid worker, originally from Prescott, 
and was kidnapped in Syria and held for 18 months 
before her death was announced in 2015. Politics :15 Heather VanBlokland



8/28/2020 Ward AZ GOP w

This has been another week with politics - and a few 
Arizonans - at center stage. Notable figures like 
Navajo Nation Vice President Myron Lizer were 
among those who rallied for four more years of 
President Donald Trump at the Republican National 
Convention. KJZZ’s Katie Campbell reports. Politics :42 Katie Campbell

8/5/2020 AZ Corrections/ COVID cases w

The coronavirus is spreading in Arizona prisons. 
There are 28 inmates at four different facilities who 
have tested positive for COVID-19 as of today 
(Monday). As KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins reports, the 
state prison in Florence has been hit the hardest, 
with 17 confirmed cases. Prisons :35 Jimmy Jenkins

8/20/2020 Hickman's work camp w

Email correspondence between Hickman’s Family 
Farms and the Arizona Department of Corrections 
shows the business hoped to build a 
permanent work camp on its property in Buckeye to 
house the female inmates who work there. Prisons :43 Jimmy Jenkins

8/31/2020 Inmate testing research w

New research on COVID-19 among incarcerated 
populations suggests mass testing should be 
implemented in all correctional facilities, regardless 
of symptoms reported by inmates Prisons :44 Jimmy Jenkins

8/7/2020 Paul Markow f

In this next story, we’re going to tell you about the 
photographer, Robert Markow ((MAR-
KOH)). Markow died in 2009, but he was considered 
by many to be the gold-standard of photographers. 
Known as the “Dean of Arizona Photographers” by 
his peers, Markow photographed almost everything 
and everyone in post-war Arizona. Profiles 3:49 Kathy Ritchie

8/25/2020 Police Protest w

A protest was held Sunday night at Phoenix City 
Hall after an unarmed Black man was shot in the 
back by police in Wisconsin. Race & Culture :49 Jill Ryan

8/31/2020 Phoenix march c/c

Friday was the 57th anniversary of the March On 
Washington, when Martin Luther King gave his 
famous “I Have A Dream” speech. Race & Culture :14 Scott Bourque

8/6/2020 COVID backlog w

Weeks ago, Governor Ducey told Arizonans that the 
state’s largest lab would be processing 35-
thousand COVID-19 tests per day by the end of 
July. But as KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young reports, 
the lab has not met that goal. Science :51 Katherine Davis Young

8/13/2020 CV testing decline w

Coronavirus testing has dropped off dramatically, 
with the Arizona Department of Health Services 
reporting less than one-half as many tests in early 
August as during late June and early July. Science :38 Nick Gerbis

8/18/2020 Q&AZ Prescott cicadas v

One weekend in Prescott, a KJZZ listener heard 
what sounded like cicadas making a louder and 
deeper racket than those found in the Valley. She 
wanted to know if cicadas are different on Whiskey 
Row than on Roosevelt Row. From KJZZ’s Arizona 
Science Desk, Nicholas Gerbis [GUHR-bis] reports. Science :35 Nick Gerbis



8/19/2020 Musical instruments COVID spread v

Coronavirus spreads in part via aerosolized droplets 
propelled into the air by speech, singing or – 
according to a new study – playing an instrument. 
From KJZZ’s Arizona Science Desk, Nicholas 
Gerbis [GUHR-bis] reports on why venues from 
churches to concert halls might need to take further 
precautions. Science :46 Nick Gerbis

8/20/2020 CV LaBaer bars w

New rates of COVID-19 cases are down and 
approaching levels from late May, just before the 
surge began. But one expert from Arizona State 
University warns relaxed precautions could trigger 
another tidal wave of infection Science :38 Nick Gerbis

8/21/2020 Grand Canyon footprints s

Scientists have confirmed a set of tracks found in 
2016 in the Grand Canyon are 313 million years old. 
Paleontologist Stephen Rowland says these tracks 
of shelled egg-laying animals are the oldest 
fossil footprints in the Grand Canyon and among the 
oldest in the world. They are also the earliest 
evidence of vertebrate animals walking on sand 
dunes. Rowland's discovery was published this 
week. Science :31 Katherine Davis Young

8/21/2020 Power grid w

Temperatures in Arizona are so high the weather 
maps are running out of colors, and the Salt River 
Project recently lost a key Phoenix transmission line 
to the Salt Fire. It’s no surprise, then, that utility 
companies are urging consumers to back off on 
peak energy consumption. From KJZZ’s Arizona 
Science Desk, Nicholas Gerbis [GUHR-bis] explains 
the power struggle. Science :51 Nick Gerbis

8/24/2020 Saliva testing sites v

In order for public health officials to get a more 
accurate picture of COVID-19 community spread, 
people who aren’t showing symptoms of the virus 
need to be tested too. As KJZZ’s Scott Bourque 
reports, if the thought of a long swab going up your 
nose turns you off, saliva tests are available for free 
this week. Science :41 Scott Bourque

8/6/2020 AIA fall sports v

The 2020 schedule for fall athletics, including the  
plan for high school football was released by the 
Arizona Interscholastic Association today 
(Wednesday)..  KJZZ’s Alexandria Krusniak reports. Sports :28 Alexandria Krusniak

8/12/2020 Coyotes c/c
Fresh off their first playoff series win in 8 years, the 
Coyotes are ‘skating on’ in the NHL playoffs. Sports :14 Phil Latzman

8/12/2020 Pac 12 / ASU cancels sports dp

Today (Tuesday) the Pac 12 working group opted to 
postpone sports competitions for fall and winter until 
after January 1st. Sports :27 Tom Maxedon

8/13/2020 Suns Booker c/c

Once considered the longest of longshots, The 
Suns are a win--and a break--away from an 
improbable and rare trip to the postseason. Sports :13 Phil Latzman



8/14/2020 Turf Paradise s

Turf Paradise, Phoenix’s horse racing track...has 
cancelled it’s 20-20--20-21 season. Track officials 
say the combination of large crowd restrictions and 
economic uncertainties caused by periodic closures 
and social distancing requirements...make it 
impossible to have a financially practical race meet 
for both the track and horsemen. The track informed 
the Arizona Racing Commision Thursday that it will 
cancel the 121-day race dates from November 
through May. Sports :28 Jill Ryan

8/28/2020 Cards cancel practice c/c

The Arizona Cardinals cancelled football activities 
on Thursday, as officials in all major leagues 
grapple with their responses to the police shooting 
of Jacob Blake in Kenosha, Wisconsin. Sports :19 Ben Giles

8/6/2020 Renewable energy c/c
g

as workers telecommute and stay closer to home. Sustainability :15 Alexandria Krusniak

8/28/2020 UofA Wastewater c/c

The University of Arizona President Dr. Robert 
Robbins said researchers had identified two 
asymptomatic students infected with the coronavirus 
after testing wastewater coming from a dormitory. Sustainability :17 Kathy Ritchie

8/5/2020 Freight derailment folo w

Union Pacific says that some of its customers may 
experience delays after a derailment and fire on the 
Salt River Union Pacific Bridge over Tempe Town 
Lake. Transportation :39 Ron Dungan

8/12/2020 ADOT specialty plates w

Five new specialty license plates have been 
released by the Arizona Department of 
Transportation.  A purchase of a specialty plate in 
the state means a donation to a nonprofit 
organization.  In the past year, these plates have 
raised a record $11.4 million dollars for local causes 
and charities. KJZZ’s Alexandria Krusniak (CRUISE-
nee-ak) reports Transportation :45 Alexandria Krusniak

8/14/2020 Railroad bridge opens c/c

Union Pacific has begun sending trains over 
its bridge in Tempe for the first time since a 
derailment in late July. The railroad had hoped to 
get the bridge repaired and back in service by 
Friday and managed to complete the work early. 
Lupe Valdez is with Union Pacific. Transportation :16 Ron Dungan

8/19/2020 Transit in the pandemic

COVID-19 has changed almost every aspect of life, 
including the places we go and how we get there. 
For public transportation systems like Valley Metro, 
that means unprecedented challenges. Transportation 4:43 Katherine Davis Young

8/5/2020 COVID traffic update v

COVID-19 means fewer cars and faster speeds on 
Valley freeways. That’s based on proprietary 
research released by the Maricopa Association of 
Governments Travel :31 Christina Estes

8/10/2020 US Mexico travel advisory v

The U.S. State Department dropped a global do not 
travel warning last week, returning instead to 
country-specific advisories. Travel :43 Kendal Blust

8/27/2020 AZ Can Go To New York v

The New York Governor has announced that 
Arizona has been removed from their list of places 
where travelers would need to quarantine 
themselves upon arrival. Travel :36 Jill Ryan

8/31/2020 Sky Harbor July traffic w
Traffic at Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport is getting 
better. Travel :39 Christina Estes



8/18/2020 Overnight Storm c/c

High terrain thunder storms descended into the 
lower elevations last night. Wind gusts ranging from 
40 to 60 miles per hour caused blowing dust in 
northern Pinal County and parts of the Valley. Weather :14 Bridget Dowd

8/19/2020 Testing sites damaged v

The storm that swept through the Valley last night 
(Monday) damaged three COVID-19 testing sites at 
Embry Women’s Health. Weather :39 Alexandria Krusniak

8/24/2020 Guess What? Hot again c/c
This coming week’s forecast calls for a return to 
extreme high temperatures. Weather :14 Scott Bourque

8/4/2020 Pig fire update c/c

The Pig Fire, in the Coconino National Forest south 
of Sedona, has grown to about 480 acres and is 
expected to get bigger. Coconino Fire Information 
Officer Brady Smith says it is currently 20% 
contained. Wildfires :12 Vaughan Jones

8/11/2020 Goldfield fire c/c

Firefighters are battling the Goldfield Fire east of 
Fountain Hills...that as of Monday... has charred 
over 300 acres. Tiffany Davila from the state 
Forestry Department says the fire started off of state 
route 87 after something fell off of a cement truck 
and began sparking...igniting very dry vegetation. Wildfires :11 Jill Ryan

8/12/2020 Fire restrictions s

This Friday at 8 A-M...campfire and 
smoking restrictions will be reinstated at two of 
Arizona’s National Forests. Wildfires :33 Jill Ryan

8/14/2020 Flagstaff fire restrictions w

The City of Flagstaff will 
implement fire restrictions beginning tomorrow/ 
Friday. Wildfires :37 Ron Dungan

8/25/2020 Drone Pilot/Fire v

Firefighters who tackled the Bighorn Fire near 
Tucson in early June were forced to suspend aerial 
operations at least twice, due to drones that were 
flown illegally in their airspace. Wildfires :41 Bridget Dowd

8/26/2020 Griffin Fire update w

The Griffin Fire continues to burn in the high desert 
and has forced the closure of U.S. 60 north of 
Globe. Wildfires :41 Ron Dungan

8/31/2020 Wildfire Numbers c/c

Firefighters are busy working several wildfires in the 
eastern part of the state, including the Griffin Fire, 
which has burned (nearly 62-thousand acres and is 
almost 45-percent contained). Wildfires :15 Scott Bourque

8/11/2020 TGen dolphin longevity w

Researchers who study aging use mainly short-lived 
animals like flies and mice. To understand how 
aging works in long-lived animals like humans, a 
researcher from the Translational Genomics 
Research Institute has turned to a marine mammal 
in the U.S. Navy – and, no, it’s not a SEAL Wildlife :39 Nick Gerbis

8/21/2020 Thirsty animals c/c

The Arizona Game and Fish Department is hauling 
water to help wildlife get through the summer 
drought. The department has about 3,000 
catchments in Arizona designed to hold rainwater, 
but the sluggish monsoon has forced biologists to 
supplement those water sources. Joe Currie is with 
Game and Fish. Wildlife :11 Ron Dungan

8/31/2020 Caddisflies w

The Bureau of Reclamation has reduced releases 
from Davis Dam in an attempt to lessen 
the Caddisfly population near Bullhead City. As 
KJZZ’s Ron Dungan reports, the reduction is part of 
an ongoing effort to deal with the insects. Wildlife :37 Ron Dungan



8/4/2020 Virus gyms c/c

Arizona Department of Health Services Director Dr. 
Cara Christ doubled down Monday morning on her 
belief that gyms and fitness centers cannot safely 
operate during a pandemic. :10 Vaughan Jones

8/10/2020 ASU Letter c/c

Over 500 Arizona State University staff, graduate 
student workers, and faculty signed an open letter to 
the university’s president, Michael Crow...urging him 
to reconsider in--person instruction that’s supposed 
to begin later this month. :29 Jill Ryan

8/10/2020 Paris Mask Mandate v
Wearing masks outside has become mandatory in 
parts of the French capital Paris. :33 BBC Hugh Schofield

8/10/2020 Beirut Update v

The governor of the Lebanese capital Beirut, says 
that more than two hundred people are now dead 
after Tuesday's massive explosion. :33 BBC Tom Bateman

8/10/2020 Belarus Election v

State media in Belarus says the current incumbent 
Alexander Lukashenko has been declared the 
winner of Sunday's presidential election with eighty 
percent of the votes. :34 BBC Abdujalil Abdurasulov

8/11/2020 Pence visit s

Vice President Mike Pence will be in Arizona today 
(Tuesday) for two campaign events. In Tucson, he 
is scheduled to accept an endorsement from the 
Arizona police union. And then he will travel to Mesa 
to meet with members of the Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter-day Saints :25 Jill Ryan



KJZZ News
Date Slug Type Note Topic 1 Duration Producer Producer 2

9/17/2020 Sonoran burn victim w

A Tucson woman is trying to raise funds to get her 
husband medical care in the United States after he was 
severely burned in a diesel truck explosion in 
neighboring Sonora, Mexico. From the Fronteras Desk 
in Hermosillo, KJZZ’s Kendal Blust reports. Accidents :49 Kendal Blust

9/2/2020 Assisted Living Testing v

The federal government plans to ship rapid coronavirus 
tests to assisted living facilities in the coming weeks. As 
KJZZ’s Kathy Ritchie reports, 
many assisted living facilities in Arizona struggled to 
get testing in the early days of the pandemic. Aging :34 Kathy Ritchie

9/9/2020 Nursing home POV w

Last week, long-term care facilities in Arizona came out 
with their own policies and procedures for family visits. 
Many in the aging services world would say, it’s a step in 
the right direction, but as KJZZ’s Kathy Ritchie explains, 
there are risks. Aging :49 Kathy Ritchie

9/11/2020 Nursing home sustainability w

Roughly 80 percent of coronavirus deaths are among 
older adults. Now some nursing home executives were 
calling on lawmakers to provide some financial relief. 
But as KJZZs Kathy Ritchie reports, providers, including 
one from Arizona, may have to wait even longer for a 
lifeline. Aging :50 Kathy Ritchie

9/21/2020 Nursing home update c/c

Months after long-term care facilities closed their doors 
to visitors due to the coronavirus, they’re slowly starting 
to reopen to them Aging :12 Kathy Ritchie

9/23/2020 Long Term Care Taskforce w

Earlier this month, Arizona’s Long Term Care Task 
Force developed recommendations to allow families to 
visit loved ones in nursing homes. But the 
recommendations did not allow families to hug or hold 
hands. Aging :40 Kathy Ritchie

9/25/2020 Valleywise visitation c/c

Valleywise Health is one of the healthcare providers 
that’s allowing many patients to have one visitor at the 
bedside, although it’s still restricting visitors in COVID 
units and behavioral health settings. Aging :16 Kerry Fehr Snyder

9/22/2020 Yuma Farmers f

In Yuma, the winter agriculture season usually ends 
around April … but this year it ended early as the 
pandemic led to industry shutdowns that spoiled the 
market for fresh produce. Farmers in Yuma say they 
had to destroy acres of lettuce, some already packaged 
for shipping. And as Victor Calderon reports, the impact 
will continue into the new growing season. Agriculture 3:38 KAWC Victor Calderon

9/10/2020 Tempe band s

Tempe-based band Roger Clyne and the Peacemakers 
will be playing three concerts in Rocky Point later this 
month. The band’s website lists the protocols that will be 
in place during those concerts including mask 
requirements, temperature checks upon entering, and 
banning large crowds by limiting groups to 8 or fewer 
around the venue. The band also is scheduled to return 
in November Arts :22 Jill Ryan

9/25/2020 Impact on the arts f

This week we have been bringing you a series of stories 
titled "Six Months In." This ten-part collection looks 
at the impact that COVID-19 has had in Arizona 
since the pandemic brought widespread upheaval in 
March. Arts 4:46 Tom Maxedon



9/30/2020 Car Concerts c/c

Thousands of concerts have been cancelled or 
indefinitely postponed due to COVID. This has 
devastated the industry, including one concert promoter 
from California. But a few months ago, he and his wife 
got an idea. Arts :11 Jill Ryan

9/2/2020 Mexico SOTU w

In a small and private event, Mexico’s president 
delivered his second state of the union address. From 
KJZZ’s Mexico City Bureau, Rodrigo Cervantes [rod-
REE-go sir-VAHN-tehs] reports on some issues that the 
president addressed, including the relationship between 
his country and the United States. Border :49 Rodrigo Cervantes

9/4/2020 Hermosillo reopening v

As cases surge in the state, hundreds of stores in the 
historic city center of the Sonoran capital are set to 
reopen. Border :48 Murphy Woodhouse

9/7/2020 Sonoran Jobs c/c

Like many Mexican states, Sonora - Arizona’s neighbor 
to the south - has been shedding jobs during the 
pandemic. But in August, the state added more than 
2,000, the second highest figure in the country, 
according to federal data. Economic reactivation 
spokesman Luis Nuñez (NOON-yez). Border :09 Murphy Woodhouse

9/7/2020 Border crossings v

Since reaching low points in April, vehicle and 
pedestrian crossings at Arizona ports of entry have 
risen, but are still well below past years. Border :38 Murphy Woodhouse

9/15/2020 Chihuahua protests w

A 1940s agreement between Mexico and the U.S. has 
ignited a revolt in a Mexican border state southeast of 
Arizona. Farmworkers took control of a dam last week, 
demanding water. Border :47 Rodrigo Cervantes

9/16/2020 Q&AZ Sonoran Independence w

Through our Q&AZ reporting project, a listener wanted 
to know how Mexico’s Independence Day is being 
celebrated in neighboring Sonora this year. As KJZZ’s 
Kendal Blust reports for the Fronteras Desk, the 
traditional ‘grito’ (GREE-toh) is going virtual Border :48 Kendal Blust

9/18/2020 Hermosillo Mayor w

The mayor of the Sonoran capital Hermosillo gave an 
impassioned speech Wednesday night in which she 
called for drug traffickers to be shot. Local groups are 
already reacting. From the Fronteras Desk in 
Hermosillo, KJZZ’s Kendal Blust reports. Border :47 Kendal Blust

9/18/2020 Mexico plane lottery w

One of the most important symbols of the Mexican 
president’s fight against corruption is the luxurious 
presidential plane used by previous administrations. 
After his government failed to sell it, he wanted to raffle 
it but that turned into a lottery ... without the plane. The 
lottery finally happened this week, but many questions 
remain. From KJZZ’s Mexico City Bureau, Rodrigo 
Cervantes [rod-REE-go sir-VAHN-tehs] reports. Border :44 Rodrigo Cervantes

9/22/2020 Organ Pipe demo m

An Indigenous demonstration against the border wall 
in Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument brought 
construction to a halt for most of the day on Monday. Border 1:10 AZPM Alisa Reznick

9/25/2020 Bars and clubs w

Bars and nightclubs in neighboring Sonora, Mexico, 
have been closed for more than six months now 
because of the coronavirus. But that could soon change 
in at least some parts of the state. Border :51 Kendal Blust

9/25/2020 Finance on border towns f

Murphy Woodhouse brings us a report on how Nogales 
residents are adapting to the pandemic, and border 
restrictions intended to slow the spread of COVID-19 Border 4:28 Murphy Woodhouse

9/28/2020 Hermosillo Bars Reopening v

After months of closure, some bars in the Sonoran 
capital Hermosillo (air-mo-SEE-yo) were open for their 
first Friday this weekend. Border :37 Murphy Woodhouse



9/1/2020 Businesses opening COVID w

Businesses in Maricopa County, among others, can 
reopen with certain precautions in place. Dr. Cara 
Christ, director of the Arizona Department of Health 
Services, has said business owners are happy to follow 
state guidelines, even limiting capacity. As KJZZ’s Katie 
Campbell reports, they’re eager for any chance to 
reopen. Business :48 Katie Campbell

9/3/2020 Compliance hotline w

When Arizona allowed some bars, gyms and other 
businesses to reopen last week, the health department 
set up a hotline for the public to report safety concerns. Business :48 Katherine Davis Young

9/7/2020 Hotel industry report v

Nearly six months into the pandemic the hotel industry 
says it remains on the brink of collapse. A new analysis 
by the American Hotel and Lodging Association finds 
Phoenix among the hardest hit cities Business :36 Christina Estes

9/8/2020 Labor Day rally c/c

Several business owners gathered at the state Capitol 
today (Monday) to protest Governor Ducey’s executive 
order prohibiting certain businesses from reopening. 
Organizers want lawmakers to convene a special 
session so they can pass legislation allowing business to 
fully reopen. Business :13 Kathy Ritchie

9/8/2020 Land auction c/c
More than four square miles of state-owned land in 
Apache Junction is being auctioned off in October. Business :17 Jill Ryan

9/9/2020 GM engines v

GM's big truck engines are going into vehicles being 
manufactured in Phoenix. But you won't be hearing the 
rev of these roadsters. As KJZZ's Heather van Blokland 
reports, these trucks are electric powered. Business :35 Heather VanBlokland

9/10/2020 Sky Harbor furloughs layoffs v

In less than a month, thousands of people could be out 
of work at Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport. From KJZZ’s 
Business Desk, Christina Estes reports on the future for 
some airline and food service employees. Business :40 Christina Estes

9/11/2020 Counties Reopening c/c

Twelve Arizona counties are in the process 
of reopening during the pandemic. Two of those - 
Greenlee and La Paz (pa’s) - have the least restrictions. Business :16 Jill Ryan

9/15/2020 Peoria libraries open v

Six months into the pandemic, Peoria has reopened 
both its public libraries. As KJZZ’s Christina Estes 
reports, visitors can use computers, browse the stacks 
and check out items. Business :32 Christina Estes

9/15/2020 Party Rentals f

We’re entering what should be the busy season for party 
and event rental operators across the Valley. But like 
many industries, it’s adapting to the coronavirus era. 
From KJZZ’s Business Desk, Christina Estes reports on 
the sector’s fears and hopes. Business 3:42 Christina Estes

9/21/2020 Sky Harbor future f
It’s been a turbulent time for Phoenix Sky Harbor 
Airport, so what does the future hold? Business 4:35 Christina Estes

9/22/2020 Nikola Motors head resigns v

Shares in electric and hydrogen-powered truck startup 
Nikola Motors tanked on Monday after the company’s 
founder resigned amid allegations of fraud. KJZZ's 
Heather van Blokland has the latest. Business :42 Heather VanBlokland

9/24/2020 Landfill development c/c

A former landfill in south Phoenix could become a food 
innovation center. Chris Mackay (Mack-ee), the city’s 
economic development director, says the first phase 
calls for a produce distribution center. Business :15 Christina Estes

9/30/2020 COVID mall impact m

Coresight Research estimates 25 percent of shopping 
malls across the country will close within five years. 
From KJZZ’s Business Desk, Christina Estes reports on 
the local landscape. Business 1:06 Christina Estes



9/30/2020 Nikola GM deal delayed v

General Motors has pushed back the signing date on its 
pending partnership with Phoenix-based electric car 
company Nikola (KNEE-coe-luh) motors. As KJZZ’s 
Heather van Blokland reports, the announcement came 
just one day before the deal was originally set to close. Business :38 Heather VanBlokland

9/16/2020 Shut Off Moratorium s
APS is extending a disconnect moratorium through the 
end of 2020. Consumer :27 Kathy Ritchie

9/23/2020 Johnson Utilities update w

The Arizona Corporation Commission held a special 
meeting Wednesday to get an update on East Valley 
water and sewage company Johnson Utilities. As KJZZ’s 
Jimmy Jenkins reports, the commission appointed 
EPCOR interim manager of Johnson Utilities in 2018 
after customers complained of low water pressure, 
unannounced outages and sewage overflows. Consumer :47 Jimmy Jenkins

9/24/2020 SRP moratorium v

Salt River Project has announced it won’t disconnect 
utility services for some limited-income customers 
through the end of this year. As KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-
Young reports, that’s in response to COVID-19 
hardships Consumer :39 Katherine Davis Young

9/2/2020 Supreme Court Gangs v

In a unanimous decision, the 
Arizona Supreme Court struck down a state law creating 
harsher penalties for gang members in cases involving 
threats or intimidation Courts :36 Jill Ryan

9/3/2020 Hacienda settlement v

The Arizona Attorney General’s Office announced that 
two former Hacienda Healthcare executives have been 
indicted on fraud and racketeering charges. Courts :41 Kathy Ritchie

9/3/2020 ACDL voting lawsuit w

An Arizona public interest law firm is suing Cochise 
County, alleging its policies are in violation of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act. Courts :43 Jimmy Jenkins

9/3/2020 Navajo Lawsuit v

The Navajo Nation has joined a 
federal lawsuit...alongside several non-profits, city and 
county governments, and the Gila River Indian 
Community...against the U.S. Census Bureau and the 
Department of Commerce for shortening the time period 
to complete the 20-20 Census Courts :35 Jill Ryan

9/4/2020 Kanye West v

Kanye West is still trying to run for president in Arizona. 
A Maricopa County judge on Thursday blocked West 
from ballots, but the rapper is appealing the decision. Courts :31 Ben Giles

9/8/2020 Census ruling v

A federal judge has granted a temporary restraining 
order in a lawsuit over the U.S. government’s timeline to 
complete the 2020 Census count. For now, the 
government will have to continue with plans to keep the 
count going through October. Courts :37 Katherine Davis Young

9/9/2020 Kanye appeal fail v
Kanye West’s last-minute appeal to run for U.S. 
president in Arizona was denied. Courts :29 Ben Giles

9/9/2020 ICE hotels w

A federal court order mandating an end to the 
Department of Homeland Security practice of holding 
migrant children in hotels goes into effect this week. 
Alisa Reznick has more. Courts :50 AZPM Alisa Reznick

9/11/2020 Crystal Shield w

Attorney General Bill Barr visited the Drug Enforcement 
Agency’s offices in Phoenix Wednesday to address 
what he called a serious challenge facing law 
enforcement throughout the country Courts :46 Jimmy Jenkins



9/11/2020 Census time c/c

A federal judge in California has stopped the Trump 
Administration from ending the Census count earlier 
than expected. The Census Bureau had said it would 
extend counting through the end of October, but then 
decided to wrap up at the end of September; after a 
delay in starting the count because of the coronavirus 
pandemic. Courts :12 Kerry Fehr Snyder

9/15/2020 Goodyear principal sentenced w

The former principal of a shuttered Goodyear charter 
school was sentenced to nearly four years in prison for 
enrolling fake students to secure state and federal 
funds. Courts :45 Ben Giles

9/24/2020 Judicial performance ratings w

The Arizona Commission 
on Judicial Performance Review has published its 
official findings for the judges on the 2020 general 
election ballot. As KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins 
reports, judicial performance review is part of Arizona’s 
constitution, applying to judges who go through merit 
selection. Courts :47 Jimmy Jenkins

9/24/2020 Adel calls for body cams c/c

Maricopa County Attorney Allister Adel wants body-worn-
cameras on every uniformed law enforcement officer in 
Arizona. Adel wrote to state House and Senate leaders 
today (Wednesday) calling for legislative action. This 
comes just days after Adel announced she would not 
seek criminal charges against the trooper who fatally 
shot a Black man during a May traffic stop. During 
Monday’s announcement, she pointed out Trooper 
George Cervantes was not wearing a body camera 
when he shot Dion Johnson. Courts :13 Katherine Davis Young

9/28/2020 Google Lawsuit v

A lawsuit filed by Arizona Attorney General Mark 
Brnovich, last year, accuses the company Google of 
misleading consumers about tracking. Courts :36 Jill Ryan

9/2/2020 Sonoran Search Support w

One of the Sonoran groups dedicated to searching for 
the bodies of missing loved ones is asking for support 
from the state government. Crime :42 Murphy Woodhouse

9/3/2020 LeBaron warrants w

In November, nine women and children from the 
LeBarón (lay-bah-RUN) family were murdered in a brutal 
attack by gunmen on a road in Sonora, Mexico. A new 
update on the investigation is pointing to almost 20 new 
suspects… some of them former members of the 
security forces. From KJZZ’s Mexico City Bureau, 
Rodrigo Cervantes [rod-REE-go sir-VAHN-tehs] reports. Crime :46 Rodrigo Cervantes

9/4/2020 Hacienda folo c/c

Former Hacienda HealthCare CEO Bill Timmons and 
Chief Financial Officer Joseph O’Malley allegedly bilked 
the state out of millions of dollars through fraudulent 
billing practices over a six-year period, using the money 
to boost salaries and benefits. Crime :18 Kathy Ritchie

9/7/2020 LeBaron autonomy w

A community in northern Mexico where nine women and 
children were attacked and murdered last year wants 
justice, but also solutions from the government and 
more autonomy for themselves. From KJZZ’s Mexico 
City Bureau, Rodrigo Cervantes [rod-REE-go sir-VAHN-
tehs] reports. Crime :38 Rodrigo Cervantes

9/9/2020 Feminists Mexico City w

In Mexico, a feminist group has seized control of the 
office of the country’s human rights commission. They 
want justice for unsolved hate crimes against women 
and to stop the growing number of femicides -- the 
murders of women as a consequence of their gender. Crime :41 Rodrigo Cervantes



9/10/2020 Insys Convicts v

A pair of convicted Insys (IN-sis) Therapeutics Inc. 
executives asked a federal judge Tuesday to delay the 
start of their prison terms until after the new year, citing 
the risk of contracting COVID-19 and a desire by one to 
be home for the holidays. KJZZ's Heather van Blokland 
reports. Crime :37 Heather VanBlokland

9/16/2020 Federal courthouse shooting v

A shooting outside the Sandra Day 
O'Connor federal courthouse in downtown Phoenix 
Tuesday afternoon left one person injured Crime :27 Jimmy Jenkins

9/16/2020 Uber death indictment v

The driver at the helm of an autonomous Uber vehicle 
has been indicted over a fatal collision in 2018 in 
Tempe. Crime :32 Ron Dungan

9/17/2020 Courthouse shooter ID v

A complaint filed in U.S. District Court Wednesday 
reveals more details about the shooting outside the 
federal courthouse. Crime :39 Jimmy Jenkins

9/22/2020 Museum vandals v

A museum dedicated to the history of African Americans 
in Arizona was found vandalized with racial slurs and 
swastikas. Crime :20 Kathy Ritchie

9/22/2020 Dion Johnson no charges c/c

The Maricopa County Attorney won’t 
pursue charges against the trooper who shot and 
killed Dion Johnson. The shooting occurred May 25th in 
Phoenix during a traffic stop. Protests focused on 
racism and police violence over the summer called for 
justice for Johnson, who was Black. But County Attorney 
Allister Adel says the facts of the case don’t justify 
criminal charges against trooper George Cervantes. Crime :12 Katherine Davis Young

9/22/2020 Tucson Officers s

Four Tucson police officers will not face criminal charges 
for an in-custody death five months ago, according to 
the Pima County Attorney’s Office. Crime :35 Bridget Dowd

9/29/2020 43 missing/AMLO w

The disappearance of 43 students in Mexico six years 
ago is still unclear, yet it has become a symbol in the 
fight for justice, as some theories say the government is 
behind it. Now, the Mexican president blames his 
predecessor and promises new arrests. Crime :45 Rodrigo Cervantes

9/28/2020 Disability Voting w

People with disabilities often face barriers to voting. 
Case in point: Cochise County tried to prohibit voters 
from accessing curbside voting. Disabilities :47 Kathy Ritchie

9/28/2020 IDD Voting c/c

Stigma is a huge barrier facing people with intellectual 
and developmental disabilities (IDD). And it can lead to 
a person with I-D-D being disenfranchised. Disabilities :16 Kathy Ritchie

9/3/2020 DES UI benefits w

The extra 600 dollars per week that the CARES Act 
provided for unemployment benefits expired at the end 
of July. Then, President Trump made FEMA funding 
available so jobless Arizonans could collect an extra 300 
dollars per week. But as KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young 
reports, that money may soon run out too. Economy :45 Katherine Davis Young

9/3/2020 Slow Aid v

The emergency benefit payments ordered two weeks 
ago by President Donald Trump are just starting to 
trickle into jobless Americans’ wallets. Arizona is one of 
only two states that has begun to pay out. KJZZ's 
Heather van Blokland reports: Economy :40 Heather VanBlokland

9/4/2020 AZ Unemployment Running Out w

The state’s fund to pay for unemployment benefits is 
getting depleted. If you’re filing for unemployment 
insurance when the fund runs out, you will still get paid. Economy :51 Katherine Davis Young

9/9/2020 Hamer on COVID relief c/c

Arizona unemployment benefits are running out, and 
unlike the federal government, the state can’t borrow 
money to pay its bills. Economy :20 Kerry Fehr Snyder



9/11/2020 DES letter w

Nearly 400-thousand Arizonans are now claiming 
unemployment. But many jobless people in Arizona 
have struggled to access those benefits. Now, some 
Arizona lawmakers want answers. Economy :49 Katherine Davis Young

9/18/2020 Unemployment #s c/c

Arizona’s jobless rate shrank dramatically last month, 
but it’s not necessarily a sign of an improving job 
market.  Economy :11 Phil Latzman

9/22/2020 Rounds on unemployment c/c

The state’s jobless rate shrank nearly in half in August. 
But a large portion of the drop has nothing to do with 
Arizonans suddenly finding work and instead reveals 
many gave up. Economy :10 Kerry Fehr Snyder

9/24/2020 Luke AFB expansion w

Luke Air Force Base plans to expand operations over 
the next few years. As KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young 
reports, the West Valley is expecting significant 
population growth as a result. Economy :53 Katherine Davis Young

9/29/2020 Minimum Wage c/c
Come January first, Arizona’s minimum wage will 
increase to 12 dollars and 15 cents. Economy :12 Jill Ryan

9/1/2020 Winn follow m

The search for a new chancellor for the Maricopa 
County Community College District was cancelled in mid-
August after a governing board member was accused of 
interfering in the search KJZZ’s Michel Marizco reports 
an investigation alleges a board member tried to have 
one applicant removed from the pool of candidates. Education 1:11 Michel Marizco

9/1/2020 University presidents m

The presidents of Arizona’s public universities gave an 
update on their response to the COVID-19 pandemic at 
a virtual conference of the League of Arizona cities and 
towns today (Monday). Education 1:08 Jimmy Jenkins

9/2/2020 ASU COVID spread v

Coronavirus continues to spread among Arizona State 
University students. As KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez 
reports, 300 more positive cases have been confirmed 
since Friday. Education :30 Rocio Hernandez

9/2/2020 UofA CV update c/c

The University of Arizona had hoped to begin offering 
more classes in-person by Labor Day. But the university 
says it will continue with its current, mostly online model 
for now. Dr. Richard Carmona, with the university’s 
reentry task force, says student cooperation is critical to 
slowing the spread of COVID-19. Education :11 Katherine Davis Young

9/2/2020 Winn response  v

A Maricopa County Community College District board 
member accused of tainting the search for the district’s 
next chancellor has responded to the allegations. As 
KJZZ’s Michel Marizco reports, she is blaming other 
members of the board. Education :46 Michel Marizco

9/3/2020 ASU student resolutions w

The student government at Arizona Student University’s 
Tempe campus has adopted two resolutions calling on 
the university to cancel in-person classes and release 
more COVID-19 data. Education :41 Rocio Hernandez

9/3/2020 AJUSD distance learning f

The coronavirus pandemic forced Arizona students to 
start their school year with virtual classes. The Apache 
Junction Unified School District’s educators have been 
teaching their students remotely since July. KJZZ’s 
Rocio Hernandez reports on how the school year is 
going so far and what’s next. Education 3:36 Rocio Hernandez

9/4/2020 ASU class not distancing v

Arizona State University says it has addressed 
complaints about a professor who asked students to sit 
close together, instead of social distancing. Education :35 Rocio Hernandez



9/4/2020 ASU dorms c/c

Students living in dorms at Arizona State University 
have been forced to limit their interactions due to 
COVID-19. Junior Taylor Payne, who has lived at the 
Taylor Place residence halls since her first year, says 
this year has been different. Education :12 Rocio Hernandez

9/7/2020 Cave Creek In-person Delay v
A high school northeast of Phoenix will not resume in-
person instruction on Tuesday. Education :28 Kathy Ritchie

9/8/2020 AJUSD starts hybrid w

Today students and teachers at the Apache Junction 
Unified School District are together for the first time 
since the school year started in July. Education :45 Rocio Hernandez

9/8/2020 GCU semester begins v
Grand Canyon University begins its fall semester 
tomorrow/today (Sept. 8). Education :34 Katherine Davis Young

9/9/2020 Chandler schools opening c/c

Chandler Unified School District is looking to bring 
students back to school in the coming weeks now that 
Maricopa County meets the recommended COVID-19 
metrics. Education :12 Rocio Hernandez

9/9/2020 NAU president leaving v

Northern Arizona University President Rita Cheng will 
not be seeking an extension to her contract. As KJZZ’s 
Rocio Hernandez reports, Cheng has been leading the 
Flagstaff-based university since 2014. Education :32 Rocio Hernandez

9/10/2020 ASU COVID cases data w

Arizona State University reported this week it has about 
800 active COVID-19 cases, largely among students. As 
KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez reports, it’s an improvement 
from last week when the number almost reached one 
thousand. Education :48 Rocio Hernandez

9/10/2020 Hoffman Back to School Plans w

Most Arizona counties have met the benchmarks for 
schools to be able to move to a hybrid model of classes. 
That’s where students and teachers are in the 
classroom for at least some of the time. But as KJZZ’s 
Katie Campbell reports, some teachers may not feel 
comfortable with returning to in-person learning. Education :45 Katie Campbell

9/11/2020 ASU COVID management c/c

Arizona State University has been criticized for reporting 
less detailed COVID-19 testing data than the state. 
University President Michael Crow explained the 
difference on KJZZ’s The Show. Education :09 Rocio Hernandez

9/11/2020 Winn hearing MCCCD w

 The governing board of the Maricopa County 
Community College District voted to demand that one of 
its own members resign. Education :52 Michel Marizco

9/14/2020 Limited reentry/SUSD v

The Scottsdale Unified School District begins its phased 
return to in-person learning (Today/Monday), with 
special education students and pre-schoolers returning 
first Education :32 Scott Bourque

9/14/2020 ASU Bars c/c

Arizona State University President Michael Crow sent a 
letter yesterday (Sunday) to the state Department of 
Health Services, alleging that several restaurant-
bars near the Tempe campus were violating COVID 
safety protocols. Education :09 Jill Ryan

9/15/2020 UA shelter in place w

The University of Arizona and Pima County are stepping 
up the pressure on students who live off campus to stop 
the spread of COVID-19. Christopher Conover reports Education :48 AZPM Chris Conover

9/15/2020 PXU distance learning w

The Phoenix Union High School District announced 
today (Monday) that it’ll continue distance learning 
through the second quarter, which ends in mid-
December. As KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez reports, the 
district had hoped to start in-person learning by the end 
of the first quarter in October. Education :49 Rocio Hernandez



9/16/2020 Early childhood education w

Arizona’s early childhood learning centers -- which not 
only care for young children but also prepare them for K-
12 education -- have been strained during the COVID-
19 pandemic. Education :49 Rocio Hernandez

9/17/2020 Free school meals c/c

The U.S. Department of Agriculture has extended 
waivers that allow schools to offer free meals to kids -- 
like they did during the closures -- through December. 
KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez reports on the difference it's 
making at the Queen Creek Unified School District. Education :50 Rocio Hernandez

9/18/2020 Teacher shortage survey w

A survey released today/Thursday found the COVID-19 
pandemic has led to an increase of teachers leaving 
their jobs before or just after school started. As KJZZ’s 
Rocio Hernandez reports, this comes as the state 
continues to face a severe teacher shortage. Education :49 Rocio Hernandez

9/21/2020 GCU welcome week w

Grand Canyon University is welcoming back about 95 
hundred on-campus students this week. As KJZZ’s 
Rocio Hernandez reports, GCU students typically moved 
into their dorms during August, but that date was 
delayed this year due to the pandemic. Education :50 Rocio Hernandez

9/21/2020 ASU Semester Shortened s

Arizona State University announced it will 
be shortening its fall semester... and all instruction after 
the Thanksgiving break will be virtual. Education :29 Jill Ryan

9/22/2020 UofA COVID c/c

As the University of Arizona continues to monitor the 
COVID-19 spread among students, President Robert 
Robbins shared some promising data at his press 
conference today (Monday): The university’s daily 
positivity rate is 6 percent. According to university data, 
that’s the lowest it’s been in about two weeks. Education :11 Rocio Hernandez

9/23/2020 Cullen UA CV update c/c

Last week, the University of Arizona and Pima County 
responded to growing concerns about the number of 
coronavirus cases among students by issuing a 
voluntary shelter in place recommendation to students 
who live on or near the campus. Education :14 Tom Maxedon

9/23/2020 Mesa Schools c/c

Mesa Public Schools brought students back to the 
classroom in a limited capacity last week. Yesterday 
(Monday), the district’s governing board discussed 
possibly allowing students to be in buildings all week, 
instead of only two days, starting October 12. Education :10 Rocio Hernandez

9/24/2020 UA  Robbins COVID c/c

The University of Arizona remains on the offensive 
when it comes to expanding testing for COVID-19. UA 
President Dr. Robert Robbins was tested himself and 
subsequently quarantined after being near two students 
who tested positive for the virus. Education :13 Hunter Brownstein

9/24/2020 Schools south of the border f

Many families in neighboring Sonora, Mexico are 
struggling to make distance learning work. While some 
are worried about balancing jobs and childcare, others 
lack access to technology required for virtual schooling. Education 4:28 Kendal Blust

9/28/2020 GCU In-Person Classes w

Grand Canyon University students will return to the 
classroom on Monday, after starting the first three 
weeks of the semester online. KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez 
reports on what steps the university is taking to mitigate 
the spread of the coronavirus within its campus. Education :47 Rocio Hernandez

9/28/2020 Student mental health f

Throughout the summer, there’s been concern over the 
effect the pandemic and school closures have had on 
students’ social and emotional wellbeing. KJZZ’s Rocio 
Hernandez reports on what Arizona school counselors 
are seeing so far. Education 4:08 Rocio Hernandez



9/29/2020 UA shelter in place over w

University of Arizona’s shelter in place 
recommendations for students who live on or near 
campus ends  tomorrow (Tuesday). Officials said 
Monday they see improvement in COVID-19 trends, and 
compliance of public health guidelines. Education :47 Rocio Hernandez

9/1/2020 LTC voting m

When it comes to voting in a pandemic, election officials 
are looking at different ways people can safely cast 
ballots. But what if someone lives in a long-term care 
facility and needs help voting? Elections :50 Kathy Ritchie

9/1/2020 Poll workers w

It’s National Poll Worker Recruitment Day, and in 
Maricopa County, election officials are looking for 
roughly 18 hundred people to help run polling places 
from October through Election Day. Elections :50 Ben Giles

9/3/2020 County polling c/c

Maricopa County’s election director says the general 
election in November will look a lot like the primary a 
month ago. Elections :07 Ben Giles

9/7/2020 Trump Campaign Ads c/c
Don’t expect to see any campaign ads for President 
Donald Trump until closer to the end of the month. Elections :09 Kathy Ritchie

9/11/2020 Latino vote w

In Arizona and across the nation, immigration policy is a 
forefront issue this election season. But not everyone 
those policies affect are allowed a seat at the table. Alisa 
Reznick brings us the story of one group trying to 
ensure those who do get a voice, use it. Elections :47 AZPM Alisa Reznick

9/11/2020 Ballot Instructions v

The Arizona Supreme Court ruled the Maricopa County 
recorder can’t mail voters instructions on how to correct 
errors on their early ballots. Elections :33 Ben Giles

9/11/2020 Arizona Voters Weigh In f

Voters in Arizona have a lot on their minds as they 
prepare for the upcoming general election. 
KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins has been out talking to 
Phoenicians about their thoughts on the Presidential 
race, who they’re supporting, and what issues matter 
most to them. Elections 3:35 Jimmy Jenkins

9/14/2020 Campaigns Latino Vote c/c

Yesterday (Saturday), Democratic Vice Presidential 
Nominee Kamala Harris held a virtual town hall meeting 
with local Latino business owners. Tomorrow (Monday), 
President Trump will come to town to meet with the local 
chapter of Latinos For Trump. Elections :19 Scott Bourque

9/14/2020 Expat Vote f
U.S. citizens are already casting their votes by mail. And 
they’re also doing it from the other side of the border. Elections 4:19 Rodrigo Cervantes

9/17/2020 Early ballots w

The Maricopa County Board of Supervisors approved 
plans for emergency and election day voting for the 
November 3rd general election. Elections :46 Ben Giles

9/18/2020 Maricopa ballot count m
This year’s election has been marred by President 
Trump’s claims that the results can’t be trusted. Elections 1:08 Ben Giles

9/21/2020 Mark Kelly Senate Win c/c

If Arizona Democrat Mark Kelly beats Republican 
Martha McSally in their upcoming Senate race, he could 
take office as early as November 30, possibly 
complicating the path to confirmation for President 
Donald Trump’s Supreme Court nominee. Elections :06 Kathy Ritchie

9/23/2020 Voter registrations w
The presidential election is just six weeks away. And 
there’s still time to register to vote in Arizona Elections :51 Katherine Davis Young

9/23/2020 IDD voting c/c

Stigma is a huge barrier facing people with intellectual 
and developmental disabilities (IDD). And it can lead to 
a person with I-D-D being disenfranchised. Elections :16 Kathy Ritchie

9/23/2020 Voting Rights Lawsuit v

The fate of a voting rights lawsuit could depend on 
whether a federal judge believes current practices 
discriminate against Native Americans or just people 
who live in rural areas. KJZZs Kathy Ritchie reports Elections :40 Kathy Ritchie



9/24/2020 Fontes election c/c

As the election nears, the coronavirus pandemic is 
prompting election officials to make changes while 
encouraging voting by mail. Elections :08 Hunter Brownstein

9/24/2020 Jarrett election c/c

The coronavirus pandemic is creating new challenges 
for election officials. Scott Jarrett is director of Election 
Day and Emergency Voting. Elections :17 Hunter Brownstein

9/24/2020 Environment Election c/c

The political arm of the League of Conservation Voters 
is funneling 875 thousand dollars towards eight 
Democratic incumbents and challengers. The group 
says it intends to spend the money on candidates it 
believes will pursue or support an environmental agenda 
in the Arizona Legislature. Laura Dent is the group's 
executive director. Elections :15 Jill Ryan

9/25/2020 LTC voting w

Arizona’s Secretary of State Katie Hobbs is sparring 
with Governor Doug Ducey over her efforts to make 
voting easier for people with disabilities and older adults 
in long-term care. Elections :50 Kathy Ritchie

9/28/2020 AZ Navajo Voting Ruling v

A judge has refused to give officials an extra 10 days 
after Election Day to count mail-in ballots 
for Navajo Nation members who live on the tribe’s 
reservation. Elections :41 Kathy Ritchie

9/28/2020 Hobbs Early Ballots dp

Early ballots will be mailed out to Arizona voters as soon 
as October 7th. A large percentage of Americans say 
they plan to vote early this year, which means election 
officials will likely be counting ballots days - or weeks - 
after election day. Elections :33 Scott Bourque

9/28/2020 Q&AZ political signs v

A listener wanted to know if the political campaign sign 
she saw mounted above other signs was mounted 
illegally. Elections :34 Scott Bourque

9/29/2020 County assessor profile m
After Paul Petersen quit the job, the Board of 
Supervisors appointed Eddie Cook to finish his term. Elections 1:07 Matthew Casey

9/30/2020 Brno ballots v

With just five weeks to go until the election, Arizona’s 
Attorney General and Secretary of State are still at odds 
over ballots that get returned with no signature. KJZZ’s 
Katherine Davis-Young has more. Elections :35 Katherine Davis Young

9/30/2020 Sheriff's Race f

Four years ago, Paul Penzone unseated Joe Arpaio, 
who had been Sheriff of Maricopa County for 24 years. 
Now Penzone is facing re-election against Arpaio’s 
Chief Deputy, Jerry Sheridan. As KJZZs Jimmy Jenkins 
reports, the race could shape the future of one of the 
largest law enforcement agencies in the country. Elections 3:58 Jimmy Jenkins

9/3/2020 Q&AZ fallen saguaros w

KJZZ listener Shari Keith counted 17 fallen saguaro 
cacti within a 10-mile radius of where she lives in 
Ahwatukee.  Others had lost arms, or looked unhealthy 
and she wanted to know what is happening to 
saguaros. Environment :42 Alexandria Krusniak

9/8/2020 SRP water supply w

Payson has seen dramatic improvements in its 
groundwater supply since it began drawing water from 
the C.C. Cragin Reservoir. Environment :42 Ron Dungan

9/10/2020 Lake Powell pipeline v

Six states that rely on the Colorado River are asking the 
federal government to slow down an environmental 
review for a controversial pipeline project in Utah. Luke 
Runyon has more: Environment :40 KUNC Luke Runyon

9/10/2020 Water and Growth f
Communities in the West are growing, and that’s putting 
new strains on water supplies Environment 4:24 KUNC

9/16/2020 Colorado River biggest reservoirsc/c

The Southwest’s biggest reservoirs will continue to 
struggle over the next five years, according to new data 
from the federal agency that oversees them. Environment :07 Luke Ryan



9/21/2020 National cleanup w

A record-breaking 50 groups volunteered to pick up litter 
along Arizona’s highways (Saturday) as part 
of National CleanUp Day. Environment :47 Scott Bourque

9/28/2020 Plastic pollution w

Despite a growing roster of bans and global conventions 
that seek to stem the tide, plastic pollution still outpaces 
our ability to cope with it. Environment :37 Nicholas Gerbis

9/28/2020 Sears Fire Latest c/c

Another wildfire is burning on the outskirts of the Valley. 
The Sears Fire, east of Cave Creek, has grown to 9,200 
acres and as of Sunday ((today)) was 0 percent 
contained. Environment :30 Kathy Ritchie

9/4/2020 Working families back to school f

Choosing whether to keep children at home to do school 
online is not much of a choice at all for some families, 
particularly single parents and the working class. Family 4:48 Katie Campbell

9/7/2020 Phoenix water equity w

Phoenix’s Water Director wants to make emergency 
action taken during the pandemic permanent. From 
KJZZ’s Business Desk, Christina Estes reports on the 
impact to customers. Govt. City :38 Christina Estes

9/16/2020 Mesa Utility v

The moratorium on utility shut offs for delinquent 
accounts in the City of Mesa is coming to an end next 
month. Govt. City :39 Jill Ryan

9/17/2020 Phx street names w

Two streets in Phoenix are close to getting new names. 
As Christina Estes reports from KJZZ’s Downtown 
Bureau, the city council unanimously approved taking 
action yesterday (Wednesday) to move the name 
changes forward. Govt. City :50 Christina Estes

9/23/2020 Phoenix Latino center w

Phoenix leaders unanimously agree the city should 
oversee a new Latino Cultural Center for its first five 
years. That’s one of the recommendations the council 
approved yesterday (Tuesday). From KJZZ’s Downtown 
Bureau, Christina Estes reports. Govt. City :43 Christina Estes

9/23/2020 Phoenix coronavirus funds w

When Phoenix received nearly 3-hundred million dollars 
in federal coronavirus relief, the city council allotted 75 
million for programs labeled community investments. If 
the city doesn’t spend all the money before the end of 
the year, it must be returned Govt. City :50 Christina Estes

9/25/2020 Phoenix developer donation w
Less than 24 hours before a key city vote, a developer 
offers Phoenix a six-figure donation. Govt. City :42 Christina Estes

9/1/2020 Census Native Americans w

With the Trump administration’s September 30th 
deadline only a month away, the Phoenix Indian Center 
says that about two-thirds of American Indians have not 
completed the 2020 census. And as KJZZ’s Ron 
Dungan reports, that could have severe consequences 
for tribes. Govt. Federal :42 Ron Dungan

9/2/2020 Havasupai Census Response c/c
A digital divide and the coronavirus have made 
collecting census data in Arizona difficult. Govt. Federal :11 Ron Dungan

9/7/2020 Census response update v

As of Friday, 61 percent of Arizonans have responded to 
the U.S. Census. The state ranks below the national 
average of 65 percent and as KJZZ's Heather van 
Blokland reports, that means potentially leaving funding 
and services on the table. Govt. Federal :43 Heather VanBlokland

9/7/2020 Census response rate w

The Navajo Nation has set up roadblocks to distribute 
information about the U.S. Census. As KJZZ’s Ron 
Dungan reports, the Navajo face a number of challenges 
gathering census data. Govt. Federal :46 Ron Dungan

9/11/2020 Feds fund Tonto Creek bridge w

Arizona Senator Martha McSally announced that the 
feds approved a 21 million transportation grant for Gila 
County. Govt. Federal :43 Ben Giles



9/14/2020 Passport update v

If you need a passport or need to renew your passport, 
expect the process to take longer than usual. The 
Coronavirus pandemic meant the U-S State Department 
had to significantly slow its passport operations. Govt. Federal :35 Kathy Ritchie

9/21/2020 Supreme Court justices c/c

Even if Senate Republicans approve the next 
U.S. Supreme Court justice before the election, 
Democrats could add more justices if they sweep the 
election. Robert McWhirter ((MIC-WIR-TER)) is a 
constitutional expert in Phoenix. Govt. Federal :14 Kathy Ritchie

9/24/2020 IRS checks c/c

For 9 million Americans who weren’t required to file 
taxes in 2018 and 2019….you’re in luck. The IRS says 
those nontaxpayers may be eligible for a stimulus check. 
Agency spokesman David Tucker says people who are 
eligible will receive a one-time payment of 12 hundred 
dollars...possibly more if they have dependent children 
under 17. Govt. Federal :14 Jill Ryan

9/29/2020 EPA pollution grants w

The U-S Environmental Protection Agency has awarded 
more than 9 million dollars in pollution prevention grants 
to 42 organizations across the nation. Govt. Federal :46 Jill Ryan

9/2/2020 Driver's license extension v

If your Arizona driver license expired recently, you don’t 
need to rush to the Motor Vehicle Department. As 
KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young reports, the governor’s 
office is extending deadlines in response to the 
pandemic. Govt. State :38 Katherine Davis Young

9/9/2020 Colorado Water Agreement v

The Arizona Department of Water Resources 
recommends the federal government approve the sale 
of water from farmland near the Colorado River to a 
local community. Govt. State :31 Jill Ryan

9/11/2020 Scottsdale Land Sale v

The Arizona Land Department accepted the winning bid 
for a Scottsdale property worth nearly three times the 
appraised value. Govt. State :40 Jill Ryan

9/16/2020 Transportation funding m

Leaders in the public transportation industry say the 
nation’s transit systems are facing dire budget shortfalls 
due to the pandemic. Phoenix Mayor Kate Gallego is 
among those calling for federal support. Govt. State 1:03 Katherine Davis Young

9/16/2020 Transportation funding c/c

Phoenix Mayor Kate Gallego is calling on Congress to 
provide aid for public transportation in its next pandemic 
relief package. Valley Metro ridership has dropped 
significantly since the start of the pandemic, and the 
agency has been spending more on enhanced safety 
measures. Gallego says the city needs federal support 
to continue to grow its public transit system. Govt. State :08 Katherine Davis Young

9/18/2020 Ducey Census c/c

Arizona is still lagging behind the rest of the country in 
responding to the 20-20 Census. The nation's top 
Census Bureau official visited Arizona yesterday 
(Thursday) and says while other states have reached a 
99 percent response rate, Arizona is at 88-point-nine 
percent. Govt. State :13 Bridget Dowd

9/22/2020 Ducey Bars c/c

Governor Doug Ducey is defending his directive that 
liquor licensing officials and police can ignore violations 
in the state law that prohibits restaurants from selling to-
go alcohol. More than 100 bars are suing over the 
decision. Attorney Ilan Wurman (ill-Lon Were-min) is 
representing them: Govt. State :13 Jill Ryan

9/25/2020 Universities COVID testing w

Governor Ducey announced today (Thursday) that the 
state is investing $14 million in public universities’ efforts 
to contain the spread of the coronavirus. KJZZ’s Rocio 
Hernandez reports. Govt. State :42 Rocio Hernandez



9/30/2020 MVD Electronic titles c/c

If you’ve purchased a car in Arizona recently and 
haven’t received a title in the mail, the Motor Vehicle 
Division says you’ll find it online. M-V-D spokesman 
Doug Pacey says paper titles are still available by 
request, but the division has transitioned to an online-
model. Govt. State :10 Katherine Davis Young

9/1/2020 COVID cause of death v

More than 5,000 Arizonans have died from COVID-19. 
And that number will likely increase, meaning the 
coronavirus could be on track to be the third-
leading cause of death in Arizona. Health :41 Kathy Ritchie

9/1/2020 Ducey flu season c/c

Governor Doug Ducey is urging Arizonans to get a flu 
shot for the upcoming influenza season.  The governor 
was joined by state health officials and medical experts 
Monday saying Arizona takes the flu season seriously, 
but the overlap between the annual season and COVID-
19 poses an even greater risk. Health :10 Alexandria Krusniak

9/1/2020 CV herd immunity c/c

As more businesses open, public health experts are 
warning Arizonans to stay vigilant in fighting the spread 
of the coronavirus. Health :10 Tom Maxedon

9/1/2020 Spike In Fentynal Overdoses c/c

The Flagstaff Police Department is reporting 
a spike in overdoses and deaths in connection 
with fentanyl pills meant to look like the prescription 
opioid Oxycodone. Sergeant Charles Hernandez says 
these pills have inconsistent amounts of 
laced Fentanyl or Carfentanyl in them. Health :13 Jill Ryan

9/2/2020 Death spike w

June and July were especially deadly months for 
Arizonans compared to the same time in previous years. 
COVID-19 is one reason why. But as KJZZ’s Kathy 
Ritchie reports, a recent report shows other factors may 
have contributed to the spike in deaths… Health :49 Kathy Ritchie

9/2/2020 CV stagnant water w

The coronavirus pandemic has shuttered many 
buildings. As prospects for reopening rise, so too does 
the need to contend with water systems potentially 
contaminated during the shutdown. From KJZZ’s 
Arizona Science Desk, Nicholas Gerbis [GUHR-bis] 
reports. Health :33 Nick Gerbis

9/3/2020 Maricopa serosurvey w

A new study in Maricopa County could help determine 
how widespread COVID-19 is in the community, beyond 
those who’ve tested positive for the virus. Health :49 Ben Giles

9/4/2020 Navajo Curfew update s

Navajo Nation President Jonathan Nez has extended 
the weekend curfew starting this holiday weekend and 
on through the end of September. While Nez 
acknowledges that seeing COVID-19 rates dropping is 
encouraging...residents must be cautious. He says other 
safety measures such as social distancing and wearing 
masks must also remain in place. The 32-hour weekend 
curfews begin on Saturday nights and end Monday 
mornings.  Health :25 Jill Ryan

9/8/2020 Brain fog c/c

Many individuals recovering from COVID-19 are 
experiencing lingering symptoms that can last for weeks. 
One post-viral symptom is something called brain fog. Health :18 Kathy Ritchie

9/8/2020 Labor Day COVID spread c/c

Students are back on college campuses across Arizona. 
But 18-to-25 year-olds are a key group for transmitting 
COVID-19. Dr. David Engelthaler [ANGLE-thah-lurr] is 
an epidemiologist with TGEN (TEE-jen) North. Health :14 Katherine Davis Young



9/9/2020 Phx COVID numbers v

Despite the hottest Phoenix summer on record, more 
people are using the city’s outdoor recreation facilities. 
From KJZZ’s Business Desk, Christina Estes has the 
latest numbers. Health :33 Christina Estes

9/10/2020 Sonora excess deaths w

Sonora, Arizona’s neighbor to the south, has seen one 
of the largest jumps in excess deaths among Mexican 
states during the coronavirus pandemic Health :42 Murphy Woodhouse

9/11/2020 Youth suicide c/c

Governor Doug Ducey said in a Thursday press 
conference suicide is the leading cause of the death 
among Arizona youth ages 10 to 14. Last year, the state 
allocated $20 million for grants to help schools hire 
school resource officers, guidance counselors and social 
workers. Health :14 Rocio Hernandez

9/14/2020 No Normal for a while w

As KJZZ’s Scott Bourque reports, things could start to 
feel more normal in the coming months -- but public 
health experts say some of the disruptions are likely 
here to stay. Health :47 Scott Bourque

9/14/2020 U of a pima covid jump c/c

More than three weeks have passed since the 
University of Arizona started in-person classes 
and Pima County has already seen a 16% increase in 
the number of coronavirus cases. U of A President 
Robert Robbins told CNN this was expected. Health :12 Kathy Ritchie

9/17/2020 COVID exit strategy w

Arizona is no longer the country’s COVID-19 hotspot, 
but data trackers warn caution is still warranted in our 
state. KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young reports. Health :50 Katherine Davis Young

9/17/2020 Biodesign Labor Day c/c

It’s been almost two weeks since the Labor Day holiday 
weekend and...so far so good. COVID-19 cases have 
not spiked as of yet, but Dr. Joshua LaBaer of the 
ASU’s Biodesign Institute is still on-guard. Health :12 Jill Ryan

9/18/2020 Antigen test c/c
Arizona health officials are adding results from another 
COVID-19 test to their daily case count. Health :14 Ben Giles

9/21/2020 How The Virus Spread f

Our state saw one of the country’s most dramatic surges 
in cases and deaths over the summer. But what made 
Arizona a hotspot? KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young 
looked back at the past six months of policy decisions in 
the state to find out. Health 4:44 Katherine Davis Young

9/22/2020 The Toll on Mental Health f

Concerns over COVID-19 have kept some of us 
separated from loved ones or from participating in our 
favorite activities. As a result, many are seeing a decline 
in their mental health. Health 4:33 Bridget Dowd

9/23/2020 Mountain Rescues w

The Phoenix Fire Department has seen an uptick in 
mountain rescues during mid September. Firefighters 
have already responded to five hikers needing help this 
week As KJZZ’s Ron Dungan reports, September does 
not always mean cool temperatures in the Valley. Health :35 Ron Dungan

9/23/2020 COVID in Rural Arizona f

Some of Arizona’s rural communities have struggled 
with the coronavirus over the last six months. Because 
as KJZZ’s Ron Dungan Reports, rural isolation is not 
enough to keep the virus away. Health 4:39 Ron Dungan

9/25/2020 Essential work study w

Researchers from the University of Arizona are studying 
frontline workers who have been infected with COVID-
19, as well as those workers who are at increased risk of 
getting infected with the coronavirus. The goal is to 
understand immunity after exposure. Health :49 Kathy Ritchie

9/25/2020 County school dashboard w

The Maricopa County Public Health department is now 
reporting the number of COVID-19 outbreaks and cases 
at schools on its data dashboard. Health :51 Rocio Hernandez



9/29/2020 CV Youth Demographics v

Since the early days of the coronavirus pandemic, the 
age group with the lion’s share of COVID-19 cases has 
shifted from older adults to young people. Now, the CDC 
has delved into the demographics of these potential 
silent spreaders. Health :37 Nick Gerbis

9/29/2020 Uninsured Arizonans c/c

The latest Census Bureau data found more than 
800,000 Arizonans didn’t have health insurance as of 
last year. Health :14 Tom Maxedon

9/29/2020 Herd Immunity f

“Herd Immunity” is likely a term you’ve heard with 
respect to defeating the coronavirus pandemic, But as 
KJZZ’s Tom Maxedon reports, public health experts in 
the state, region and at the federal level are warning 
against such misinformation. Health :15 Tom Maxedon

9/30/2020 Bessell Banner Health w

Experts worry that another spike in COVID-19 cases is 
likely to strike Arizona as flu season approaches. And 
while we may be better prepared this time, a spike 
would set us back in our efforts to have some sense of 
normalcy. Health :50 Katie Campbell

9/16/2020 Holocaust awareness survey c/c

A 50-state survey conducted for the first time on 
Holocaust awareness among young people has some 
disturbing findings for Arizona. History :50 Phil Latzman

9/1/2020 Homelessness in Phx: The plan f

Homelessness is already a continual and growing 
problem in Maricopa County. And the 50 days of 110-
degree temperatures in the Valley this year have made 
it especially hard on the region’s most vulnerable. Housing 4:18 Tom Maxedon

9/8/2020 Homeless hotels v

During the pandemic, seven hotels across four Valley 
cities are housing people experiencing homelessness. 
As Christina Estes reports from KJZZ’s Business Desk, 
Phoenix and Maricopa County are leasing hotel rooms 
for the most vulnerable. Housing :40 Christina Estes

9/8/2020 CDC eviction guidance v

With many Arizonans struggling to pay rent, Governor 
Doug Ducey has extended the state’s eviction 
moratorium through the end of October. But now the 
CDC has issued its own eviction ban that will last 
through the end of the year. KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-
Young reports. Housing :35 Katherine Davis Young

9/15/2020 Housing loss w

Arizona has one of the highest eviction rates in the 
nation, according to a study by the New America 
Foundation. And as KJZZ’s Ron Dungan reports, the 
study could help predict impacts of the coronavirus. Housing :41 Ron Dungan

9/29/2020 Detention COVID c/c

The pandemic has left some of the most vulnerable 
people exposed to the coronavirus behind bars. 
Immigrants seeking asylum in the United States who 
turn themselves into Immigration and Customs 
Enforcement are being detained at La Palma 
Correctional Center in Eloy. ICE has confirmed several 
hundred COVID-19 cases among its detainees. Immigration :16 Kerry Fehr Snyder

9/1/2020 Australia & Facebook v
Facebook has threatened to stop users from sharing 
news content in Australia. International :34 BBC Shaima Khalil

9/1/2020 Russian Schools v
Schools and colleges in Russia start their new term 
today but the pandemic has forced major changes.  International :30 BBC Sarah Rainsford

9/2/2020 Australian Recession v
Australia has officially fallen into recession for the first 
time in thirty years. International :33 BBC Phil Mercer

9/2/2020 Charlie Hebdo Trial v

Fourteen people are go on trial in Paris in connection 
with the deadly terror attacks at the French satirical 
magazine, Charlie Hebdo, and a Jewish supermarket in 
2015 International :31 BBC 



9/2/2020 Election Disinformation FB v

Facebook and Twitter say they have removed fake 
accounts that were part of a Russian influence 
operation, linked to alleged interference in the 2016 US 
presidential election. International :34 BBC Gordon Correra

9/3/2020 KFC China Threat v

American business leaders in China have told 
the BBC that the fast food giant KFC and its parent 
company could be facing an existential threat from US 
moves to ban the app We Chat. International :27 BBC Robin Brant

9/3/2020 Tech Access v

Many will now struggle to pay fees and gain sufficient 
access to technology and some will have to drop out 
altogether to work to help support their family. International :32 BBC Naomi Grimley

9/3/2020 Wildfire Spike v

Scientists believe that a spike in wildfires in the Arctic 
may be partly due to fires smouldering underground 
from one year to the next. International :36 BBC Roger Harrabin

9/4/2020 NZ 1st COVID Death Since May v
New Zealand says a man infected with Covid nineteen 
has died - the first such death in the country since May. International :32 BBC Shaima Khalil

9/7/2020 Brexit Update v

The UK government is planning new legislation that 
would override a key part of last year's EU withdrawal 
agreement. International :38 BBC Chris Mason

9/7/2020 Wikileaks Founder v

Julian Assange - the founder of the whistle-blowing 
website, WikiLeaks -- is appearing in court in London, in 
the latest legal round of his fight against extradition to 
the United States. International :35 BBC James Landale

9/7/2020 Xi JinPing Graffiti Blurring v

Protest graffiti criticising the Chinese leader Xi Jinping 
(Shee-zihn-ping) has been blurred on photographs of 
Hong Kong on Google's updated Street View Map. 
The BBC’s Ian MacWilliam has more details: International :29 BBC Ian MacWilliam

9/8/2020 Brexit Negotiations v

The latest round of critical negotiations to broker a post- 
Brexit trade deal are underway in London today - a day 
after the British government denied it was preparing to 
"tear up" some arrangements already agreed to. The top 
negotiators from the EU and UK are meeting. International :38 BBC Nick Beake

9/8/2020 Chinese Data Security v

The Chinese foreign minister has unveiled China's own 
initiative for global standards on data security. It comes 
amid heightened tensions with the US, with Washington 
seeking to persuade other countries to exclude Chinese 
technology from their networks. International :34 BBC Celia Hatton

9/8/2020 Australian Journalists v

The last two journalists working in China for the 
Australian media have flown home after a five day 
diplomatic standoff. The correspondents for the 
Australian Broadcasting Corporation and the Australian 
Financial Review had been banned from leaving China 
until they answered police questions about another 
journalist who has been detained. International :35 BBC Shaimaa Khalil

9/9/2020 Australian Climate Activists v

Teenage climate activists in Australia have launched a 
class action on behalf, they say, of young people around 
the world to stop a large coal mining project hundreds of 
kilometres north- west of Sydney. International :31 BBC Phil Mercer

9/9/2020 Kabul Bomb v

Afghanistan's first vice-president Amrullah Saleh has 
survived a bomb attack on his convoy -- but some of his 
bodyguards are dead. International :32 BBC Secunder Kermani

9/9/2020 Oxford Coronavirus Trial v

Final clinical trials for a coronavirus vaccine, developed 
by AstraZeneca and Oxford University, have been put 
on hold after a participant had a suspected adverse 
reaction in the UK. International :30 BBC Fergus Walsh

9/10/2020 EU & UK Talks v

The UK and EU are to hold emergency talks later as 
tensions rise over Boris Johnson's move to override key 
parts of the Brexit withdrawal agreement. International :33 BBC Nick Eardley



9/10/2020 Navalny Speaks Again v

A German magazine is reporting that the poisoned 
Russian opposition activist Alexei Navalny can speak 
again after being brought out of a coma. International :31 BBC Mike Sanders

9/10/2020 Czech Republic Facemasks v

People in the Czech Republic will have to wear face 
masks again in indoor public spaces after a spike in 
coronavirus cases this week. International :30 BBC Rob Cameron

9/11/2020 Stranded Migrants In Lesboz v

In Greece, almost thirteen-thousand migrants are still 
trying to find shelter after being stranded. This comes 
after their camp on the Greek island of Lesbos (LEZ-
boss) burned to the ground. International :30 BBC Bethany Bell 

9/11/2020 Afghan Peace Talks v

A team of Afghan government negotiators are leaving 
Kabul today to join a Taliban delegation in Doha (doe-
HA) for the start of historic peace talks. The process will 
begin on Saturday. International :30 BBC Jill McGivering

9/11/2020 India/China Agreement v

The foreign ministers of India and China have agreed 
that troops from their two countries must quickly 
disengage from a dangerous standoff on their shared 
border. International :37 BBC David Bamford

9/14/2020 OPEC 60th Anniversary v

The oil suppliers' group, OPEC, is marking its sixtieth 
anniversary, as it struggles to contend with low prices 
due to the coronavirus outbreak. OPEC has recently cut 
output in the wake of a collapse in demand for transport 
fuel. International :31 BBC Andrew Walker

9/14/2020 Lukashenko & Putin Meet v

The embattled leader of Belarus, Alexander 
Lukashenko, is due to have his first face to face meeting 
with President Putin since mass protests broke out 
following disputed elections. Putin has made clear that 
Russian security forces are on standby to intervene in 
Belarus if the demonstrations get out of control. International :33 BBC Sara Rainsford

9/14/2020 Yoshihide Suga v

Japan’s governing Liberal Democratic Party has chosen 
the Chief Cabinet Secretary, Yoshihide Suga (yosh-ee-
HEE-day SUUG-uh), as its new leader. International :32 BBC Rupert Wingfield-Hayes

9/15/2020 FARC Apology v

Leaders of the former FARC (fark) rebel movement in 
Colombia have formally apologized for the kidnappings 
they carried out during half a century of armed conflict. 
The apology comes four years after the FARC signed a 
peace accord with the Colombian government and 
turned into a left-wing political party. International :36 BBC James Read

9/15/2020 Spain Legislation v

Spain's left-wing coalition government is due to unveil 
legislation aimed at addressing the legacy of the 
dictatorship of Francisco Franco. International :35 BBC Guy Hedgecoe

9/15/2020 China's Economy Rebounding v

In China, official statistics suggest the world's second 
largest economy is rebounding from the impact of the 
coronavirus crisis. International :42 BBC Stephen McDonell

9/16/2020 Japan's Prime Minister v

Japan’s parliament has appointed Yoshihide Suga [yosh-
ee-HEE-day SUUG-uh] as the country's new prime 
minister. He takes over from Shinzo Abe (Ahh-bay), 
after easily securing the governing Liberal Democratic 
Party leadership on Monday. Suga -- the former cabinet 
secretary -- is known as a tough fixer, rather than a 
charismatic leader. International :39 BBC Rupert Wingfield-Hayes

9/16/2020 Israel/Hamas v

Palestinian militants in Gaza have exchanged fire with 
Israeli forces, just hours after Bahrain and the United 
Arab Emirates formally established diplomatic relations 
with Israel. Hamas militants first fired two rockets into 
Israeli territory: one was shot down but the other 
wounded two men in the coastal city of Ashdod. Israel 
responded with airstrikes on Hamas targets. International :35 BBC Tom Bateman



9/16/2020 Mexican President v

The Meixcan President, Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador 
(an-DRAYSS man-WELL LO-pess ob-rad-OR), has 
asked the Senate to hold a referendum on whether to 
prosecute five former presidents for alleged corruption. International :35 BBC Will Grant

9/17/2020 China Vocational Education v

China says it's put millions of people in Xinjiang (shin-
zhang) through a controversial program that it calls 
vocational education. The scheme has drawn worldwide 
criticism for forcing mostly Uighur Muslims into re-
education camps. International :38 BBC Michael Bristow

9/17/2020 Lesbos Migrant update v

Police on the Greek island of Lesbos are moving 
thousands of migrants to a new tent city. They've been 
camped out in the open since fire razed the 
overcrowded former facility last week. International :33 BBC Mike Sanders

9/17/2020 New Zealand Recession v

New Zealand has fallen into recession for the first time 
in eleven years, a casualty of strict coronavirus 
lockdown provisions. International :30 BBC Shaimaa Khalil

9/21/2020 Madrid Restricitions v

Tough new restrictions are coming into force in parts of 
the Spanish capital, Madrid, to combat a sharp rise in 
coronavirus infections and deaths.  More than eight- 
hundred- thousand residents have been ordered to stay 
at home. International :34 BBC Guy Hedgecoe

9/21/2020 Belarus elections v

The Belarusian opposition figurehead, Svetlana 
Tikhanovskaya (svuht-LAA-nuh tikh-uh-NOFF-skuh-
yuh), is in Brussels for talks with European Union foreign 
ministers. The EU is considering sanctions against 
those it accuses of rigging the presidential elections in 
Belarus in August and organizing the violent 
suppression of protests. International :37 BBC Grant Ferrett

9/21/2020 Climate Change Poll v
A global poll suggests there is growing concern 
worldwide about climate change. International :36 BBC Matt McGrath

9/22/2020 Britain Restrictions v

The British government is set to announce new 
measures to combat a resurgence of the virus in 
England. International :26 BBC Helen Catt

9/22/2020 France COVID Rules v

The French education ministry has changed its rules on 
coronavirus cases in schools in a bid to keep more of 
them open. International :36 BBC Lucy Williamson

9/23/2020 British Freight v

The British government has warned the freight industry 
of chaos at Channel ports after the Brexit transition 
period ends if the transport sector doesn’t prepare for 
changes in customs rules. International :42 BBC Faisal Islam

9/23/2020 Navalny Discharged v

The Russian opposition leader, Alexey Navalny, has 
been discharged from the Berlin hospital, where he'd 
been treated after being poisoned by a nerve agent in 
Siberia last month. International :41 BBC Sasha Schlichter

9/23/2020 Whales Stranded v

The Australian authorities say another two hundred 
whales have become stranded off the island of 
Tasmania, which takes the total to four hundred and 
seventy. The discovery makes it Australia's biggest 
beaching in modern times and draws attention to a 
natural phenomenon which scientists say has no known 
cause. International :25 BBC Shaimaa Khalil

9/24/2020 Hong Kong Protest v

The Hong Kong pro-democracy campaigner Joshua 
Wong says he has been arrested for his participation in 
an unauthorised protest last October. International :33 BBC Danny Vincent



9/24/2020 Israel Lockdown v

The cabinet in Israel has decided to tighten the country's 
second coronvirus lockdown after Prime Minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu warned that a spike in infections 
was pushing the nation to "the edge of the abyss".  The 
latest twenty-four- hour tally of new infections, at seven-
thousand, was the highest yet.  Parliament is to vote on 
the tighter restrictions today. International :36 BBC Tom Bateman

9/24/2020 Clinical Trials v

Britain is proposing to host clinical trials where 
volunteers are deliberately infected with coronavirus to 
test the effectiveness of vaccines. This would greatly 
speed up the selection of the most promising vaccines. International :29 BBC Fergus Walsh

9/25/2020 Kim Jong-un Apology v

North Korea's leader, Kim Jong-un, has issued a rare 
apology after his troops shot and killed a South Korean 
official on Monday. The fisheries official was spotted in 
the water near the two countries' border. International :39 BBC Laura Bicker

9/25/2020 Indian Farmers v

Farmers across India are blocking roads and railways in 
a national protest against new legislation that loosens 
rules on the sale of their produce.  International :32 BBC Jill McGivering

9/28/2020 Caucasus Region v

Heavy fighting has continued for a second day between 
the former Soviet states of Armenia and Azerbaijan. 
Nagorno-Karabakh is a disputed region located between 
the neighboring countries. It's the worst violence in 
years between the two nations. International :37 BBC Rayhan Demytrie

9/28/2020 India Coronavirus Restrictions v

Health officials in India say the number of people 
infected with the coronavirus has risen to more than six 
million. International :28 BBC Arunoday Mukharji

9/28/2020 Madrid Lockdown v

A further eight districts around the Spanish capital 
Madrid are being brought into lockdown today, to tackle 
the worst coronavirus transmission rates in the 
European Union. International :31 BBC Guy Hedgecoe

9/29/2020 More Than 1 Million Dead v
More than a million people around the world have now 
died with Covid-10 International :35 BBC John McManus

9/29/2020 Mexico Abortion Demonstrators v
Hundreds of abortion rights demonstrators clashed with 
riot police in Mexico City on Monday. International :40 BBC Will Grant

9/29/2020 Brexit Talks Latest v

The last scheduled round of talks on a free trade deal 
between Britain and the European Union get under way 
in Brussels today. If there's no agreement, higher tariffs 
and quotas will be introduced when the Brexit transition 
period expires at the end of the year. International :27 BBC Katya Adler

9/29/2020 India Human Rights Group v

Amnesty International says it has been forced to halt its 
operations in India following reprisals from the 
government. International :38 BBC Yogita Limaye

9/30/2020 British Asylum v

It's emerged that the British government has considered 
the possibility of building an asylum processing centre 
on Ascension Island in the South Atlantic Ocean. International :21 BBC John McManus

9/30/2020 Armenian Territory Dispute v

Fighting appears to be continuing between the forces of 
the former soviet states of Azerbaijan and Armenian 
over disputed territory - despite a call by the UN Security 
Council for an immediate end to clashes. International :30 BBC Reyhan Demytrie

9/30/2020 Audi Emissions Scandal v

The former chief executive of the German carmaker, 
Audi, is being tried in Munich over his role in the diesel 
emissions scandal that engulfed its parent company, 
Volkswagen, in 20-15. Rupert Stadler faces charges of 
fraud and false advertising. International :32 BBC Theo Legget



9/7/2020 Grand Canyon bridge closed s

The National Park Service announced that the Silver 
Bridge in the Grand Canyon will be closed immediately 
due to structural concerns. Hikers use the bridge near 
Phantom Ranch. Now, those on the Bright Angel Trail 
will have to take a one and a half mile detour to the 
Black Bridge in order to cross the Colorado River. 
Phantom Ranch on the North Kaibab (KIE-bab) Trail will 
remain open, as will Bright Angel Campground. There is 
no estimated time of repairs for the bridge. National Parks :28 Jill Ryan

9/10/2020 Grand Canyon bison w

Dozens of bison were successfully relocated from Grand 
Canyon National Park this week. As KJZZ’s Katherine 
Davis-Young reports, it’s part of an effort to manage the 
park’s herd National Parks :50 Katherine Davis Young

9/30/2020 Quitobaquito m

On Monday National Park Service officials at Organ 
Pipe Cactus National Monument announced a road 
closure that will block access to Quitobaquito [KEY-toe-
bah-KEY-toe] Springs — a rare desert water source 
that’s sacred to several Arizona tribes. As Alisa Reznick 
reports the closure comes a day after a multi-tribe 
ceremony was held there and amid mounting protests 
against the wall. National Parks 1:12 AZPM Alisa Reznick

9/2/2020 Seeds & Sheep f
How some Native Americans are overcoming food 
insecurity by returning to traditional ways. Native Lands 4:30 Cronkite School Caitlynn McDaniel

9/7/2020 Navajo Nation electric grid v

CARES Act Funding has helped over 100 homes in the 
Navajo Nation get connected to the electric grid. KJZZ’s 
Jill Ryan reports the Navajo Tribal Utility Authority hopes 
to connect a lot more by the end of the year. Native Lands :36 Jill Ryan

9/14/2020 BIE hearing w

Tribal and congressional leaders last week questioned 
the Bureau of Indian Education’s plan to reopen schools. 
As Cronkite News reporter Vaughan Jones explains, 
tribal leaders oppose opening schools as the pandemic 
continues. Native Lands :48 Vaughan Jones

9/14/2020 Navajo Trials s

The Navajo Nation has agreed to participate in a set of 
COVID-19 vaccine trials. The trial studies will be led by 
the Johns Hopkins Center for American Indian Health 
and is the first coronavirus vaccine study conducted on 
the Navajo Nation. Participation is voluntary and will be 
at health care centers across the multi-state reservation. 
As of Friday, there have been nearly 10 thousand cases 
and 530 deaths on the Navajo Nation Native Lands :24 Jill Ryan

9/23/2020 Navajo Curfew Order s

The Navajo Nation is implementing a stricter weekend 
lockdown as it looks into new clusters of coronavirus 
cases. Residents of the vast reservation that extends 
into New Mexico, Arizona and Utah will be required to 
stay home from Friday evening until early Monday 
morning, with a few exceptions for essential workers. 
More recent weekend lockdowns were a day shorter. Native Lands :26 Jill Ryan

9/3/2020 Phx parks reopening w
People will soon be able to play soccer, softball and 
football at Phoenix city parks. Parks & Rec :43 Christina Estes

9/9/2020 Phx park restrooms w

Who should clean the restrooms at Phoenix parks was 
the focus of much discussion during yesterday’s 
(Tuesday’s) council policy session. As Christina Estes 
reports from KJZZ’s Downtown Bureau, the debate 
comes as the city prepares to reopen its athletic fields 
tomorrow (Thursday). Parks & Rec :49 Christina Estes

9/21/2020 Protect Chaco Park v

Environmentalists want federal land mangers to halt oil 
and gas development near the Chaco Culture Historical 
Park. KJZZ’s Jill Ryan has the details. Parks & Rec :34 Jill Ryan



9/16/2020 Tempe PD chief resigns v

The Tempe police chief is resigning. As 
KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins reports, the announcement came 
from the city without any explanation. Police :32 Jimmy Jenkins

9/24/2020 Interim Tempe police chief v

Tempe appointed an interim police chief 
today/Wednesday about a week after Sylvia Moir [MOY-
er] resigned. As KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez reports, the 
announcement comes on the heels of a notice of claim 
seeking $2 point 5 million. Police :38 Rocio Hernandez

9/1/2020 ASU college Republicans w

Arizona State University College Republicans are 
speaking out against another group on campus named 
College Republicans United.  The latter group is raising 
money to help fund the legal defense of 17-year-old Kyle 
Rittenhouse who’s accused of killing two people and 
injuring another during a recent protest in Kenosha, 
Wisconsin.  KJZZ’s Alexandria Krusniak (CRUISE-nee-
ak) has the details. Politics :46 Alexandria Krusniak

9/2/2020 Ducey deaf community w

Governor Doug Ducey did not wear a mask at a press 
conference Monday. And when asked why, he said he 
would not wear a mask while answering questions out of 
courtesy for the deaf community. People who are deaf 
may read lips. But as KJZZ’s Katie Campbell reports, 
not wearing a mask the community says that’s not the 
solution. Politics :46 Katie Campbell

9/2/2020 Rio reimagined c/c

Federal, state local and tribal officials TODAY (Tuesday) 
announced the Rio Reimagined-Rio Salado Project in 
Arizona as the 20th Urban Waters Federal Partnership 
location. Politics :14 Tom Maxedon

9/10/2020 Dem leadership c/c

Anticipating big wins for Democrats in November, a trio 
of state representatives announced they’ve formed an 
alliance to run for top leadership posts in the House. Politics :09 Ben Giles

9/14/2020 Trump AZ preview m

President Trump will be in town (TODAY/MONDAY) to 
participate in a Latinos for Trump Roundtable. On 
Saturday, Democratic Vice Presidential Nominee 
Kamala (COMMA-la) Harris appeared in a webinar with 
local Latino business owners. As KJZZ’s Scott Bourque 
reports, both Republicans and Democrats are seeking 
opportunities to win Arizona’s Latino voters, who make 
up about a quarter of the electorate in the state. Politics 1:08 Scott Bourque

9/14/2020 Initiatives Good For Dems w

President Donald Trump has traditionally had one big 
advantage over Joe Biden when it comes to winning 
votes -- voter enthusiasm. As KJZZ’s Scott Bourque 
reports, there are other items on November’s ballot that 
might excite otherwise unenthusiastic Biden voters. Politics :48 Scott Bourque

9/15/2020 Latinos For Trump c/c

President Trump visited Arizona for the fifth time this 
year on Monday. Hundreds of supporters watched the 
president take part in a Latinos For Trump roundtable at 
the Arizona Grand Resort in Phoenix. Politics :06 Jimmy Jenkins

9/15/2020 Vaccination Polls v
38 percent of Arizonans say they would not get the 
vaccine, even if it were offered for free. Politics :33 Bridget Dowd

9/17/2020 Veteran endorsement c/c
Both the Trump and Biden campaigns are trying to win 
votes from Arizona’s 500-thousand military veterans. Politics :21 Scott Bourque

9/17/2020 Ivanka roundtable m

Ivanka Trump made a campaign stop on the president’s 
behalf Wednesday. She and Governor Doug Ducey 
appeared at what was billed as a roundtable on working 
families. But as KJZZ’s Katie Campbell reports, Trump 
also delivered praise for the state’s response to the 
pandemic. Politics 1:08 Katie Campbell



9/18/2020 Ducey recall petition w

Accountable Arizona, a nonpartisan political action 
committee, is launching a recall petition against 
Governor Doug Ducey today (Friday). As KJZZ’s Scott 
Bourque reports, they’ll have until January to collect 
more than 600-thousand signatures and force a recall 
election. Politics :45 Scott Bourque

9/18/2020 Pence visit preview s

Vice President Mike Pence is set to appear at two 
Arizona events today (Friday) in an attempt to solidify 
support in the battleground state. Politics :30 Jill Ryan

9/21/2020 Biden Trump rallies m

Over the past few days, both 
the Trump and Biden campaigns held events targeted to 
Arizona’s half-million military veterans. Politics 1:10 Scott Bourque

9/23/2020 AZ Latino campaign c/c

President Trump and his team campaigned heavily in 
Phoenix last week. And a lot of their messaging was 
directed toward Latinos. Politics :15 Tom Maxedon

9/23/2020 Cindy McCain Endorses Biden v

Cindy McCain -- the widow of one of Arizona’s most 
iconic Republicans -- is endorsing Democrat 
Joe Biden for President. Politics :35 Jimmy Jenkins

9/24/2020 McCain endorsement c/c

Cindy McCain, the wife of the late former Republican 
presidential candidate,  and Arizona senator John 
McCain has endorsed Democrat Joe Biden for 
president. McCain spoke with CBS News earlier this 
morning (WEDNESDAY) about her decision. Politics :16 Hunter Brownstein

9/28/2020 Presidential Debate Preview w

On Tuesday at 6 p.m., President Trump and Former 
Vice President Joe Biden take the stage in the first of 
three general election debates, which KJZZ will 
broadcast live. Politics :46 Scott Bourque

9/28/2020 Kelly-McSally race f

The race for the US Senate seat in Arizona is one of the 
most closely watched in the country. And the candidates 
are running to appeal to the independent voters.We take 
a closer look. Politics 3:53 Ben Giles

9/29/2020 Gosar Grijalva SC dp
Arizona political leaders are weighing in on President 
Trump’s Supreme Court nominee, Amy Coney Barrett. Politics :23 Hunter Brownstein

9/29/2020 UA Professor Pres. Debate c/c

Professor Samara (suh-MARE-uh) Klar with the U of A’s 
school of government and public policy says educated 
voters will be looking for substance over style. Politics :13 Tom Maxedon

9/30/2020 Grijalva Woods debate dp

Democratic U.S. Representative Raul Grijalva Monday 
night participated in a P-B-S Arizona Town Hall forum 
with Republican challenger Daniel Wood Politics :22 Tom Maxedon

9/29/2020 Inmate suicide w

The family of an incarcerated woman who recently died 
by suicide at the Perryville prison in Buckeye says she 
was abandoned by the Arizona Department of 
Corrections. KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins reports. Prisons :50 Jimmy Jenkins

9/17/2020 BLM condemns remarks w

The Phoenix Black Lives Matter collective is 
condemning comments made by public officials linking 
the organizing group to a shooting at the federal 
courthouse without any evidence. Race & Culture :52 Jimmy Jenkins

9/1/2020 Tree fire recovery w

Arizona is home to the country’s largest contiguous area 
of Ponderosa pines, some of which burn each year 
during wildfire season. A new study examines how those 
trees recover or decline under an uncertain climate 
future. Science :39 Nick Gerbis

9/4/2020 Covid long-haulers w

Some COVID-19 patients struggle with debilitating 
symptoms long after the disease has passed. These 
COVID “long-haulers” could help scientists understand 
post-viral syndromes in general – if enough resources 
are brought to bear Science :42 Nick Gerbis



9/4/2020 UVC light sterilization c/c

Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport has unveiled its latest tool in 
the fight against COVID-19: U-V-C light sterilization. The 
airport's Gabriel Nevarez says the technology is being 
applied on the handrails of seven escalators at 
Terminals 2 and 3. He says U-V-C light kills almost 100-
percent of disease-causing microorganisms on the high-
touch handrails. Science :15 Nick Gerbis

9/9/2020 CV vs flu vaccine c/c

Will the massive effort underway to make coronavirus 
vaccines divert needed supplies from the production of 
flu shots?  Dr. William Schaffner [SHAFF-nur], a 
professor of infectious diseases at Vanderbilt University 
Medical Center in Nashville, says no. Science :12 Nick Gerbis

9/16/2020 CV ACGU Initial findings w

During the first month of the coronavirus outbreak in the 
United States, thousands of cases likely went 
undetected. But research by the Arizona COVID-19 
Genomics Union shows that wasn’t the case in Arizona. Science :39 Nick Gerbis

9/16/2020 VC Vaccine Blitz Part 1 f

Controlling the coronavirus will require one or more 
effective vaccines. President Trump has pledged to 
deliver one before the year is out or even prior to the 
November 3rd election. But with so many hurdles to 
clear, will this vaccine moonshot fly – or fail to launch? 
From KJZZ’s Arizona Science Desk, Nicholas Gerbis 
[GUHR-bis] reports Science 4:11 Nick Gerbis

9/17/2020 VC Vaccine Blitz Part 2 f

Yesterday, we explored the various types of coronavirus 
vaccines and trials in the works. Today, we’ll dig into 
what we do and don’t know about what happens once 
those vaccines receive approval. Science 4:03

9/22/2020 CV blood herd immunity v

With the COVID-19 pandemic causing blood shortages, 
some blood banks now offer routine antibody tests to 
attract donors. From KJZZ’s Arizona Science Desk, 
Nicholas Gerbis [GUHR-bis] reports on a study that 
uses those test results to estimate current herd 
immunity levels. Science :35 Nick Gerbis

9/24/2020 Science essential workers f

Neither pandemics nor natural disasters can stay one 
group of unsung essential workers from their appointed 
rounds: Scientists who work with living things. From 
KJZZ’s Arizona Science Desk, Nicholas Gerbis [GUHR-
bis] reports on science during shutdown. Science 4:16 Nick Gerbis

9/25/2020 OSIRIS Rex mission c/c

The University of Arizona-led Osiris Rex mission is a 
month away from its historic sampling attempt at the 
asteroid Bennu. Science :10 AZPM

9/11/2020 Sonora trans bill w

Transgender Sonorans and their allies are pushing for a 
reform in the state that would allow residents to easily 
change their names and genders on official documents. 
From the Fronteras Desk in Hermosillo (air-mo-SEE-yo), 
KJZZ’s Murphy Woodhouse reports. Social Justice :44 Murphy Woodhouse

9/14/2020 Sonora Marriage Equality w

A measure in the Sonoran Congress to end state 
prohibitions on marriage for same-sex couples could 
soon get a hearing. From the Fronteras Desk in 
Hermosillo (air-mo-SEE-yo), KJZZ’s Murphy 
Woodhouse reports. Social Justice :42 Murphy Woodhouse

9/16/2020 Women human rights demonstrat w

Earlier this month, feminists in Mexico City stormed into 
the National Human Rights Commission and took 
control of the building in protest of continued violence 
against women in Mexico. On Monday, a group of 
women took over the commission’s office in Sonora. Social Justice :47 Kendal Blust

9/22/2020 BLM mural c/c

This month Phoenix denied requests for two murals to 
be painted on city streets, citing concerns with safety 
and federal guidelines. Social Justice :10 Tom Maxedon



9/22/2020 Dion Johnson BLM response c/c

Family and supporters of a Black man fatally shot by an 
Arizona DPS trooper say Maricopa County Attorney 
Allister Adel is showing unfair favoritism to law 
enforcement. The County Attorney’s Office on Monday 
said it would not pursue criminal charges against trooper 
George Cervantes, who shot Dion Johnson in 
May. Johnson’s mother, Erma Johnson spoke at a news 
conference following the announcement. Social Justice :11 Katherine Davis Young

9/29/2020 Sonoran abortion rights w

For the last 30 years, September 28 has been 
celebrated as a day of action for the decriminalization of 
abortion in Latin America, the Caribbean and other parts 
of the world. And despite the ongoing coronavirus 
pandemic, activists in neighboring Sonora, Mexico are 
among those taking to the streets today Social Justice :46 Kendal Blust

9/30/2020 Feminist activists Sonora w

Hundreds of feminist activists took to the streets of the 
Sonoran capital Hermosillo Monday to demand the right 
to safe, legal and free abortions. Criminalizing abortions 
in Sonora, they say, has made them less safe, but it 
hasn’t stoppped them from happening. Social Justice :47 Kendal Blust

9/30/2020 Sonoran marriage equality w

More than a year since being presented, a Sonoran 
marriage equality measure is slated to be heard by the 
state congress. From the Fronteras Desk in the Sonoran 
capital Hermosillo (air-mo-SEE-yo), KJZZ’s Murphy 
Woodhouse reports. Social Justice :42 Murphy Woodhouse

9/4/2020 AIA says fall sports are back on s

The executive board of the Arizona Interscholastic 
Association has given high school sports the green light 
to play this fall. The board endorsed guidelines the 
Sports Medicine Advisory Committee had proposed to 
make way for the safe return of high school sports and 
activities. The board says with COVID-19 cases 
declining in the state, sports can successfully resume. 
Schools have the option to begin football practice as 
early as Labor Day. Sports :24 Jill Ryan

9/8/2020 U of A sports v
The University of Arizona could return to athletic 
activities next week Sports :31 Kathy Ritchie

9/14/2020 CardsWin c/c The Arizona Cardinals are 1 and 0! Sports :23 Phil Latzman

9/17/2020 Coyotes GM v

The Arizona Coyotes have found their new General 
Manager. As KJZZ’s Jill Ryan reports, the team has 
hired Bill Armstrong of the St. Louis Blues. Sports :26 Jill Ryan

9/21/2020 Cardinals c/c

Kyler Murray threw for 286 yards and a touchdown and 
ran for two more scores to lead the Arizona Cardinals 
over the Washington Football Team 30-15 yesterday 
(Sun) in front of a fanless stadium in Glendale. Sports :16 Phil Latzman

9/23/2020 PAC 12 sports w

University of Arizona President Robert Robbins said he 
favors a return to play for PAC 12 sports. As KJZZ’s 
Ron Dungan reports, the conference will vote tomorrow 
(Thursday) on a proposal to resume play. Sports :42 Ron Dungan

9/18/2020 Hermosillo recycling f

Some people in the Sonoran capital make their living 
recovering valuable materials from landfills. But in 
Hermosillo (air-so-SEE-yo), they also play a role in the 
city’s young recycling program. Sustainability 4:19 Murphy Woodhouse

9/23/2020 Recycling on the Rise f

KJZZ’s Heather van Blokland explains how our new 
pandemic lifestyles have created a huge demand for the 
cardboard box. Sustainability 3:54 Heather VanBlokland

9/28/2020 SRP solar array w

SRP is building a 100-megawatt solar plant in Pinal 
County. And as KJZZ’s Ron Dungan reports, the plant is 
part of an ongoing project to bring renewable energy to 
Arizona. Sustainability :39 Ron Dungan



9/1/2020 Smart traffic lights c/c

Traffic at a Phoenix intersection is being controlled by a 
new type of signal. Glendale Avenue, between Central 
and State Route 51 in Phoenix is controlled by “smart” 
traffic lights. Technology :10 Alexandria Krusniak

9/3/2020 Rocky Point holiday w

Restrictions on nonessential travel are still in place at 
the U.S.-Mexico border. But leaders in the Sonoran 
beach town Rocky Point are counting on many 
Arizonans to continue ignoring those restrictions during 
Labor Day weekend. Tourism :51 Kendal Blust

9/4/2020 Rocky Point enviro nod w

A beach in the popular Sonoran tourist town Rocky Point 
has received a designation for environmental and quality 
standards. City officials say its clean beach status is yet 
another draw for visitors. Tourism :40 Kendal Blust

9/8/2020 Kingman tourism c/c

The pandemic is still taking a major toll on tourism. 
That’s been especially hard on Kingman. Mayor Jen 
Miles says the Mohave County city is trying to be 
proactive in keeping local businesses afloat. Tourism :13 Katherine Davis Young

9/16/2020 Arizona Tourism c/c

The Arizona Tourism industry has been hit hard by the 
pandemic. And even as weather begins to cool in the 
state, group travel, conventions and other 
traditional tourism activities are more or less at a 
standstill. Tourism :10 Jill Ryan

9/3/2020 Traffic numbers c/c

When the stay-at-home order was first issued in 
Arizona, there was a significant drop in traffic on the 
Valley freeways. Vladimir Livshits with the Maricopa 
Association of Governments says that while more 
drivers are returning, the numbers are still low...at a 10 
to 15 percent difference from August 20-19. As a 
result...highway congestion is also low. Transportation :09 Jill Ryan

9/4/2020 MAG rural transportation w

Many of Arizona’s older adults live in rural 
communities… it can make aging in our state and 
across the country challenging, especially when it comes 
to transportation. Transportation :51 Kathy Ritchie

9/4/2020 SR 87 advisory v

The Arizona Department of Transportation is warning 
travelers heading north over the Labor Day weekend to 
plan for delays Transportation :34 Jimmy Jenkins

9/11/2020 Train Investigation NTSB v

The National Transportation Safety Board continues to 
investigate a train derailment in Tempe this summer. 
And as KJZZ’s Ron Dungan reports, the agency has 
found no evidence of criminal activity. Transportation :27 Ron Dungan

9/10/2020 Ostreicher retirement c/c

Air travel has suffered from a drop in travelers amid the 
coronavirus pandemic. And Sky Harbor Airport — one of 
the Valley’s economic drivers — has felt the pain. Travel :14 Kerry Fehr Snyder

9/30/2020 Sky Harbor traffic v
Some international flights will soon resume at Phoenix 
Sky Harbor Airport. Travel :32 Christina Estes

9/7/2020 Top Gun/Navy f

It's been 34 years, but Hollywood's most recognizable 
fighter pilot, Pete "Maverick," Mitchell, will be back in the 
cockpit for a new "Top Gun" movie. Navy leaders say 
the original Tom Cruise film led to a recruiting surge. But 
it's not clear whether next year's sequel will have the 
same effect. From Los Angeles, Libby Denkmann 
reports for the American Homefront Project. Veterans 3:57 Libby Denkmann

9/8/2020 Trump veterans' support f

More than 10 percent of adults in Arizona served in the 
armed forces, and they might not be the reliable 
Republican voting bloc they had been in the previous 
years. Veterans 4:28 Scott Bourque



9/1/2020 Hot August s

August set a record as the hottest month ever recorded 
in Phoenix. The average temperature was 99-point-one 
degrees, which beats the previous record of 98-point-9 
degrees in July. Weather :30 Bridget Dowd

9/18/2020 Hottest summer ever f

Summers in Phoenix are punishing. And this summer 
was scorching. July and August were the hottest and 
driest on record. And while much of the country is 
beginning to cool off as autumn approaches, we can 
expect more triple digits into next week. KJZZ’s Kathy 
Ritchie reports. Weather 4:34 Kathy Ritchie

9/21/2020 Week ahead weather c/c

The week ahead will be warm. The 
National Weather Service says we can expect triple-digit 
highs all week -- but meteorologist Austin Jamison says 
the low temperatures will be quite comfortable. Weather :22 Scott Bourque

9/2/2020 National Forests fires c/c

Firefighters have Arizona’s biggest of the lightning-
caused fires in the Tonto National Forest 81 percent 
contained. The Griffin Fire has burned more than 61 
thousand acres. Fire Information Officer Debbie 
Maneely says firefighters continue to monitor and 
conduct suppression efforts. Wildfires :11 Jill Ryan

9/14/2020 AZ Bad Fire Season w
Roughly 875-thousand acres have burned in wildfires 
across Arizona. Wildfires :36 Kathy Ritchie

9/15/2020 Firefighters to Cali w

Arizona firefighters have pitched in on wildfires across 
the West. As KJZZ’s Ron Dungan reports, that’s typical 
for this time of year. Wildfires :42 Ron Dungan

9/29/2020 Sears Fire update c/c
The Sears Fire continues to burn northeast of Phoenix 
and has scorched over 12,000 acres so far. Wildfires :11 Tom Maxedon

9/30/2020 Sears Fire Update v

Some progress is being made on the Sears Fire burning 
near Cave Creek. As KJZZs Bridget Dowd reports, 
firefighters are beginning to contain the grass and brush 
fire. Wildfires :31 Bridget Dowd

9/9/2020 Caddisflies f

The Bureau of Reclamation is adjusting flows to control 
caddisflies on the Colorado River. As KJZZ’s Ron 
Dungan reports, the project is part of an ongoing effort 
to control these aquatic insects. Wildlife 4:15 Ron Dungan

9/17/2020 Vaquita ship returns w

After six months away because of the coronavirus 
pandemic, a patrol ship has finally returned to the 
uppermost part of Mexico’s Sea of Cortez. As Kendal 
Blust reports for KJZZ’s Fronteras Desk in Hermosillo, 
the ship is there to patrol for illegal fishing nets that can 
trap and kill a critically endangered porpoise. Wildlife :47 Kendal Blust

9/21/2020 Cattle grazing w

Environmental groups are suing the U-S Forest Service 
for failing to limit and remove cattle from the 143 miles 
of the Verde River watershed. Wildlife :48 Kathy Ritchie

9/29/2020 Cuckoo protection v

The western yellow-billed cuckoo bird is considered a 
threatened species out west, even though it’s fairly 
common back east. Now the little bird will continue to be 
protected under the  federal Endangered Species Act. Wildlife :44 Hunter Brownstein

9/4/2020 Coliseum voting v

The Phoenix Suns’ home court is under renovation and 
out of the running to serve as a polling place in 
November. :40 Ben Giles
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